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John Morris McClelland Jr.
1915-2010
John McClelland was born in Rogers, Arkansas and moved with his family to Longview,
Washington, in 1923 which was founded by
his great uncle, R.A. Long, and where John’s
father ran the local newspaper. He matriculated to Stanford, after which he returned
to Longview, married his wife Burdette, and
joined the staff of the Longview Daily News,
where he later became the editor and then
the publisher. In World War II he served as
an officer and was among the first Americans
to view the devastation at Nagasaki. After
the war John embarked on a long and distinguished career in journalism and earned
a national reputation as a newspaperman,
businessman, historian and author. He served on more than thirty boards of organizations,
historical societies, clubs and charities at the local and national level, including chairman
of the Washington Parks and Recreation Commission, Washington Board of Geographic
Names, Board of the Forest History Society, President of the Washington Historical Society, the Golf Collectors Society, and was a founder of the Cowlitz Historical Society. He
authored a number of books on Northwest history, and recently finished a manuscript called
Whose Flag Shall Fly ? (a history of the U.S.-Canada border dispute). An enthusiastic historian and golfer, he developed this extensive library of Northwest history, and a golf library
which was auctioned by PBA Galleries in February of 2010. John also endowed a chair at the
University of Washington in Northwest History. He was a member of the American Antiquarian Society and the Book Club of Washington. After Longview, the McClellands moved
to Bellevue where he founded the Bellevue Journal-American, and for a short time published
the Washington Magazine where he was a pioneer in establishing employee stock ownership, medical insurance and retirement plans. In 1986 the McClellands sold the newspapers,
retiring to spend time at their place in Maui and for John to devote time to his research, book
collecting and writing.

John McClelland died six hours before his wife Burdette’s memorial service. They had been
married 71 years. He was a man of dignity and tradition, who took big risks, as he was always
willing to try something new, as well as collect something old. He leaves a son, John M. McClelland III, a daughter Genevieve Lee and four grandchildren.

Section I: Northwest Library of John M. McClelland, Jr. (with additions),
Lots 1-191
Section III: Maps, Atlases & Views, Lots 192-281

Section I: Northwest Library of John M. McClelland, Jr. (with
additions)
1.  Adams, John.  Modern Voyages: Containing a Variety of Useful and Entertaining Facts, Respecting the
Expeditions and the Principal Discoveries of Cavendish, Dampier, Monk, Spilbergen, Anson, Byron, Wallis,
Carteret, Bougainville, Dixon, Portlock, Patterson, and others.  2 volumes. xii, 358; xii, 374, +[10] ad pp.
(12mo) period tree calf. First Edition.
London: G. Kearsley, 1790
Includes the voyages of Columbus, Cortez, Pizarro, Magellan, Drake and others. Bookplate of
John M. McClelland, Jr. Bindings worn, front cover detached on Volume 2, other joints and
hinges cracked, spines chipped, labels lacking; light foxing; good.
(300/500)
2.  [Adams, John Quincy].  Boundary on the Pacific Ocean. Message from the President...Transmitting the
Correspondence with the British Government, in relation to the Boundary of the United States on the Pacific Ocean.
26 pp. 8¾x5½, modern cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
Washington: Gales & Seaton, 1826
Early attempts to resolve the thorny problem of the boundary between the U.S. and the British
in the Pacific Northwest. House of Reps. Executive Doc. No. 65, 19th Congress, 1st Session.
Howes M553. Some foxing; very good.
(200/300)
3. Armstrong, A[mbrose] N. Oregon: Comprising a Brief History and Full Description of the Territories of
Oregon and Washington, Embracing the Cities, Towns, Rivers, Bays, Harbors, Coasts, Mountains, Valleys, Prairies
and Plains; Together with Remarks Upon the Social Position, Productions, Resources and Prospects of the Country,
a Dissertation Upon the Climate, and a Full Description of the Indian Tribes of the Pacific Slope, Their Manners,
&c. Interspersed with Incidents of Travel and Adventure. 47 pp. 7½x4½, original gilt-lettered cloth, rebacked
with portion of original spine cloth employed. First Edition.
Chicago: Chas. Scott, 1857
The author spent three years in Oregon as a government surveyor. Wagner-Camp notes that
Armstrong apparently spent most of his time in Oregon west of the Cascade mountains, with
seven chapters being devoted to that area, two to the Willmette valley alone. Streeter points out
that “When Armstrong wrote this excellent account of Oregon it was still distinctly a pioneer
country. Armstrong expected Oregon City, fifteen miles up the river from Portland, to be the
great city of Oregon. He included very little about Washington except an account of the Indian
Tribes.” Brief vocabularies of the Chinook Jargon and the Nootka dialect are also given. Graff
87; Howes A318; Smith 285; Streeter 3330; Tweney 3; Wagner-Camp 283a. Light cover wear, the
rebacking is rather obtrusive; else very good, with the bookplate of Edward Dean Lyman.
(400/700)
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4. Atkinson, G. H. The Northwest Coast, including Oregon, Washington and Idaho, a series of articles upon
the N.P.R.R. in its relations to the Basins of the Columbia and of Puget’s Sound. 56 pp. Folding map. (8vo),
modern green cloth, original front wrapper bound in. Second Edition.
Portland, OR: A.G. Walling, 1878
Scarce pamphlet first published in the Oregonian, by one of the notable pioneer missionaries
who came to Oregon in 1848. In it are discussed land grants to the Northern Pacific, Central
Pacific and California and Oregon railroads; the author insists that the natural route for a
North-Pacific railroad is down the Valley of the Columbia. The folding map (loose in this copy)
details western Oregon in the top half, and the United States, showing railroad routes, in the
bottom half. It is trimmed close at lower neat line (as usual). Howes A368; Smith 345. Small
repairs to wrapper; a few leaves dog-eared; very good.
(250/350)
5. Bagley, Clarence B. The Acquisition and Pioneering of Old Oregon [&] Pioneer Seattle and Its Founders. 1,
17 pp. 17 plates from photographs & other sources (2 of them photo-engravings), many with double
images. 29.5x22 cm. (11¾x9”), original printed wrappers.
Seattle: Argus Print, 1924
Signed by Bagley on the front wrapper. Smith lists the two items separately, but this is apparently
the first edition for both of them. Smith 405 & 411. Edge wear to wrappers, spot to lower front
wrapper, very good.
(200/300)
6. Bagley, Clarence B. History of Seattle Washington: From the Earliest Settlement to the Present Time. 3
volumes. 453; 454-885; 1155 pp. Profusely illustrated from photographs. 10¼x7, half black morocco
with green cloth and gilt-lettered spine, all edges marbled. First Edition.
Chicago: S. J. Clarke, 1916
Scarce set on the history of Seattle as recorded by the noted Washington historian. Some
rubbing and chipping to leather, other light wear; very good.
(400/600)
7.  Bancroft, Hubert Howe.  The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft - in 39 volumes.  39 volumes. (8vo)
original sheep with black gilt-lettered morocco spine labels, a few volumes rebacked.
San Francisco: A.L. Bancroft & Company, 1883-1890
“Colossal co-operative undertaking; nothing approaching it has ever been attempted in this
country.” -Howes B91. Bindings worn, several volumes with one or both covers detached; fair
only.
(500/800)
8. (Barnum & Bailey Circus) No. 1. Press Notices of the Barnum & Bailey, Greatest Show on Earth... (wrapper
title). 10 leaves, printed on rectos only. 23x10 cm. (9x4”), printed wrappers stapled at top.
No place: No date
Each leaf is a press notice for a different act or feature for the circus, with a space for the place
and date of the performance to be filled in; the leaves are perforated at top, to be torn off an
given to a newspaper or other press entity for publicity purposes. OCLC/WorldCat lists no
copies of this ephemeral item. A bit of creasing to wrappers; very good.
(300/500)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online version of  the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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BARRINGTON’S MISCELLANIES WITH MOURELLE’S VOYAGE UP WEST COAST
9. Barrington, Daines. Miscellanies by the Honourable Daines Barrington. iv, viii, 472, 471*-477*, [1], 473540, 547-557, [1] pp. Illus. with 2 copper-engraved ports.; 2 folding copper-engraved maps; 5 tables.
(4to) 28.5x22.5 cm. (11¼x9¾”), modern calf-backed marbled boards. First Edition.
London: J. Nichols, 1781
A curious collection of articles, important in the present instance for containing the first
publication of Don Francisco Antonio Mourelle’s Journal of a voyage, in 1775, to explore the
coast of America, northward of California, by the second pilot of the fleet, Don Francisco
Antonio Mourelle, in the King’s schooner, called the Sonora, and commanded by Don Juan
Francisco de la Bodega, translated from a Spanish Mss. Hill notes that “this is the only
contemporary source in English of this important voyage fitted out by the Viceroy of Mexico
to explore the northwest coast of America. Mourelle served as secretary to the Viceroy, Conde
de Revillagigedo, and later wrote another work relating to the voyage of the frigate Princessa
to the Pacific Ocean, in 1780-81. His
account was used by Captain James
Cook on his third voyage.” Other
interesting material in this book includes
Tracts on the possibility of approaching
the North Pole, pp. viii, 1-124, which
lays out the results of numerous
inquiries addressed to whaling captains,
especially those who frequented the
coasts of Labrador and Greenland, as
well as a biography of Mozart (with
portrait of the child prodigy), essays on
various British birds, etc. Hill notes that
“the whole comprises a compilation of
extraordinary value for the geography of
the northern regions.” Howes describes
a separate issue of the Mourelle
account, in this form, but is not sure
if it preceded this compilation or not,
and says only a few copies were issued.
One of the maps in the work refers
to the Mourelle account, drawn up by
Barrrington, showing the Pacific coast
from Cape de Corrientes in Mexico to
Cape St. Elias in Alaska. The other map
is of Europe. Hill 56; Howes M438;
Lada-Mocarski 34. Spine sunned, minor
wear; internally near fine.
Lot 9
(1500/2000)
10. [Bayles, W.C.]. The Art Work of Western Washington. Title leaf + 26 leaves of text printed on rectos
only. 80 leaves of photogravures with tissue guards, additional photogravure at head of first text leaf.
(Folio) 13¾x11, contemporary full brown morocco, spine ruled and lettered in gilt. Edition Deluxe
of Photogravures.
Racine, Wis.: W.D. Harney, 1910
A striking volume of photography of the American Northwest. The majority of the images
are credited to Asahel Curtis, brother of famed photographer Edward Curtis. Binding detached
and in several pieces; faint stain at top and bottom edges (not affecting images); in need of
rebinding.
(200/300)
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11. Beeson, John. A Plea For the Indians; with Facts and Features of the Late War in Oregon. 144 pp. (12mo)
original wrappers. Custom cloth folder. Third Edition.
New York: John Beeson, 1858
First published the prior year. Streeter writes: “This pamphlet’s value lies not in its account
of an overland journey, which takes only a few pages, but in the descriptions of the harsh
treatment of the Indians by the emigrants, and in giving the Indian point of view of the Indian
War of 1855-6 in Oregon. The publication during the Indian War in one of the New York
papers of a letter of Beeson’s telling of the wrongs inflicted on the Indians got back to Oregon
and infuriated the military party. They made the situation so hot for Beeson that his life was
threatened and he had to flee to California. Beeson speaks highly of Joel Palmer and General
Wool.” Wagner-Camp notes that “Beeson left Illinois in March of 1853 and arrived in Southern
Oregon by the Humboldt River and the Applegate Trail in September. At this time, the
hostilities since known in the history of Oregon as the Rogue River War were nearly ending.”
Field 107; Graff 233; Howes B314; Sabin 4360; Smith 709; Streeter 3376; Wagner-Camp 284:4
(most references referring to the first edition). Wrappers chipped and with some soiling; lower
corner dog-eared on several leaves at front; very good.
(300/500)
EARLY ACCOUNT OF LOUISIANA TERRITORY & THE FUR TRADE
12.  Brackenridge, H[enry] M[arie].  Views of Louisiana; Together with a Journal of a Voyage Up the
Missouri River, in 1814. 304 pp. (8vo) old full sheep, morocco label lettered in gilt. First Edition.
Pittsburgh: Cramer, Spear and Richbaum, 1814
Important early account of the Louisiana Territory
and the beginnings of the organized fur trade within
its bounds. The first part of the work is comprised of
a series of essays originally published in the St. Louis
Louisiana Gazette in 1811, describing the Louisiana
country, including an account of the fur trade,
principally Manuel Lisa’s operations, and describes the
expedition to the Yellowstone in 1807, the formation
of the Missouri Fur Company, and the expedition
to the forks of the Missouri. The second part relates
Brackenridge’s trip up the Missouri with Lisa to a
newly established post of the Missouri Fur Company,
upstream from the Mandan villages. An appendix
follows the journal, consisting of a series of extracts
from contemporary sources, including Sibley’s Account
of a Journey from Fort Clark, on the Missouri, to the
Salines, on the Arkansas. Graff 3789; Howes B688;
Sabin 7176; Streeter 1776; Wagner-Camp 12:1. Spine
faded, edges rubbed, hinges cracked; light foxing; very
good.
(2000/3000)
Lot 12

13. Brewer, William H. Up and Down California in 1860-1864: The Journal of William H. Brewer, Professor
of Agriculture in the Sheffield Scientific School from 1864 to 1903. xxx, 601 pp. Edited by Francis P. Farquhar.
Preface by Russell H. Chittenden. Plates from photographs, drawings, etc. (8vo), blue cloth, spine
lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1930
Brewer was the field leader of the California Geological Survey during the years 1860 through
1864. The Zamorano Eighty notes that “His keen and accurate observation, coupled with an
ability to draw sound conclusions from his data, makes this a very readable volume and one of
the most valuable on the California of the period.” Howes B754; Zamorano Eighty 9. Previous
owner’s name on front endpaper; else fine.
(200/300)
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14.  Bryant, William Cullen.  Picturesque America; or, The Land We Live In. A Delineation by Pen and
Pencil of the Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, Forests, Water-Falls, Shores, Cañons, Valleys, Cities, and other Picturesque
Features of Our Country. 2 volumes. Steel-engraved plates, including frontispieces and additional title
pages, with tissue-guards; numerous wood engravings within text. 31.8x24.5 cm. (12½x9½”), full
brown embossed morocco, lettered in gilt, stamped border decoration to covers, gilt dentelles, all
edges gilt. First Edition.
New York: D. Appleton, [1872-1874]
Noteworthy for the numerous fine steel-engraved plates; the artists represented include Thomas
Moran, Harry Fenn, James D. Smillie, J.D. Woodward, Granville Perkins and others. Rubbing to
spines, joints and extremities, Vol. I front cover detached; some minor marginal dampstaining
and darkening, about very good internally.
(300/500)
15.  Burpee, Lawrence J.  The Search for the Western Sea. The Story of the Exploration of North-Western
America. 2 volumes. Plates from photographs & other sources; folding maps. Red cloth, spines lettered
in gilt, jackets. Second Edition, revised & enlarged
Toronto: Macmillan, 1935
First published in 1908, recognized as the standard history of North Western America. Slight
fading and shelf wear to jackets; very good or better.
(150/250)
RARE AUCTION CATALOGUE FOR SAN FRANCISCO LAND AND BUILDINGS
16. (California) Curtis, Edward, auctioneer. The property owners of San Francisco offer you this phenomenal
opportunity: half a hundred pieces of improved and unimproved property in the City and County of San Francisco
at public auction Wednesday, May 20th, 1914, Thursday, May 21st, 1914 commencing at 1:30 P.M. each day,
Red Room, Palace Hotel ... [16] pp. incl. self-wrappers. Printed in red. Illustrations from photographs &
sketch maps. 31x23.5 cm. (12¼x9¼”).
San Francisco: Colonial Press, 1914
Rare auction catalog for houses, buildings, and land in San Francisco, as the City had been
largely rebuilt following the devastation of the earthquake and fire of 1906. The property ranges
from “A Fine Location for Small Apartment House in Very Choice District” (Sutter Street
between Leavenworth and Hyde) to the Princess Theatre, “well known to all San Franciscans
and housed the most important amusements for the two years following the fire,” on Ellis
between Fillmore and Steiner. Also for sale is the Beresford Hotel; Valencia Theatre; “Two nice
flats just south of Park Panhandle - Ashbury Heights”; and more. Some 51 properties were
offered. A very significant feature of this copy of the catalog is the selling prices that have been
penciled in next to many of the lots, which were fairly strong. As a legend on the rear wrapper
reads: “San Francisco Grows and Grows in Spite of it All.” OCLC/WorldCat lists only the copy
at the University of California, Berkeley. Mild horizontal creasing and other light wear; very
good.
(800/1200)
SAN FRANCSICO AUTOMOBILE SHOW, 1907
17. (California) First Annual Auto Show, Coliseum, San Francisco, February 18th to 25th, 1907. 132 pp. With
halftones from photographs; illustrated advertisements. 25.7x17.2 cm. (10¼x6¾”), original pictorial
wrappers.
San Francisco: Toot Toot Publishing Co., 1907
Elaborate program for an early automobile show in San Francisco, with numerous
advertisements, photographs of autos cruising California, essays on the automobile, a listing of
members of the Automobile Club of California, the many exhibitors, and more. Among the
exhibitors is the Howard Automobile Company; Charles Stewart Howard was perhaps the most
successful Buick salesman of all time, though he is today remembered as the owner of famed
racehorse Seabiscuit. OCLC/WorldCat lists only the copies at the California State Library and
Saint Patrick’s Seminary Library. Soiling and staining to wrappers, overall very good.
(700/1000)
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18. (California) First Contra Costa County Automobile Tournament held at Concord Race Track, Sunday, August
11, 1907. 4-page flier. 24x15 cm. (6x9½”).
Concord, CA: 1907
In addition to advertisements for a half-dozen businesses, the flier lists the nine races to be held,
with two to seven participants in each. The “Name of the Machine” is given, its selling price,
horsepower, and who entered it. Five of the races featured Buicks entered by C.S. Howard.
Charles Stewart Howard was perhaps the most successful Buick salesman of all time, though
he is today remembered as the owner of famed racehorse Seabiscuit. No copies are listed in
OCLC/WorldCat. Very good with a little darkening at folds, 2 short splits.
(400/600)
19. (California) Map of College Addition to Santa Rosa, California. Broadside map, printed in red ink.
37x28 cm. (14½x11”).
Santa Rosa: 1892
Rare broadside advertising the sale of “This beautiful property...in the midst of a choice
residence portion of the city of Santa Rosa... it must be sold before May 20, 1892, terms easy,
address, H.M. McKnight, Santa Rosa, Cal.” The land is bounded by College Ave., North St.,
5th St., and King St.; lot prices are shown. OCLC/WorldCat locates only two copies (Yale and
Berkeley) in addition to a photocopy at Sonoma County Library and an unlocated listing. Slight
browning to paper; fine or nearly so.
(400/600)
20. (California) Memorial of the Oriental and Pacific Steam Navigation Co., for a mail route between San Francisco
and China, via the Sandwich Islands; to which is appended, the articles of incorporation, and by-laws, and the law
of California providing for corporations. 12 pp. 22x13.5 cm. (8¾x5½”), original printed wrappers. First
Edition.
San Francisco: Printed at the Office of the San Francisco Herald, 1853
The Oriental and Pacific Steam Navigation Co. claimed a capitalization of ten million dollars,
and planned to operate between San Francisco and “some point in China” via the Sandwich
Islands. OCLC/WorldCat lists only ten copies in institutional libraries. Greenwood 398. Some
browning and offsetting to wrappers, removed from bound volume with remains of stitching on
spine, tiny edge chip to rear wrapper; very good or better.
(600/900)
21. (California) Mullin, Joseph. Speech of Mr. Joseph Mullin, of New York, on the bill to establish a government
for the territory of California, delivered in the House of Representatives of the United States, February 26, 1849.
12 pp. Unbound, stitched. First Edition.
[Washington]: 1849
Scarce, early speech on the admission of California as a state, concentrating on the issue of
slavery, the practice of which the speaker was opposed. OCLC/WorldCat lists copies in only six
institutional libraries. Some soiling and creasing, very good.
(400/600)
22.  (California)  Neville, F.R & J.H. Bratt.  The Manila Expedition: [Officers and Members of the First
Montana Regiment at Camp Merritt, San Francisco. [28] pp., consisting of title-page with text on verso., and
26 pages of halftone photographs by J.H. Bratt. 14x21.6 cm. (5½x8½”), original chromolithographed
wrappers.
San Francisco: The Wave Publishing Company, 1898
Photographic record of the assembly of the Montana Regiment in San Francisco before being
sent across the Pacific to occupy Manila during the Spanish-American War. Shown are the
various companies, the encampment before Children’s Hospital, various scene around San
Francisco, etc. Issued as Vol. I, No. 5 of The Wave War Series. OCLC/WorldCat lists no copies
of this issue, though it does list Vol. I, No. 2 (Tenth Pennsylvania Regiment) and Vol. I, No. 4
(First Colorado Regiment). Minor soiling to wrappers, very good.
(400/600)
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23. (California) Official souvenir program, California Jubilee, Monterey, Cal., July 4th to 7th. [4] pp. 13.5x18 cm.
(5½x7”) (maximum), original chromolithographed die-cut wrappers.
[Monterey, CA]: Brunt Press, 1896
Rare little program with die-cut wrappers illustrated with a view of the Monterey custom
house. OCLC/WorldCat lists only two copies, at the California Polytechnic State University,
and Southern Methodist University. Mild soiling, several creases, contents neatly detached; very
good.
(400/600)
24. (California) Twelve U.S. Government reports on California. Includes: Fortifications at Fort Point and
Alcatrazas Island: Letter from the Secretary of War.... 6 pp. 1854. * California - Refund Money to
State of, for Suppressing Indian Aggressions... 6 pp. 1854. * Message from the President...relative
to the removal of the California Indians. 3 pp. (dampstained). 1855. * Letter from the Secretary
of the Interior transmitting a prepared bill for the sale of Indian Reservations in California. 3 pp.
[&] Estimates for Indian Service in California. 2 pp. [&] Survey and Sale of Indian Reservations in
California. 2 pp. (dampstained). 1863. * Feilner. Explorations in Upper California in 1860, under
the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution. Pp. [421]-430. [c.1865]. * Petition of John A. Sutter,
Praying Compensation for land owned by him in California, and held under Mexican grants, which
was settled upon and occupied by settlers from the United States... 10 pp. * Dunn. California: Her
Agricultural Resources. Pp. 581-610. * Letter from the Secretary of the Interior... relative to the
status of military reservation No. 7, opposite Mare Island, California. 28 pp. With 2 lithographed
maps, 1 hand-colored (uncolored map split along folds and in 2 pieces). 1872. * War Claims of
California, Oregon, and Nevada...in the suppression of the rebellion... 44 pp. 1890. * Letter from the
Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a further report upon the subject of war claims of the state
of California... 190 pp. 1890. * Reservation of Certain Lands in California... Testimony taken by the
select committee of the United States Senate... 24 pp. 1898. * Letter from the Secretary of War...
Report on the Improvement of Sacramento and Feather Rivers and Their Tributaries. 11 pp. 1898.
Together, 12 documents. Removed from larger volumes with remains of stitching on spines.
Washington, D.C.: 1854-1898
 Very good condition overall.

(200/300)

25. (California - Yuba County) Index to Great Register Yuba County General Election Tuesday, November 4,
1930 (wrapper title). 138, [1] pp. 24x16.5 cm. (9½x6½”), original printed wrappers.
Marysville, CA: Alexanders’, 1930
The registered voters of Yuba County are listed alphabetically by precinct, with the name,
occupation, address, and party affiliation of each given. Republicans seem well in the majority.
OCLC/WorldCat lists no copies in institutional libraries; it does list one copy of Index to
precinct registers, Yuba County, 1910. Corners of front wrapper lightly chipped and creased;
very good.
(400/600)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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PROGRESS REPORT FOR KEMANO HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA WITH MANY PHOTOS
26. (Canada) Morrison-Knudson Company of Canada. Progress report for the Alcan Project at Kitimat,
British Columbia, and the Kemano hydroelectric project.  Three binders & 1 stapled report: Alcan Project
Progress Report, October 1, 1953 (cover title). [7], 31 leaves of mimeographed typescript + 28 maps,
plans & graphs (some folding) + 40 glossy halftone plates from photographs. * Skins Lake Project
(cover title) Binder comprising approx. 145 gelatin silver photographs, each with typed caption in
lower margin. * Progress Pictures of Alcan Project (cover title). 28 halftone plates from photographs,
most with two images. * Aluminum Company of Canada, Limited, Nechako Kitimat Project.
Specification No. AP-91, Saddle Dams. Skins Lake Dams Nos. 1, 3 & 3; Bear Lake Dams Nos. 1, 2
& 3. 17 leaves, mimeographed typescript, stapled. Together, 4 items. Approx. 29x23 cm. (11½x9”).
Canada: 1953
Progress report on the massive project in Northwest British Columbia. In the 1950s, after
signing the agreement with the British Columbia government for land and water rights, Alcan
undertook the Kitimat/Kemano Project, arguably one of the most ambitious Canadian
engineering projects of the 20th century. The project required not only building the Kenney
Dam to reverse the Nechako River, but also boring a 16 km (10 mi) tunnel under Mt. Dubose
of the Coast Range to the generating station, also built under Mt. Dubose. The electricity
from Kemano is transported 80 km (50 mi) across mountains via a custom built twin circuit
transmission line. This notable report contains a remarkable pictorial record of the project. Very
good condition.
(500/800)
27. Carver, Jonathan. Three Years Travels Throughout the Interior Parts of North-America, for More Than
Five Thousand Miles,... xvi, (5)-312 pp. (12mo) period full calf, red morocco label.
Boston: Printed by John Russell for David West, 1797
An early owner has neatly penned alternative pronunciations for a large number of the entries
in Carver’s vocabulary of the Chipeway language and long quotes from other sources on
endpapers. Early ownership signature of J.A. Sheaff on title page. Later printing of Howes
C215. Binding rubbed, hinges cracking; foxing; very good.
(200/300)
CHAMBERLAIN’S HISTORY OF SUTTER COUNTY WITH LITHO VIEWS 1879
28. [Chamberlain, Wm. H. & Harry L. Wells]. History of Sutter County California, With Illustrations
Descriptive of Its Scenery, Residences, Public Buildings, Fine Blocks and Manufactories. 127 pp. 87 lithograph
views (including 8 double-page); colored map. (Oblong 4to), original leather-backed cloth, stamped
in gilt and blind. First Edition.
Oakland: Thompson & West, 1879
Scarce California county history, only
2 copies having appeared at auction in
the past 30 years. Lithographs by the
C. L. Smith firm in Oakland. Cowan,
p. 626; Howes S1157; Rocq 15069.
Spine chipped, some wear and soiling
to cloth, endpapers creased, some small
dampstains in margins; very good.
(1500/2000)

Lot 28
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29. (Civil War) Official Records of the Union and Confederate Navies in the War of the Rebellion. 17 volumes,
broken run, Series I, Volumes 2-26. Illustrated with photo plates, etc. 23x14 cm. (9x5¾”), blue cloth,
spines lettered in gilt.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1894-1914
Important compilation on the naval-related records, correspondence, etc. of the two sides in
the Civil War. Includes a duplicate of Vol. 12 and two volumes of the records of the Union and
Confederate Armies, for a total of 20 volumes. The full set of the naval records should have 27
volumes in Series One, 3 volumes in Series Two, and an index, for a total of 31 volumes. Some
rubbing and wear to bindings, very good.
(200/300)
30.  Clarke, S[amuel] A[sahel].  Pioneer Days of Oregon History.  2 volumes. x, 367; iv, [369]-729 pp.
With plates from photographs, old prints, etc. 23x15 cm. (9x5¾”), cloth, spines lettered in gilt. First
Edition.
Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1905
With Clark imprints on slips affixed over those of J.H. Gill Co., Portland. Smith 1795. Light
rubbing to covers, spines sunned a touch, very good or better, with the bookplates of John M.
McClelland, Jr.
(200/300)
31. (Cody, William F.) Wetmore, Helen Cody. Last of the Great Scouts: The Life Story of Col. William F.
Cody (“Buffalo Bill”). As told by his sister. xiv, 296 pp. With frontispiece & 16 plates, most from drawings
by E.W. Deming, some by Frederic Remington. 20.6x14.5 cm. (8¼x5¾”), embossed brown cloth
lettered in gilt, recased with new endpapers.
Chicago & Duluth: Duluth Press Publishing Company, [1899]
Presentation copy inscribed on front flyleaf, with is laid on an inserted leaf: “With the
compliments of the subject, W.F. Cody “Buffalo Bill” To Miss Maya Upshaw, Mar. 10th 1901.”
Adams Six-guns 2372; [Graff 4616]; Howes W297; [Rader 3617]. Spine faded, ends and corners
worn, rear joint splitting; about very good.
(300/500)
32.  (Colorado)  Charlton, John S.  An authoritative statement of the resources of Mesa county, Colorado:
and the advantages and opportunities it has to offer. 27, [5] pp. 15 single-page halftone illustrations from
photographs; map. 23.5x15.5 cm. (9¼x6”), wrappers. First Edition.
Denver: Carson-Harper Co., 1898
Scarce little promotional pamphlet; OCLC/WorldCat lists only seven copies in institutional
libraries. Some soiling to wrappers, ink notation and rubberstamp stating “Pamphlet”;
light vertical creasing to contents, rubberstamp of Franklin Institute to p.3 gutter, another
rubberstamp on inside of rear wrapper, else very good.
(400/600)
33.  Colton, Henry E.  Mountain Scenery: The scenery of the mountains of western North Carolina and
northwestern South Carolina. [4], [ix]-xii, [13]-120 pp. With 3 lithographed plates; folding map. 18,5x11
cm (7¼x4½”), original cloth. First Edition.
Raleigh, NC: W.L. Pomeroy, 1859
The large folding map is traversed by the “Iron or Great Smokey Mts.” Printed in Philadelphia,
with the secondary publisher listed as Hayes & Zell of that city. Scarce. Stains to covers, lower
half of spine strip perished; map with a few stub tears and some creasing; about very good.
(200/300)
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FIRST COMPILATION OF STATE CONSTITUTIONS
34.  (Constitution)  Constitutional Law: Comprising The Declaration of Independence; The Articles of
Confederation; The Constitution of the United States; And the Constitutions of the Several States Composing the
Union, viz... [iv], 360 pp. Addendum slip pasted to final page. (12mo) period full calf, red morocco
spine label. First Edition.
Washington City: Gales and Seaton, 1819
The first compilation of state constitutions published as a single volume since the federal
Constitution was ratified. Includes the constitutions of the thirteen original colonies plus the
states of Vermont, Louisiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Tennessee, Mississippi, Indiana, and Illinois.
For an 1820 edition, which included the states of Alabama and Maine, see Sabin 16133. Early
ownership signatures of Louis D. Wilson on front endpaper and title page. Some wear to
binding; foxing throughout; very good.
(2000/2500)

Lot 34

TREATY ON OREGON BORDER 1828
35. (Convention...) Convention between His Majesty and the United States of America, relative to the territory on
the north-west coast of America. Signed at London, August 6, 1827. [4] pp. 31x19.5 cm. (12¼x7¾”), modern
quarter morocco & marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
London: Printed by R.G. Clarke, 1828
An agreement to extend the third article of the British-U.S. Treaty of 1818, providing for joint
occupation of Oregon Territory, which was to expire. A significant document of great rarity:
OCLC/WorldCat lists only two copies, at Yale and the University of Washington. Darkened
along fore-margin of title-page; fine.
(1500/2500)
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OCTAVO EDITION OF COOK’S THIRD VOYAGE
36. Cook, James. A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean; Undertaken, by the Command of His Majesty, for Making
Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere: Performed under the Direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in the
Years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780. Being a copious, comprehensive, and satisfactory Abridgement of the
Voyage written by Captain James Cook, F.R.S., and Captain James King, L.L.D. and F.R.S. 4 volumes. viii,
[v]-xii, 370; [iii]-xii, 359; [iii]-xii, 400; [iii]-xii, 310, [62] + [6] ad pp. With 49 copper-engraved plates (1
folding); 2 folding charts. (8vo) 21x12.5 cm. 8¼x5, period half red straight-grain morocco & marbled
boards, spines lettered in gilt. First Octavo Edition.
London: John Stockdale, et al., 1784
Octavo edition of the official account of Cook’s fateful third voyage, a search for the Northwest
Passage, during which he was clubbed and stabbed to death by the once friendly natives of
Hawaii. The excellent plates including a folding copper engraving of “The Death of Captain
James Cook, F.R.S. at Owhyhee
in MDCCLXXIX,” drawn by D.P.
Dodd “& others who were on the
spot.” There is a folding chart of
Hawaii with a sketch of Karakooa
Bay (3” stub tear) and a large
folding chart of the world, with
the tracks of Cook’s three voyages.
Forbes notes that although dated
1784, this edition was issued in
parts, and not actually completed
until 1785. The half-titles for
Vols. II-IV are not present, and
Forbes states they are “frequently
missing.” Forbes 69. Bookplates
of John M. McClelland, Jr. Some
rubbing and scuffing to covers;
mild offset from the plates, a few
instances of light foxing; very good
or better, a nice set.
Lot 36
(2000/3000)
37. Cook, James. The Journals of Captain James Cook on His Voyages of Discovery. 4 volumes, plus portfolio
of charts and views. Text volumes thick octavo, blue cloth stamped in gilt, larger portfolio in matching
blue cloth.
Sydney: Boydell Press, [1999]
Edited from the original journals. A touch of wear; near fine.
38. (Cook, James) Sherwin, John Keyse,
cm. (11x9¼”) plus margins. Second state.

engraver. Captain

(200/300)

James Cook. Copper engraving. 28x23.5

London: J.K. Sherwin & R. Wilkinson, Aug. 1st 1784

From the portrait by Nathaniel Dance (1735-1811). The original portrait was commissioned
by the explorer Sir Joseph Banks and was praised as an excellent likeness. Kivell and Spence,
Portraits of the Famous and Infamous, note (p.73) “there are two states of this plate: one
dated 1779, the other Aug 1 1784 with alteration to title” [they don’t specify what alteration].
Provenance: John M. McClelland, Jr. Glued at corners to a mat (this was done in 1964,
according to note); image fine or nearly so, a sharp impression.
(500/800)
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39. (Cook, James) The Charts & Coastal Views of Captain Cook’s Voyages. Volume Three. The Voyage of
the Resolution and Discovery, 1776-1780. Illustrated throughout with maps, views, etc. (Folio) blue cloth,
dust jacket.
London: Hakluyt Society, 1997
With a descriptive catalogue of all known original surveys and coastal views and the original
engravings associated with them together with the running journal of James King, 1779-80.
Some soiling to jacket; irregular folding to map at rear; very good.
(200/300)
40. Corney, Peter. Voyages in the Northern Pacific. Narrative of Several Trading Voyages from 1813 to 1818,
Between the Northwest Coast of America, the Hawaiian Islands and China, with a Description of the Russian
Establishments on the Northwest Coast. Interesting Early Account of Kamehameha’s Realm; Manners and Customs
of the People, Etc...  xii, (84), 75A-84A, 85-138, v, [1] ads pp. 18.5x12 cm. (7¾x4½”), original stiff
wrappers with woodcut of sailing vessel on front panel. First Edition in book form.
Honolulu: Thos. G. Thrum, 1896
W. D. Alexander, an eminent Hawaiian scholar, well summarizes this notable work: “[The]
narrative is a valuable contribution to the history . . . of the Hawaiian Islands. In particular, it
throws much light on the proceedings of the Russians here in 1815-1817, on the mutiny and
piracy of the crew of the Argentine cruiser, Santa Rosa, her recapture by Capt. Bouchard of
the frigate Argentina, and their homeward voyage, including the sack and burning of Monterey,
California.” Cowan, p. 143 (“many unusual details”); Forbes, Hawaiian Bib., 4726 (“An
important work.”); Graff 879 (“quite interesting”); Howes C779. Bookplate of D.Q. Troy. Some
rubbing to spine and other minor wear to wrappers; near fine, in modern folding cloth box.
(300/500)
41. Cox, Ross. The Columbia River; or, Scenes and Adventures During a Residence of Six Years on the Western
Side of the Rocky Mountains, among Various Tribes of Indians Hitherto Unknown: Together with a Journey Across
the American Continent.  2 volumes. xvi, 333; [2], 350 pp. 21x13 cm. (8¼x5¼”), period half calf &
marbled boards, rebacked with cloth, portions of earlier spine labels employed. Stated Third Edition.
London: Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley, 1832
One of the “Big Three” books on the fur trade of the Pacific Northwest (with those of Ross
and Franchere). Tweney remarks that “at the age of eighteen, Cox arrived in Astoria in 1812.
He remained with the Company until its dissolution, when he joined the Northwest Fur
Company and returned by crossing the continent in 1817...” Howes C822; Smith 2081; Tweney
10; Wagner-Camp 43:4. Leather scuffed, corners worn; foxing to flyleaves, internally very good,
with the bookplates of John M. McClelland, Jr.
(400/600)
42. De Smet, Father Pierre-Jean. Life, Letters and Travels of Father Pierre-Jean De Smet, S.J. 1801-1873...
4 volumes. Edited by Hiram Martin Chittenden and Alfred Talbot Richardson. Illustrated with plates
from early engravings, prints and photographs; folding map loose in rear endpaper pocket of Vol. IV.
23.8x15 cm. (9¼x6”), original green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Francis P. Harper, 1905
Important history of this Jesuit priest who had such a profound influence during the early days
of the opening of the West. Tweney calls the work “both authoritative and indispensable” and
relates that De Smet “travelled assiduously, wrote voluminously, and treated the Indians with
sympathy and understanding... On numerous occasions he acted as chief negotiator between the
Indians and the government, and he was influential in the formation of what eventually became
the national Indian policy.” Tweney 8. Formerly in the Long Island Historical Society library,
with bookplates, blindstamps to title-pages, withdrawn rubberstamps. Spine ends chipped and
frayed, corners worn, Vol. I with rubbed steak to spine; very good, bright copies.
(700/1000)
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43. De Smet, P. J. Oregon Missions and Travels over the Rocky Mountains, in 1845-46. 408, [4] pp. With 13
(of 14) duotone lithographed plates (including frontispiece & added pictorial title, which are included
in the pagination); folding lithographed map. 17x10.5 cm. (6¾x4”), rebound in library buckram, spine
lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Edward Dunigan, 1847
Father De Smet, a Jesuit Missionary from Belgium, ventured across the Missouri in 1840 with
a party of fur traders to assess the prospects of a mission to the Flathead Indians. He returned
the following year to found St. Mary’s Mission in the Bitterroot Valley, and moved on to Oregon
the next spring. Wagner-Camp notes that the present work contains “Father Smet’s descriptions
of his travels through and about the central Columbia River plateau as well as a trip up that
river to its source, during which he continued on the Athabaska River, the country of the
Assiniboines, and arrived at Fort Augusta about January 1, 1846. He returned to Fort Vancouver
by way of Fort Colville. In July he departed for the Upper Mission and in August stopped at
St. Mary’s on his way down the Missouri River. He arrived at Westport on October 28.” The
captivating lithographed plates are from drawings by Father Nicolas Point, S.J. Field 1424;
Graff 3829; Howes D286; Sabin 82268; Smith 9556; Streeter 2099; Wagner-Camp 141:1; Wheat
Transmississippi 535. Contents foxed; lacking the plate “St. Mary’s among the Flat-heads,” map
with some creasing, wear to fore-edge, good to very good.
(500/800)
44. Devens, R.M. Our First Century: Being a Popular Descriptive Portraiture of the One Hundred Great and
Memorable Events of Perpetual Interest in the History of Our Country. 1007 pp. Chromolithograph title page;
woodcut illustrations throughout. (Large 8vo) original brown cloth stamped in gilt. First Edition.
Springfield, Mass.: C.A. Nichols & Co., 1876
A centennial history of the United States. Spine faded, light wear; very good.

(100/150)

45. Duniway, Abigail Scott. From the West to the West. 311, [5] ad pp. Color frontispiece. (8vo) original
pictorial tan cloth. First Edition.
Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1905
Fictionalized telling of Duniway’s journal kept during her crossing in 1852. Bookplate of John
M. McClelland, Jr. A touch of wear, fine.
(150/250)
46. Eells, Myron. History of the Indian Missions on the Pacific Coast. Oregon, Washington and Idaho. 270
pp. Illus. with 5 wood-engraved plates. 18.5x12 cm. (7¼x4¾”), original cloth with gilt map on front
cover, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
Philadelphia: American Sunday School Union, [1882]
History of the early and later mission, Indian wars, etc. Smith 2757. Damage to front
pastedown, with Sabbath School bookplate as well as McClelland’s. Spine faded, very good.
(100/150)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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REPORT ON INDIANS ALONG MISSISSIPPI 1798
47. Ellicott, Andrew. Message from the President of the United States, accompanying a report to him from
the Secretary of State, and sundry documents relative to the affairs of the United States on the Missisippi [sic]; the
intercourse with the Indian nations, and the inexecution of the treaty between the United States and Spain... 91 pp.
20.7x13.5 cm. (8¼x5¼”), removed from larger volume, with remains of stitching on spine. First
Edition.
Philadelphia: W. Ross, 1798
Presidential message based on reports by Andrew Ellicott, a surveyor commissioned by George
Washington in 1796 as the U.S. representative on the commission for the survey of the border
between the Spanish territories in Florida and the United States negotiated in the Treaty of San
Lorenzo. Ellicott traveled with a military escort via the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and worked
together with Spanish commissioners, despite many difficulties, for the next four years. Evans
34801. Title-page with some soiling and staining, old rubberstamp of Charles N. Hagner, ink
“No. 16”; light to moderate foxing within, some staining towards rear; about very good.
(1000/1500)
48. Emory, William H. Report on the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey... Volume I. Volume One
(two parts) only. xvi, 258; viii, 174 pp. Illustrated 3 maps (two folding, one partially hand-colored)
with 9 steel-engraved plates of views (1 of which, “View of Monument Mountain” is not listed); 12
color lithographs of Indians or views; 33 plates with 66 engraved outline sketches; 1 folding profile;
1 folding chart; 21 steel-engraved paleontological plates. (4to), 28x222 cm. (11z8½”), original cloth.
House Issue. 34th Congress, 1st Session. Ex. Doc. No. 135.
Washington: A.O.P. Nicholson, 1857
Report on government explorations in the Southwest, noteworthy for the striking illustrations
as well as the text. The large folding maps present in this volume are “Map of the United
States and Their Territories Between the Mississippi and the Pacific Ocean and Part of Mexico
Compiled from Surveys Made Under the Order of W.H. Emory.” and “Map illustrating the
General Geological Features of the Country West of the Mississippi River...compiled by the
surveys of W.H. Emory and from the Pacific Railway Surveys...by James Hall,” with distribution
of rocks hand-colored. Howes E146; Wagner-Camp 291; Wheat Transmississippi 916. Covers
worn, detached, spine strip perished; title & frontispiece detached, about half the engraved
outline sketches are darkened, 1 color lithograph well foxed some others lightly so; contents
very good.
(500/800)
49. [Espinosa y Tello, José.]. A Spanish Voyage to Vancouver and the North-West Coast of America being the
narrative of the voyage made in the year 1792 by the schooners Sutil and Mexicana to explore the Strait of Fuca...
xiv, 142 pp. Translated from the Spanish with an Introduction by Cecil Jane. Folding frontispiece;
folding map; five plates. (4to), vellum-backed orange cloth, gilt cover design, spine gilt lettered. One
of 525 copies on Japon Vellum.
London: Argonaut Press, 1930
An account of the final Spanish exploration of the west coast of North America, a vain search
for a Northwest Passage from the west. Hill, p.99; Howes G18; Smith 2888 and 5181. A bit of
soiling to binding; very good.
(200/300)
50. [Esquemeling, John]. The History of the Bucaniers (Buccaniers) of America. xxiv, 660 pp. Engraved
frontispiece and title page. (24mo) 5x2¾, contemporary full calf, gilt spine decorations.
London: J. Johnson, et al, 1810
Reprint of the English translation of 1678 Dutch text, including Exquemelin’s narrative,
Ringrose’s compilation of voyages, Ravenau de Lussan, and Montauban’s voyage. Spine ends
chipped, some edge wear, joints splitting; foxing; very good.
(300/500)
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51. [Evans, Elwood]. History of the Pacific Northwest: Oregon and Washington. Embracing an Account of the
Original Discoveries on the Pacific Coast of North America, and a Description of the Conquest, Settlement and
Subjugation of the Vast Country included in the Original Territory of Oregon. Also Interesting Biographies of the
Earliest Settlers and Most Prominent Men and Woman of the Pacific Northwest... 2 volumes. xiv, 653; [4], 708
pp. Profusely illustrated with lithographed plates, both portraits & views, some folding. (4to), original
three-quarter red morocco and cloth. First Edition.
Portland: North Pacific History Company, 1889
Valuable history with much biographical information. Smith 2922. Bookplate of Frederick W.
Skiff. Bindings worn, front cover detached on Volume 2, a few signatures pulled; worthy of
repair.
(400/600)
52. (Exploration & Voyages) Five titles on Exploration reprinted by N. Israel & De Capo Press. Includes:
Broughton, William Robert. A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean... Reprint of 1804
edition. [1967]. * Meares, John. Voyages Made in the Years 1788 and 1789, From China to the N. W.
Coast of America... Reprint of 1790 edition. [1967]. * Colnett, James. Voyage to the South Atlantic
and Round Cape Horn Into the Pacific Ocean, for the purpose of extending the Spermaceti Whale
Fisheries, and Other Objects of Commerce... Reprint of 1798 edition. [1968]. * Dixon, George. A
Voyage Round the World; But More Particularly to the North-West Coast of America performed in
1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788 in The King George and Queen Charlotte, Captains Portlock and Dixon.
Reprint of 1789 edition. [1968]. * Campbell, Archibald. A Voyage Round the World, from 1806 to
1812... Reprint of 1816 edition. [1969]. Together, 5 volumes. Simulated vellum lettered in gilt on blue
backgrounds.
Amsterdam and New York: N. Israel & De Capo Press, Various dates
Facsimile reprints of the first editions of these important accounts of voyages. Fine or nearly
so.
(300/500)
53. (Exploration & Voyages) Three titles on Exploration reprinted by N. Israel & De Capo Press. Includes:
Müller, [Gerhard Friedrich]. Voyages from Asia to America for Completing the Discoveries of the
North West Coast of America... Translated by Thomas Jefferys. Reprint of 1761 edition. [1967]. *
Lisiansky, Urey. A Voyage Round the World, in the Years 1803, 4, 5, & 6; Performed, By Order of His
Imperial Majesty Alexander the First, Emperor of Russia, in the Ship Neva. Reprint of 1814 edition.
[1968]. * Langsdorff, G. H. Von. Voyages and Travels in Various Parts of the World, During the Years
1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, and 1807. 2 volumes. Reprint of 1813-14 edition. [1968]. Together, 3 works
in 4 volumes. Simulated vellum lettered in gilt on blue backgrounds.
Amsterdam and New York: N. Israel & De Capo Press, Various dates
Facsimile reprints of the English editions of these important accounts of voyages. Fine or
nearly so.
(200/300)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online version of  the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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54. Franchere, Gabriel. Narrative of a Voyage to the Northwest Coast of America in the Years 1811, 1812,
1813, and 1814 or the First American Settlement on the Pacific. 376, [8] ad pp. Translated and edited by J.
V. Huntington. Three wood engraved plates including frontispiece. 18.5x12 cm. (7¼x4¾), original
brown pebbled cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition in English.
New York: Redfield, 1854
Franchere’s work (first published in Montreal in 1820) was “the first printed account in book
form of John Jacob Astor’s scheme for a fur trading company with headquarters at the mouth
of the Columbia, and the first printed account of the overland journey back from Oregon to
the east through Canada” (Streeter 3691). To this translation of the original the author added a
Preface, an additional chapter and an Appendix. This copy in a variant, likely later issue binding,
with spine lettering “North-West/ Coast of/ American/ Franchere” and imprint of Widdleton
at spine foot. Howes F310; Sabin 25432; Smith 3244; Tweney 21; Wagner-Camp 16:2. Spine
faded; light foxing to plates and adjacent pages, two pages darkened from newsclipping laid in;
very good.
(250/350)
FREMONT’S REPORT IN FULL MOROCCO PRESENTATION BINDING
55. Fremont, J[ohn] C[harles]. Report of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842,
and to Oregon and North California in the Years 1843-’44. 583pp. Illus. with 22 lithograph plates; 5 maps,
3 of them folding, including the large folding map. (8vo), original full green morocco stamped in gilt
and blind. First Edition, House Issue, Elaborate Presentation Binding.
Washington: Blair and Rives, 1845
Rare full morocco presentation binding with the name J.C. Smith stamped in gilt on front
cover. The first portion of the work reprints Fremont’s report of 1843, covering his 1842
expedition to the Rocky Mountains, the second portion records his expedition of 1843-1844,
delineating the major sections of the route
subsequently followed by thousands of Oregon
immigrants. Wheat describes the map at great
length, and attaches great importance to it: “The
year 1845, however, though otherwise somewhat
cartographically barren, because of a single event
is in fact one of the towering years in the story
of Western Cartography. In that year John C.
Fremont’s report of his journey to Oregon and
California in 1843-44 was published. This report
and the Fremont (Preuss) map which accompanied
it, changed the entire picture of the West, and
made a lasting contribution to cartography...” The
map is somewhat darkened, tears and separations
at the folds, as usual, some old repairs on verso.
Cowan p. 223-4; Graff 1436; Howes F370;
Wagner-Camp 115:2; Wheat Transmississippi
Vol. II, pp. 194-200, Map 497; Zamorano 39.
Edges rubbed, hinges cracked; small folding map
at page 132 split entirely along one fold; foxing
throughout; very good.
Lot 55
(2000/3000)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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56. Frémont, J[ohn] C[harles]. Narrative of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year
1842, and to Oregon and North California in the Years 1843-’44. 278 pp. 22.5x15 cm. (9x5¾”), original
printed wrappers.
Washington: Taylor, Wilde & Co., 1845-[1846]
An early abridged edition of Frémont’s account of his two expeditions. Issued without plates
or maps. Stated “Second Edition” on the title-page, and “Third Edition” on the front wrapper,
with place of publication on the wrapper given as Baltimore, and the date 1846. Wagner-Camp
115:4; Howes F370; Sabin 24841; Smith 3351. Some soiling and light stains to wrappers, spine
strip missing bottom 1½”, other wear; very good.
(300/500)
57. Gaston, Joseph. Portland, Oregon, Its History and Builders in Connection With the Antecedent Explorations,
Discoveries and Movements of the Pioneers That Selected the Site for the Great City of the Pacific. 3 volumes.
Illustrations from photographs, portraits, etc. (Thick 4to) original half morocco and cloth, spines gilt,
all edges marbled. First Edition.
Chicago: S.J. Clarke Publishing Company, 1911
The author of this massive history of Portland, was editor of the Oregon Statesmen, and
President of the Oregon Central Railroad Company. Leather rubbed, some wear; good.
(200/300)
58.  Golder, F. A.  Russian Expansion on the Pacific, 1641-1850. An Account of the Earliest and Later
Expeditions Made by the Russians Along the Pacific Coast of Asia and North America... 368 pp. With plates
from sketches, maps, etc. Red cloth stamped in gilt on spine, top edge gilt. First Edition.
Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1914
Presentation copy inscribed and signed by the author on front flyleaf, dated December
1916. Soliday calls this “the only authoritative study of the Russian expansion on the Pacific
published in any language during the past century,” and notes that “the work is of such
importance that the Russian government translated and issued the volume in Russian.” Howes
G223; Smith 3636; Soliday I-927; Tweney 23. A little rubbing to extremities, very faint stains to
rear covers; nick to front hinge, a near fine, bright copy.
(300/500)
59. Grant, Ulysses S. Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant. 2 volumes. 584; 647, [1] pp. Steel-engraved
frontispiece portrait in each volume; with tissue-guards. Illustrated with several maps and wood
engravings throughout; folding facsimile letter in Vol. I; tipped-in folding facsimile document in
Vol. II. (8vo) original gilt stamped green cloth. First Edition.
New York: Charles L. Webster, 1885-86
 Some mild wear and soiling to cloth, still better than typically encountered, faint dampstaining
at bottom edge; very good.
(200/300)
60. Hafen, LeRoy R., editor. The Mountain Men and the Fur Trade of the Far West: Biographical Sketches
of the Participants by Scholars of the Subject and with Introductions by the Editor. 8 (of 10) volumes, lacking
volumes 3 & 10. Portraits; map; plates. (8vo), brown cloth, spines gilt lettered. First Editions.
Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1965-72
One of approximately 2,000 sets. “This series was Hafen’s final major work in the field of
western American history. Together with noted scholars and history buffs from throughout
the country, he compiled biographies of the major male figures in the fur trade of the Far
West...The account of the fur trade written by Dr. Hafen and included in volume I provides
an excellent background study of the development of the fur trade” (Clark & Brunet). Clark
and Brunet, 108; Rittenhouse, 266. Some light wear, a few volumes stained on top edge of page
block; very good.
(600/900)
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61. Hakluyt, Richard. The Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques & Discoveries of the English Nation.
1 2 volumes. (8vo) blue cloth.
New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1969
Reprinted from the 1903 Glasgow edition. First published in 1589. A touch of wear; near fine.
(200/300)
62. (Hakluyt Society) Group of Hakluyt Society Publications. Includes: The Arctic Whaling Journals of
William Scoresby the Younger. 3 volumes. * The Malaspina Expedition, 1789-1794. 3 volumes. * The
Guiana Travels of Robert Schomburgk, 1835-1844. Volume 1 only. * The Origins of the Grand Tour.
* The Third Voyage of Martin Frobisher to Baffin Island, 1578. * Sir Walter Raleigh’s Discoverie of
Guiana. * A Traveller in Thirteenth-Century Arabia. * Pieter van den Broecke’s Journal of Voyages to
Cape Verde, Guinea and Angola, 1605-1612. * Joao Rodrigues’s Account of Sixteenth-Century Japan.
* The Travel Diary of Robert Bargrave Levant Merchant, 1647-1656. * The Discovery of River
Gambra by Richard Jobson, 1623. * Searching for Franklin, The Land Arctic Searching Expedition,
1855. * The Discovery of the South Shetland Islands, 1819-1820. * The Central Australian Expedition,
1844-1846. * The Pacific Journal of Louis-Antoine de Bougainville, 1767-1768. Together 19 volumes
from Series III of the Hakluyt Society publications. Large octavo, blue cloth, dust jackets.
London (Mostly): Hakluyt Society, Various dates
Also included: The Journals of Captain James Cook. Volume 1. (8vo), dust jacket. * Discourse
of Western Planting. (Folio), dust jacket. Some light wear to jackets; volumes fine.
(300/500)
63. (Hakluyt Society) Large group of Hakluyt Society publications. Includes: The Resolution Journal of
Johann Reinhold Forster, 1772-1775. 4 volumes. * The Journal of Jean-Francois de Galaup de la
Perouse, 1785-1788. 2 volumes. * The Voyage of George Vancouver, 1791-1795. 4 volumes. * Russian
Embassies to the Georgian Kings, 1589-1605. 2 volumes. * The Hakluyt Handbook. 2 volumes. *
Voyages in Search of a Northwest Passage, 1741-1747. 2 volumes. * The Purchas Handbook. 2
volumes. * The Journal of Rochfort Maguire, 1852-1854. * Olaus Magnus: A Description of the
Northern Peoples 1555. 3 volumes. * The Jamestown Voyages Under the First Charter, 1606-1609.
2 volumes. * Barbot on Guinea. 2 volumes. * The Letters of F.W. Ludwig Leichhardt. 3 volumes.
* Missions to the Niger. Volumes 2,3,4. * To the Pacific and Arctic with Beechey. * Sucesos de
las Islas Filipinas. * The Last Voyage of Drake and Hawkins. * Francois Valentijn’s Description
of Ceylon. * Yermak’s Campaign in Siberia. * Sir Francis Drake’s West Indian Voyage, 1585-86. *
The Peoples of the Erythraean Sea. * The Travel Journal of Antonia de Beatis. * The English New
England Voyages, 1602-1608. * Newfoundland Discovered. * Travels in the Tian-Shan, 1856-1857.
* The Iceland Journal of Henry Holland, 1810. * The Itinerario of Jeronimo Lobo. * The Three
Voyages of Edmond Halley in the Paramore, 1698-1701. 2 volumes. * Agatharchides of Cnidus on
the Erythraean Sea. * Jerusalem Pilgrimage, 1099-1185. * Compassing the Vaste Globe of the Earth.
* Juan Maria Schuver’s Travels in North East Africa, 1880-1883. * The Mission of Friar William
of Rubruck. * Prutky’s Travels to Ethiopia and Other Countries. * The Journals and Letters of
Captain Charles Bishop on the North-West Coast of America, in the Pacific and in New South Wales,
1794-1799. * Further Selections from the Tragic History of the Sea, 1559-1565. English and Irish
Settlement on the River Amazon, 1550-1646. * An Elizabethan in 1582. * The Travels of Ibn Battuta,
A.D. 1325-1354. Volume 4 & 5. * The Last Voyage of Drake and Hawkins. * Byron’s Journal of the
Circumnavigation, 1764-1766. * New Light on Drake. Together 63 volumes, all but the last three titles
(which are Kraus reprint editions) in dust jackets.
London or Cambridge (Mostly): Hakluyt Society, Various dates
 Wear to jackets, a few with long tears; some with bookplates, volumes near fine or better
overall.
(500/800)
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HASTINGS’ OVERLAND GUIDE TO OREGON AND CALIFORNIA
64.  Hastings L[ansford] W[arren].  A New Description of Oregon and California: Containing Complete
Descriptions of Those Countries, Together with the Oregon Treaty and Correspondence, and a Vast Amount of
Information Relating to the Soil, Climate, Productions, Rivers, and Lands, and the Various Routes Over the Rocky
Mountains. 160 pp. Woodcut frontispiece and title page vignette. (8vo) 22.5x14 cm. (8¾x5½”) original
wrappers. Ninth Edition.
Cicinnati[sic]: H.M Rulison, Queen City Publishing House, 1857
Enlarged edition of the first California guide book, which was first published in 1845 and is
notorious as being the guide which led the Donner Party over the so-called Hastings Cutoff, so
delaying their arrival at the passes of the Sierra Nevada that they were imprisoned by the early
snowfall and reduced to cannibalism for their survival. Lansford Hastings participated in the
great Oregon immigration of 1842, but was little impressed by the Willamette Valley, and the
following year ventured down to California, returning to the United States after several months.
He became one of the great boosters of pre-Gold Rush California, undoubtedly envisioning
himself as one of the leading citizens of a California populated by Americans, and his
Emigrant’s Guide to Oregon and California, the first
edition of the present work, is as much propaganda
as guide book. The work consists of narratives
of his trip to Oregon and California, a discussion
of different routes to the Pacific Coast, and
recommendations as to trail conduct, equipment,
supplies, and methods of travel. The travel sections
are interspersed with descriptive essays on Oregon
and California. Wagner-Camp espouses the belief
that “the larger importance of the Guide lay in its
powerful appeal generated by its fanciful picture
of California and its promise of `as much land as
you want.’ Emigrants who might otherwise have
chosen to go to Oregon, where the homestead laws
in effect limited the amount of land that could be
allotted to one individual, were thus influenced to
go to California instead....” Despite mention on the
title page the present edition does not include Col.
R.B. Mason’s report on the California Gold Region.
Cowan p.270; Paher 802; Howes H288; Streeter
3142; Wagner Camp 116:9; Zamorano Eighty
41; Tweney 27. Wrappers chipped, rear wrapper
detached, backstrip largely deteriorated; some
staining and foxing; very good. Rare in any edition.
(2000/3000)
Lot 64
65.  (Hawaii)  Chipman, Charles P.  Honolulu: The greatest pilgrimage of the mystic shrine.  327, [1] pp.
Illustrations from photographs. 23.5x14.5 cm. (9¼x5¾”), green cloth lettered in gilt. First Edition.
No place: 1901
Inscribed and signed by the author on the front free endpaper. Scarce account of a Shriner’s
convention in Honolulu, with much on the islands’ culture, scenery, social life and other aspects.
OCLC/WorldCat lists only nine copies, none of which are noted as being signed. Some rubbing
to extremities, very good or better.
(500/800)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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FLOWERS OF HAWAII WITH 44 CHROMOLITHOGRAPHS 1885
66.  (Hawaii)  Sinclair, Isabella.  Indigenous Flowers of the Hawaiian Islands: Forty-Four Plates Painted in
Water-Colours and Described by Mrs. Francis Sinclair, Jr. [6] leaves of text + 44 chromolithographed plates,
each with printed text on facing leaf and blank interleaf. The plates are printed on heavy coated white
paper, numbered in lower left, and with “Leighton Brothers, Printers” in lower right. 37x27.5 cm.
(15½x10¾”), original mustard cloth pictorially stamped & lettered in gilt, all edges gilt. First Edition.
London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington, 1885
Spectacular series of chromolithographs of flowers of the Hawaiian islands, called by Forbes
“One of the most prized of Hawaiian books among
collectors.” In the preface, the author states: “The
following collection of flowers was made upon the
islands of Kauai and Niihau, the most northern of
the Hawaiian archipelago. It is not by any means a
large collection, considering that the flowering plants
of the islands are said by naturalists to exceed four
hundred varieties. But this enumeration was made
some years ago, and it is probable that many plants
have become extinct since then.” Sadly, the last
statement is much more true today. Forbes notes that
“The book is an early example of a ‘perfect binding,’
that is, in which the leaves were glued to the spine
rather than being sewn, with the result that unless
the book has been subsequently sewn, both plates
and text are often found loose.” That is the case
with the present copy - the contents are loose, but
all present and complete. Forbes 3736; Nissen 1848.
Some soiling and a few stains to covers, rubbing to
extremities; else very good, plates bright, just a touch
of finger soiling.
(3000/5000)
Lot 66
67. Henry, Alexander and David Thompson. New Light on the Early History of the Greater Northwest.
The Manuscript Journals of Alexander Henry and David Thompson. 1799-1814. Edited by Elliott Coues. 3
volumes. xxviii, [1]-446 pp; vi, 447-916 pp; [vi], [917]-1027 pp. Frontispiece in Vol. 1, 4 folding maps
in pocket at rear of Vol. 3. 24x15 cm. (9¼x6”), green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. No. 563 of 1100
copies. First Edition.
New York: Francis P. Harper, 1897
Important source material on early trade and exploration in the far west. Henry was a Fur
Trader of the Northwest Company and Thomspon was the Official Geographer and Explorer
for the same company. These journals document their explorations and adventures among
the inhabitants on the Red, Saskatchewan, Missouri and Columbia rivers. Tweney describes it
as “an entirely new and original work printed from the original manuscripts, and contains the
authors’ daily journal of travels, explorations, and adventures in the fur trade throughout the
Northwest.” Howes H419; Tweney 9. Spine ends slightly bumped, corners rubbed a touch; near
fine, bright copies.
(600/900)
68. Hermann, Binger. The Louisiana Purchase and Our Title West of the Rocky Mountains, with a Review of
Annexation by the United States. 87 pages, illustrated with 5 color maps, 4 of them folding; 7 portrait
plates. (4to) 10¼x7¼, original cloth. First Edition.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1898
Noteworthy for the series of maps. Bookplate of John M. McClelland Jr. Some light spotting,
some pencil markings; very good.
(100/150)
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69. Holmes, Kenneth L., editor. Covered Wagon Women: Diaries & Letters from the Western Trails, 18401890. 11 volumes. Portraits; maps; plates, etc. (8vo), blue-green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. Trade
Edition.
Glendale: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1983-93
Diaries and letters of women on the overland trails to the west, reprinted verbatim. A
noteworthy compilation making available much hitherto forgotten source material. Fine.
(700/1000)
70. Howay, F. W. W. N. Sage. British Columbia and the United States: The North Pacific Slope from Fur Trade
to Aviation. 2 volumes. Cloth, spines lettered in gilt, jackets. First Edition.
Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1942
Published for the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Division of Economics and
History. With chapters on Oregon, mountain men, and overland travel, (Lewis and Clark,
Mackenzie, Astoria, John Jacob Astor, Jedediah Smith, etc.). Light shelf wear, near fine in very
good or better jackets.
(150/250)
71. Howay, Frederic W., editor. Voyages of the Columbia to the Northwest Coast, 1787-1790 and 17901793. xxvii, [4], 518 pp. Illustrated with maps, portraits, reproductions of drawings, facsimiles, etc.
(Large 8vo), half cloth and boards, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
[Boston]: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1941
Accounts of these two important voyages undertaken by the Columbia, commanded by Robert
Gray, sent by Boston merchants to participate in the lucrative fur trade. During the first voyage,
it is estimated Gray took 200 sea otter skins worth $18,000; he then sailed to China, sold the
skins, bought tea, and made his way back to Boston, becoming the first to carry the American
flag around the globe. This is Volume 79 of the Massachusetts Historical Society Collections;
it is handsomely printed by Daniel Berkeley Updike at the Merrymount Press. Hill 831; Smith
4710; Tweney 32. Bookplate of John M. McClelland, Jr. Spine faded, some wear at edges; very
good.
(250/350)
72. (Hudson’s Bay Company) Report from the Select Committee on the Hudson’s Bay Company; Together with
the Proceedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index. 547 pp. 2 (of 3) folding maps.
(4to) period cloth with modern rebacking, original spine laid down, endpapers replaced. First Edition.
[London]: Ordered by the House of Commons, 1857
The two maps present are a ‘Map of North America’ and an ‘Aboriginal Map of North
America, denoting the Boundaries and the Locations of various Indian Tribes’. Lacking is
the ‘Map of the North West Part of Canada, Hudson’s Bay & Indian Territories’, a reduced
photographic facsimile of this map is included. Some soiling to cloth; maps splitting along
folds; paper a bit browned; good.
(500/800)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online version of  the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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COMPLETE SET OF PUBLICATIONS OF HUDSON’S BAY RECORD SOCIETY
73. (Hudson’s Bay Record Society) Publications of the Hudson’s Bay Record Society. Volumes 1 - 33 (complete).
33 volumes. Cloth, spines lettered in gilt, 1st 22 volumes with top edges gilt (no jackets, as issued), last
11 with jackets. First Editions.
London & Winnipeg: Hudson’s Bay Record Society, 1938-1981
Completed set of these important records, collection the letters, correspondence, reports,
journals, and other documentary records of the Hudson’s Bay Company, providing prime
source material for the history of the economic development of Canada from 1670 (Foundation
of the Hudson’s Bay Company) to the nineteenth century. Among the contributors are Sir
George Simpson; Peter Skene Ogden; John McLoughlin; John Rae; James Isham; and other
factors, traders and trappers. Includes E.E. Rich’s history of the Company. Laid into the final
volume is a letter from the Record Society, dated 1985, explaining that it has suspended activities
indefinitely due to financial constraints. Fading to many of the cloth spines, jackets sunned as
well, some wear, a few spines stained; overall very good.
(1500/2500)
74. Hume, R.D. Salmon of the Pacific Coast. (73) pp. Woodcut illustrations throughout. 13.5x19 cm.,
modern morocco-backed cloth, original lithographed wrappers bound in. First Edition.
[San Francisco]: [Schmidt Label & Lith. Co.], 1893
Scarce volume on the fishing and canning industries of the Pacific Northwest, illustrated “with
engravings, showing the apparatus used for their artificial propogation[sic], and the operations
of Salmon Fishing and Canning as conducted at Gold Beach, Curry County, Oregon, U.S.A.”
Bookplate of John M. McClelland, Jr. A touch of edge wear; small chip to corner of front
wrapper; very good.
(200/300)
75. Irving, Washington. Astoria; Or, Enterprise Beyond the Rocky Mountains. 3 volumes. (iii)-xvi, 317; x,
320; viii, 294 pp. (8vo), later half calf and marbled boards, spines gilt, morocco labels. First English
Edition.
London: Richard Bentley, 1836
Significant history of the early fur trade in the Pacific northwest by the leading man of America
letters, written at the instigation of J.J. Astor. Wagner-Camp states that “This lengthy history of
John Jacob Astor’s venture into the fur trade on the Pacific Coast is based in part on a revised
transcript of the journal of Robert Stuart and the Journals of Wilson Price Hunt and Ramsay
Crooks, which were for a time in the possession of Astor...” Tweney was of the opinion that
“Irving’s Book is indispensable to the student of early western history, and all collectors will
want at least several editions in their libraries.” This English edition was issued without a map.
Field 761; Howes I81; Sabin 35130; Tweney 34; Wagner-Camp 61:2. Bookplate of John M.
McClelland, Jr. in first volume. Spines chipped, bindings worn; some foxing; good.
(200/300)
THOMAS JEFFERSON’S MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE 1801
76. Jefferson, Thomas. A Manual of Parliamentary Practice. For the Use of the Senate of the United States.
[198] pp. (16mo) 15.8x9.5 cm. (6¼x3¾”) period full calf, red morocco spine label. First Edition.
Washington City: Samuel Harrison Smith, 1801
First Edition of Jefferson’s important manual and one of only three works by him published
during his lifetime. Written during his tenure as Vice-President of the United States and
President of the Senate, “The chief significance of Jefferson’s service as presiding officer of the
Senate lies in the fact that out of it emerged his Manual of Parliamentary Practice, subsequently
published in many editions and translated into several languages, and even now the basis of
parliamentary usage in the Senate” (DAB). Sabin 35887. Early ownership signatures of James
W. Clark on front endpaper and title page. Edges worn, some loss of leather along fore edge of
front cover; foxing; very good.
(1500/2000)
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77. Jefferson, Thomas. The Writings of Thomas Jefferson. 20 volumes in 10. Portraits, facsimiles, etc.
(8vo) original red half morocco and marbled boards, spines gilt, top edges gilt.
Washington, D.C.: Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association, 1907
 Bindings well worn, spines chipped; fair.

(200/300)

78. Kane, Elisha Kent. Arctic Explorations: The Second Grinnell Expedition in Search of Sir John Franklin,
1853, ‘54, ‘55. 2 volumes. 464; 467 pp. Illustrated with 22 steel-engraved plates incl. frontispieces and
added titles; 3 maps, 2 of them folding; numerous wood engravings in the text. 22x14 cm. (8¾x5½”),
period half calf & mottled boards, spine tooled in gilt, raised bands, morocco lettering pieces. First
Edition.
Philadelphia: Childs & Peterson, 1856
The search for the remains of the polar expedition of Sir John Franklin was to lead to far
greater information on the Arctic than could have been gleaned from the original expedition,
even if it had been successful in navigating the Northwest Passage. The series of fine steelengraved plates shows a captivating variety of Arctic scenes. Arctic Bib. 8373. Ownership
signatures of W.A. Fanvill, Chicago, Oct. 1856, to front free endpapers, along with blindstamp
of S.C. Griggs & Co. of Chicago. Scuffs to corners, Vol. II spine scuffed with darkening; some
light foxing to plates but less than is normally the case, very good or better condition.
(250/350)
79. (Kaufman County, Texas) Stuart, A.G., editor. The Kaufman County News, Souvenir Edition - Vol.
1, No. 44. 40 pp. Profusely illustrated with photographs. 29x22 cm. (11½x8¾”), wrappers (only front
wrapper present).
Terrell, Texas: 1894
Articles about the people, places and industry of Terrell, Texas. Includes a nice article on the
Texas Midland Railroad, including photographs of the officers. Very scarce item, located by
OCLC/Worldcat, but does not list any holdings of this Souvenir Edition of the publication.
Missing rear wrapper, front wrapper present, detached and heavily chipped at edges, some ink
writing on top edge of front wrapper; chipping and tearing to first few pages; good.
(300/500)
80. Kip, Lawrence. Army Life on the Pacific: A Journal of the Expedition Against the Northern Indians, the
Tribes of the Cœur d’Alenes, Spokans, and Pelouzes, in the Summer of 1858. 44 pp. 18.5x12 cm. (7¼x4¾”),
original blindstamped brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Redfield, 1859
“Best account, by a participant, of the 1858 campaign against the northwestern tribes” - Howes
K172; Graff 2341; Sabin 37944; Smith 5519; Tweney 40. Light extremity wear, mild stains to
covers; very good or better, with the bookplate of Frederick W. Skiff.
(250/350)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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WITH MOUNTED ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHS OF YOSEMITE
81. Kneeland, Samuel. The Wonders of the Yosemite Valley, and of California. v-xii, [13]-71 pp. Illustrated
with 10 mounted original albumen photographs by John P. Soule; tissue guards. 10½x6½, original
terra-cotta cloth with front cover & spine decorated in black & gilt, rear cover with same design in
blind, all edges gilt. First Edition.
Boston: Alexander House, 1871
“Kneeland took pains to get reliable information
and present it with more than ordinary care.
The photographic illustrations are excellent and
include some unusual views” - Farquhar. Currey
& Kruska note that Kneeland, a professor of
zoology and physiology at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, “produced one of
the better early guide books to the Yosemite
Valley....” Cowan p.333; Currey & Kruska 225;
Farquhar 10a. Spine cocked, some light wear to
cloth; light foxing; very good.
(1200/1800)
82.  La Pérouse, Jean François Galaup de.  A
Voyage Round the World, Performed in the Years 1785,
1786, 1787, and 1788, by the Boussole and Astrolabe.
Two text volumes plus folio atlas volume. White
boards with vellum look, lettered in gilt on blue
backgrounds.
Amsterdam and New York: N. Israel & De Capo
Press, [1968]

Lot 81

Facsimile reprints of the 18th century original
publications. Volumes 27 through 29 of the
Bibliotheca Australiana series. Fine or nearly so.
(200/300)

WITH FIRST PUBLISHED VIEW OF SAN FRANCISCO
83. Langsdorff, George H. von. Bremerkungen auf einer Reise um die Welt in den jahren 1803 bis 1807.
2 volumes. [28], 303, [1], [30]; 335, [1], [20] pp. With 45 copper-engraved plates including the
frontispieces, with tissue guards; folding sheet music at rear of Vol. I. (4to) 25.5x20.5 cm. (10x8”),
19th century half calf & boards, morocco spine labels. First Edition.
Frankfurt am Main: Friedrich Wilmans, 1812
Langsdorff, a physician with a passion for natural history, was on the Kruzenshtern expedition
around the world until it reached Kamchatka in 1805, at which point he and Nikolai Petrovich
Rezanov left the expedition and proceeded to Alaska to report for the Czar on the Russian
American Company. The following year Rezanov, with Langsdorff and Dadydov, sailed from
Sitka to San Francisco to obtain food supplies for the Russian colony. Hill notes that “Langsdorff ’s account relates to his travels along the northwest coast and his journey back across
Siberia to St. Petersburg. Nearly seventy pages are devoted to the account of the extensive visit
by Rezanov to San Francisco and the surrounding country... Another result of this visit was
the establishment in 1812 of the Russian settlement of Fort Ross on the California coast. The
German edition is very desirable, since it contains the first view of San Francisco. Langsdorff ’s
account is rich in descriptions of the peoples and cultures visited, and his descriptions of the
Marquesans is particularly important and has become something of a classic.” In addition to
this first published view of San Francisco (“Ansicht des spanishen Establissements in St. Francisco”), which shows a small cluster of buildings (the Presidio) beyond the bay, upon which four
Indians are paddling a reed boat, there are views of various natives of the American northwest
and the South Seas, harbors, implements, etc. Lada-Mocarski declares that “the numerous plates
add greatly to the usefulness of Langsdorff ’s work.” Hill, Pacific Voyages, pp. 170-1; New Hill
#968; Howes L81; Lada-Mocarski 69; Streeter Sale 3504. Rubbing & wear to covers, splits along
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front joints causing spine strips to flap, spine foot of Vol. I torn off; Vol. I with dampstain to
lower corners of 1st 100 or so pages and to the lower corners of the plates at rear; dampstain
to lower margins of some pages and plates in Vol. II, with rear free endpaper missing in that
volume; otherwise good to very good, worthy of repair to the bindings.
(3000/5000)
84. Laut, Agnes C. The Fur Trade of America. xiv, [2], 341 pp. Numerous plates from photographs and
other sources. 21.5x15.5 cm. (8½x6”), red cloth, spine lettered in gilt, jacket. First Edition.
New York: Macmillan, 1921
Comprehensive study of fur, fur animals, fashion, fur trapping through the ages, fur farming,
etc. Fine or nearly so in near fine, lightly soiled jacket.
(100/150)
85. Lee, D[aniel ] & J[oseph] H. Frost. Ten Years in Oregon. 344 pp. Folding frontispiece map; title
page vignette. 17.7x11 cm. (7x4¼”), period sheep, spine ruled in gilt, red morocco lettering piece.
First Edition, First issue.
New York: Published for the Authors, 1844
Written by two missionaries of the Methodist Episcopal Church. “A minute and doubtless
veracious journal of incidents of an arduous mission among the Northwestern Indian, with
vocabularies of their dialects” - Field. Folding map shows the Northwest including Vancouver
Island, the Strait of Juan de Fuca, Columbia River, Mt. St. Helen, Walamet [sic] River, etc.
First issue without the subtitle “Containing account of journey with Capt. Wyeth.” Field 904;
Graff 2440; Howes L197; Smith 5800; Tweney 42; Wagner-Camp 111; Wheat Transmississippi
484. Light rubbing to spine and extremities, front joint cracked; lacking front free endpaper,
ownership signatures to flyleaf, trace from removed bookplate, some foxing within; very good.
(200/300)
86.  Leighton, Caroline C.  Life at Puget Sound, with Sketches of Travel in Washington Territory, British
Columbia, Oregon, and California, 1865-1881.  ix, 258 + [6] ad pp. 17x11.5 cm. (6¾x4½”), original
decorated cloth, spine lettered in gilt, front cover lettered in black. First Edition.
Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1884
Smith 5817; Tweney 382. Covers a bit soiled, rubbing to extremities, very good, bookplate of
John M. McClelland, Jr.
(200/300)
87. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Chuinard, E. G. Only One Man Died: The Medical Aspects of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. Illustrated with plates from paintings, drawings, maps, facsimiles, etc. 24x15 cm.
(9½x6”), original red cloth, spine gilt, jacket. First Edition.
Glendale: Arthur H. Clark, 1979
No. XIX of the publisher’s Western Frontiersman series. Fine in near fine jacket, with bookplate
of John M. McClellan, Jr.
(200/300)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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FIRST EDITION OF OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF LEWIS & CLARK EXPEDITION
88. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Lewis, Meriwether & William Clark. History of the Expedition under
the Command of Captains Lewis and Clark to the Sources of the Missouri, thence across the Rocky Mountains and
down the River Columbia to the Pacific Ocean, performed in the years 1804-5-6 by Order of the Government of
the United States. 2 volumes. xxviii, 470; x, 522 pp. 5 (of 6) copper-engraved maps. Lacking the large
folding map. Introduction by Thomas Jefferson. Preface by Paul Allen. (8vo), period full calf, black
morocco spine labels. First Edition.
Philadelphia: Bradford and Inskeep, 1814

Lot 88

First edition of the official account of the most famous
and most important expedition of exploration in U.S.
history, a monumental undertaking executed with
unbelievable skill and bravery forever embedded in the
American consciousness. Derived from the journals of
Lewis and Clark and other members of the expedition.
Originally expected to be published shortly after the
return of the expedition in 1806, the work was delayed
by a number of circumstances, including Lewis’s death in
1809, and Clark’s various government appointments. This
copy lacking the spectacular folding map (the frontispiece
of Volume I), which was not inserted in all copies of
the original. Graff 2477; Hill 1017; Howes L317; Sabin
40828; Streeter Sale 1777; Wagner-Camp 13:1. Several
early ownership signatures, all crossed through in ink,
Benjamin F. Tripp, John Bonner (bought of Salmon Hall),
and another illegible signature. Some wear to bindings;
Volume 1 lacking free endpapers and frontispiece (folding
map), another map partially detached and with some tears;
foxing throughout; good.
(4000/7000)

89. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Moulton, Gary E., editor. The Journals of the Lewis & Clark Expedition.
1 2 volumes including the large Atlas volume. Illustrated. Volumes 2-11 are 25.3x17.5 cm. (10x7”),
blue cloth, dust jackets. Volume 12: 30.3x22.4 cm. (12x9”), blue cloth, dust jacket. Atlas (Volume 1):
49.5x34.5 cm. (19½x13¼”), blue cloth, no jacket (as issued). Volumes 11-12 are First Editions, others
are 2nd through 5th printings.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska, [1987-1999]
Moulton’s significant new edition of the Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, with
the Atlas presenting in facsimile the many manuscript maps which were produced during the
journey, and the finished later derivations from them. There was a 13th volume published in
2001, not present here. Several jackets with short tears at spine ends; near fine to fine copies in
like jackets.
(1000/1500)
90. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Thwaites, Reuben Gold, editor. Original Journals of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition, 1804-1806.  8 volumes, including atlas volume of loose folding facsimile maps.
22.7x15 cm. (9x5¾”), original green cloth, gilt titles of spines and front covers.
New York: Arno Press, 1969
Reprint of the important Thwaites’ edition of the original journals of Meriwether Lewis,
William Clark and others, originally published in 1904. Introduction by Bernard De Voto. Fine
(400/600)
91. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Four titles on the Lewis & Clark Expedition. Includes: Allen, Paul, editor.
History of the Expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and Clarke, to the Sources of
the Missouri... Revised and abridged by Archibald M’Vickar. 2 volumes. Folding frontispiece map
(splits at folds). 15.2x9.5 cm., original cloth. (Vol. I covers dampstained and faded.) [1842]. * The
Journals of Captain Meriwether Lewis and Sergeant John Ordway kept on the Expedition of Western
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Exploration, 1803-1806. Issued by the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. (Hinges split through at
endpapers.) 1916. * Jackson, Donald, editor. Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition with Related
Documents 1783-1854. (Front hinge cracking.) 1962. * Clarke, Charles G. The Men of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition: A biographical roster of the fifty-one members and a composite diary of all their
activities from all known sources. 1970. Together, 4 works in 5 volumes. Cloth.
Various places: Various dates
Last 3 with bookplates of John M. McClellan, Jr. Good to fine condition.

(300/500)

92. (Lewis & Clark Expedition) Three pamphlets on the Lewis & Clark Expedition. Includes: Jefferson,
Thomas. Captain Meriwether Lewis. 16 pp. Old South Leaflets, No. 44. [c. 1900]. * Thwaites, Reuben
Gold. The Story of Lewis and Clark’s Journals. [25] pp. Offprint from the Annual Report of the
American Historical Association. Original wrappers (short tear to front wrapper). 1904. * Teggart,
Frederick J. Notes Supplementary to Any Edition of Lewis and Clark. [13] pp. Offprint from the
Annual Report of the American Historical Association. Original wrappers. 1910. The 3 pamphlets
bound in one calf-backed cloth volume, spine lettered in gilt.
Various places: Various dates
 Very good.

(100/150)

93. Lockley, Fred. History of the Columbia River Valley from the Dalles to the Sea. 3 volumes. 1105; 941;
994 pp. Illustrated from photographs and other reproductions from old sources. (4to), original cloth.
First Edition.
Chicago: S.J. Clarke Pub. Co., 1928
Historical and biographical sketches of the Columbia River Valley and its leading citizens. Light
wear; very good.
(250/350)
94. Lyman, Horace S. History of Oregon: The Growth of an American State. 4 volumes. (8vo), original blue
cloth, spine gilt lettered, top edges gilt. First edition.
New York: The North Pacific Publishing Society, 1903
“No effort or expense has been spared by the publishers to furnish all available historical
pictures, autographs, maps, and documents; and without doubt the collection far exceeds
anything to be seen elsewhere on the subject” (from the intro.) Some wear to cloth, dampstain
to cloth on Volume 2, bookplates; good.
(200/300)
95. MacDonald, Ranald. The Narrative of his early life on the Columbia under the Hudson’s Bay Company’s
regime; of his experiences in the Pacific Whale Fishery; and of his great Adventure to Japan; with a sketch of his later
life on the Western Frontier, 1824- 1894. Edited and annotated from the original manuscripts by William
S. Lewis & Naojiro Murakami. Plates from photographs & other sources. Burgundy cloth, spine
lettered in gilt, top edge gilt. No. 683 of 1000 copies. First Edition.
Spokane: Eastern Washington State Hist. Soc., 1923
Significant account not listed in the 1962 Howes but added to the 1994 revision by William E.
Hartley III, who does, however, give MacDonald’s first name as “Ronald.” MacDonald was born
at Fort Astoria in 1824, son of the Chief Factor of the Hudson’s Bay post there and of the
daughter of the Chinook Chief Comcomly. After several years in Japan, he spent of his adult
years mining and engaged in business in British Columbia. Tweney notes the book as “having
become quite scarce in recent years.” Howes (final ed.) M85; Smith 6300; Tweney 46. Spine
faded, bookplate of John M. McClelland, Jr., very good.
(150/250)
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FIRST CROSSING OF AMERICA NORTH OF MEXICO
96. Mackenzie, Alexander. Voyages From Montreal, On the River St. Laurence, Through the Continent of
North America, to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans; In the Years 1789 and 1793. With a Preliminary Account of
the Rise, Progress, and Present State of the Fur Trade of That Country. [2], viii, cxxxii, 412, [2] pp. With 3
folding copper-engraved maps, 1 hand-colored; stipple-engraved frontispiece portrait. (4to) 26.5x21
cm. (10¾x8½”), period half calf and marbled boards. First Edition.
London: Cadell, Davies, et al., 1801
Mackenzie’s classic account of his voyages, the first of which led him to the Arctic Ocean,
and on the second he became the first white man to cross the North American continent
north of Mexico “Mackenzie’s narrative is of consummate importance in the literature of
transcontinental travel. It is the first account of an ocean to ocean crossing of the North
American continent. Mackenzie’s account of the fur trade is of almost equal interest” - Graff.
Streeter remarks that “this journey marked the first crossing of the continent by white men,”
and Wagner-Camp calls to mind the “sympathetic descriptions of the Knisteneaux (Cree),
the Algonquin, and the Chipewyan Indians, with vocabularies of their languages.” A.S.W.
Rosenbach notes that “no writer upon the subject of Indian customs and peculiarities has given
us a more minute, careful and interesting relation of them.” Hill calls this “the first and finest
edition of one of the most important of Canadian books.” Mackenzie’s voyage was undertaken
on behalf of the North West Fur Company, which was attempting to break the monopoly
of the Hudson’s Bay Company. One of the most important books in the annals of North
American exploration, rivaling the accounts of Lewis and Clark, and Pike. Field 967; Graff
2630; Hill pp. 187-8; Howes M113; Peel 25; Streeter Sale 3653; Wagner-Camp 1. Joints splitting,
boards rubbed; long stub tears to folding maps; light foxing; very good.
(3000/5000)

Lot 96
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97. (Maritime) The Life of a Midshipman: A tale founded on facts, and intended to correct an injudicious predilection
in boys for the life of a sailor. xii, 264 pp. Engraved frontispiece. 20x12.5 cm. (8x5”), original cloth-backed
boards, paper spine label. First Edition.
London: Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley, 1829
Scarce work intended, purportedly, to persuade its juvenile readers to spurn a life at sea, but
perhaps merely adding to the allure of life before the mast. OCLC lists 17 copies in libraries,
but there are no current retail offerings online, and no records of a sale at auction that we could
find. Inscription on front free endpaper dated Victoria, B.C., 1902. Rubbing and some staining
to covers, spine ends and label worn, cloth fraying; some light scattered foxing within, very
good.
(300/500)
98. Marshall, William I. Acquisition of Oregon and the Long Suppressed Evidence about Marcus Whitman. 2
volumes. Frontispiece portrait. 23x15 cm. (9x5¾”, original gilt-lettered green cloth.
Seattle: Lowman & Hanford, 1911
“Elaborate monograph, based on twenty-five years’ research, annihilating the myth that
Whitman saved Oregon” - Howes. According to Tweney, a Chicago edition copyrighted 1905
preceded this one, but he does allow that many bibliographies and rare book catalogues list this
one as the first; he says the book “is considered the best authority on the subject, and is essential
to any complete library” on the history of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming.
Graff 2691; Howes M322; Smith 6555; Tweney 48. Rubbing to extremities, a few stains to
covers; very good.
(200/300)
99. Martin, R.M. The Hudson’s Bay Territories and Vancouver’s Island, with an Exposition of the Chartered
Rights, Conduct, and Policy of the Honble. Hudson’s Bay Corporation. viii, 175, [1] pp. (8vo) later red half calf
and marbled boards, black leather spine label. First Edition.
London: T.W. Boone, 1849
Inscription “With Mr. Martin’s Compliments” in ink on title page but with the recipients name
trimmed from head of page. Stain at foot of spine; library blindstamp on title page and other
leaves throughout; lacking map; good.
(150/250)
100.  Martin, R[obert] M[ontgomery].  The Hudson’s Bay Territories and Vancouver’s Island, with an
Exposition of the Chartered Rights, Conduct, and Policy of the Honble Hudson’s Bay Corporation. vii, [1], 175,
[1] + [4], 8, 2, [4], 8 ad pp. Folding engraved map by J. Wyld. 22.2x14 cm. (8¾x5½”), original cloth,
rebacked with cloth. First Edition.
London: T. & W. Boone, 1849
A history of the economic and legal activities of the Hudson’s Bay Company till about 1848,
written to support the company’s policies, with additional material on the geography of the
areas in question. Also includes information on the Indians, expansion of the fur trade, etc The
map, British North America, dated 1848, shows all of Canada, Alaska, and the northern half
of the United States. Peel 108; Sabin; Smith 6571; Tweney 49. Fading and some stains to cloth,
corners worn; ink name to front pastedown, very good.
(300/500)
101. McClellan, George B. McClellan’s Own Story: The War for the Union, the Soldiers Who Fought It,
the Civilians who Directed It and His Relations to It and to Them. xiv, 678 pp. Steel-engraved frontispiece
portrait. (8vo), original half morocco and cloth with vignette in gilt and red on front cover, spine
lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Charles L. Webster & Company, 1887
“A classic rationalization by one of the war’s most controversial figures”. Nevins I, p.124. Some
light edge wear, front hinge cracking; very good.
(200/300)
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102. McWhorter, L.V. Hear Me, My Chiefs! Nez Perce Legend and History. Illustrated with photo plates;
folding map. Cloth, jacket. First Edition.
Caldwell: Caxton Printers, 1952, 1952
An “exhaustive and thorough examination” of the Nez Perce War of 1877, the last great Indian
war on this continent, described by Tweney as “Indian history, told from the Indian point of
view, and depends largely on Indian sources.” Tweney 47. Jacket torn, chipped, with tape repairs,
price clipped; volume very good.
(200/300)
103. Meany, Edmond S. Mount Rainier: A Record of Exploration. xii, 325, + [6] ad pp. Illustrations from
photos and other sources. (8vo) blue cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Macmillan, 1916
The author was for many years professor of History at the University of Washington. Tweney
50. Inscription on front free endpaper dated Dec. 25, 1917. Bookplate of John M. McClelland,
Jr. A little rubbing to spine ends and corners; near fine.
(150/250)
TO THE NORTHWEST COAST IN THE SHIP NOOTKA
104. Meares, John. Voyages Made in the Years 1788 and 1789, From China to the N. W. Coast of America:
With an Introductory Narrative of a Voyage Performed in 1786, From Bengal, in the Ship Nootka. To Which
are Annexed, Observations on the Probable Existence of a North West Passage. And Some Account of the Trade
Between the North West Coast of America and China; and the Latter Country and Great Britain. 2 vols. (iii)-xii,
lxxii, 363; [ii], 332, [63] pp. 5 engraved plates (4 folding); 6 (of 9) folding maps & plans. (8vo) later
half calf and marbled boards, spines gilt, morocco labels. Second Edition [i.e., First Octavo Edition].
London: Logographic Press, 1791
Octavo edition of Meares’ Voyages, published one year after the quarto first edition. Meares’
account of his two fur-trading voyages to the Northwest Coast was to exert profound influence
on sovereignty of the region; in the words of David Forbes, the book was “central to British
claims to the Northwest Territory and led to the convention by which Spain’s claim was finally
disallowed.” Forbes 212; Hill 1127; Howes M469; Sabin 47261. Some extremity wear, head of
spine chipped on Volume 1, half titles not retained when rebound; frontispiece portrait backed
with linen, old repairs on verso of one folding plate, lacking 3 maps/plans; some light foxing;
very good.
(1000/1500)
105.  Meeker, Ezra.  Collection of books by Ezra Meeker.  Includes: Pioneer Reminiscences of Puget
Sound: The Tragedy of Leschi. (8vo) blue cloth. 1905. * The Ox Team or the Old Oregon Trail,
1852-1906. (8vo) green cloth. Third Edition. [1906]. * Personal Experiences on the Oregon Trail
Sixty Years Ago. Original wrappers. Lacking title leaf. 5th Reprint. 1912. * Uncle Ezra’s Pioneer
Stories for Children. Original wrappers. [1915] * The Busy Life of Eighty-Five Years. (8vo) brown
cloth. Signed on frontispiece. [1916]. * [Another copy]. Red cloth, not signed. [1916]. * Seventy Years
of Progress in Washington. (8vo) brown cloth, original cardboard carton. Signed by the author. 1921.
* [Another copy]. Lacking carton, illustrated title page taped in. Signed by the author. 1921. * Kate
Mulhall: A Romance of the Oregon Trail. (8vo) red cloth, dust jacket. Signed by the author. [1926].
Together 9 volumes.
Various places: Various dates
Also includes 2 pamphlets on the life and work of Ezra Meeker. All with some wear; overall
very good.
(500/800)
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106. Menzies, [Archibald]. Menzies’ Journal of Vancouver’s Voyage, April to October, 1792. xx, 171 pp.
Illustrations from photographs, old prints, facsimiles. (8vo) original tan cloth.
Victoria, B.C.: William H. Cullin, 1923
Memoir No. V. from the Archives of British Columbia. Endpapers browned; near fine.

(250/350)

ONE OF THE RARITIES OF WESTERN AMERICANA
107.  Mercer. A[sa] S.  The Banditti of the Plains Or the Cattlemen’s Invasion of Wyoming in 1892 [The
Crowning Infamy of the Ages]. [2], 139 pp. Portraits; map. (8vo) original black cloth. First Edition.
[Denver]: [A.S. Mercer], [1894]
First edition of “one of the rarities of western Americana” (Adams). Mercer was editor and
publisher of a stock journal whose livelihood depended on paid advertisements from the
cattlemen. His publication of the present work exposed the criminal activities of the Wyoming
cattlemen, during the Johnson County War. The Wyoming Stock Growers Association brought
a libel suit against Mercer, during the course of which much of the edition was impounded and
ordered destroyed. Mercer’s printing office was burned, and he was forced to flee Wyoming.
Adams Herd 1474; Adams Six-Guns 1478 (“exceedingly rare”); Graff 2750; Howes M522;
Reese Six Score 79. Spine cloth chipped, edges rubbed, hinges cracked; pages a touch browned
at edges; very good.
(2500/3500)

Lot 107

108.  (Mining)  Newsom, J[ohn] F.  Preliminary Report on the Flanagan Placer Mine, and Possible Dredging
Lands in the Rogue River Adjacent Thereto, Josephine County, Oregon. [8], 14 leaves, typed on rectos only.
Color manuscript folding cross-section; mounted map from a land survey, with Grant’s Pass at center;
photostat of manuscript map, with hand coloring, enlarging a small section of the preceding map.
28x21.5 cm. (11x8½”), typed wrappers,
Palo Alto, CA: 1912
Mining engineer J.F. Newsom of Palo Alto reports to Orville C. Perry, resident manager (in
Oroville, California) of the Pacific Gold Dredging Company, on the prospects for the Flanagan
placer mine along the Rogue River in Oregon. The report is signed by Newsom, and there are a
number of manuscript corrections. Very good or better.
(300/500)
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109. [Monroe, James]. Message from the President of the United States, Communicating the Letter from Mr.
Prevost, and other Documents, Relating to an Establishment Made at the Mouth of the Columbia River. 45 pp.
Folding table at rear. (8vo) unbound sheets, custom morocco-backed folding case. First Edition.
Washington: Gales & Seaton, 1823
“John Jacob Astor established a fur-trading post at the mouth of the Columbia River in 1811.
During the War of 1812, Astor’s partner, Duncan McDougal, sold the fort and its contents to
the British North West Company. The Treaty of Ghent, however, required the British to restore
Astoria to the jurisdiction of the United States. When the American Commissioner, J.B. Prevost,
in company with Captain Hickey of the Royal Navy, entered the mouth of the Columbia in
October, 1818 ‘the British flag was thereupon lowered, and that of the United States hoisted
in its stead...’ Of particular interest among the documents included in this message is the
‘Inventory of Sundries delivered to the Northwest Company, Astoria, Columbia River, October,
1813,” a detailed list of the supplies, equipment, arms, furs, and merchandise held in the fort in
1813 for maintenance and trade” (Wagner-Camp 25a). Howes C628; Sabin 14849. Some wear
and soiling to outer leaves, small ink stamp on title page; very good.
(500/800)
110. Morton, Arthur S. A History of the Canadian West to 1870-71: Being A History of Rupert’s Land
(the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Territory) and of the North-West Territory (including the Pacific Slope). xiv, 987 pp.
Illus. with 12 sketch-maps, most folding. Original cloth, spine lettered in gilt, jacket. First Edition.
London: Thomas Nelson, [1939]
“An encyclopedic history of the west to 1870” - Peel 3696. Curiously, the jacket for the book
was printed on the back of an unissued jacket for the 1938 edition of British Birds by Kirkman
and Jourdain - apparently the publisher had a surfeit and did not want them to go to waste.
Light soiling to jacket, spine a bit sunned; volume spine ends slightly bumped, very good or
better, with the bookplate of John M. McClelland, Jr.
(200/300)
MULLAN’S GUIDE TO THE NORTHWEST WITH IMPORTANT MAP
111.  Mullan, John.  Miners and Travelers’ Guide to Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and
Colorado. Via the Missouri and Columbia Rivers. Accompanied by a General Map of the Mineral Region of the
Northern Sections of the Rocky Mountains. 163 pp. Large hand-colored folding lithographed map. 18.5x12
cm. (7¼x4¾”), original blindstamped cloth, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: W.M. Franklin, 1865
Important source on the early gold discoveries made in western states other than California
and Nevada, with advice for the traveler including a day-by-day itinerary of the route from Fort
Benton, on the Missouri River, through the mountains to Walla Walla in Washington Territory.
Streeter notes that
“one of the best features of the Guide
is its `Addenda’ at
pp. [89]-153 which
is devoted primarily
to the then recent
developments in
gold and silver mining in Idaho. There
are many extracts
from contemporary
newspaper accounts.
The large folding
map is helpful and
important.” Wheat
lauds the “very fine
General Map of
Lot 111
the north Pacific
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States...Freyhold had drawn Mullan’s overall map of 1863, but this is an entirely new production,
with a larger range, as set forth in its title. It will be seen that Mullan and Freyhold, like other
map makers of 1865, were seduced by the new idea, Wyoming, represented on their map rather
more correctly than by the others this year - the General Land Office included. Generally over
the West, the Mullan-Freyhold map is interesting and sometimes surprising for its showing of
trails.” Graff 2963; Howes M885; Sabin 51274; Smith 7153; Streeter 2106; Tweney 55; WagnerCamp 420a; Wheat Transmississippi 1126. A fine, crisp copy, with just a hint of sunning to
spine.
(1000/1500)
112. Mullan, John. Report on the Construction of a Military Road from Walla-Walla to Fort Benton. [2], 363
pp.; errata leaf. Illustrated with 10 color lithographed plates; 4 folding maps. 22.4x14.5 cm. (9x5½”),
modern full calf, spine tooled in gilt, new endpapers. First Edition.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1863
Detailed report with a spectacular series of lithographed plates, and four important maps.
Wagner-Camp describes the work, “Captain Mullan’s report with an itinerary comprises pages
1-84 and is followed by the engineers’ reports and other meteorological and astronomical data.
It covers the period from March 1858 to September 1862.” Wheat goes into much detail in the
maps and the road-building expedition, noting this work as a “comprehensive, highly interesting
363-page report, accompanied by
four elaborate maps, all of which
require to be described... The Mullan
Trail was unquestionably the most
famous road ever constructed in
the high Northwest...” Graff 2932;
Howes M884; Sabin 51275; Tweney
56; Wagner-Camp 393; Wheat
Transmississippi Vol. 5, pp.85-95,
maps 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080. Light
offset from the plates including to
title-page, folding maps with a bit of
darkening at some folds, a few short
splits; near fine in handsome modern
binding.
Lot 112
(800/1200)
113. (Naval) Two albums of photographs and postcards compiled by a sailor on the United States Navy in the
1920s.  Includes approx. 150 photographs, both original snapshots and some stock photographs
sold to tourists, plus approx. 130 postcards, including real-photo cards, color, collotype, etc. Most in
corner mounts on black album leaves. Albums are approx. 7&#9564;x10¼” or smaller, suede covers
pictorially tooled.
Various places: 1920s
Albums compiled by a sailor aboard the U.S.S. Nevada in the 1920s, with many postcards and
photographs of Japan (including the destruction of Yokohama by the 1923 earthquake), China,
the Philippines, life aboard ship, Panama, the ship’s pets (a kitten, dog and monkey), Honolulu,
and more. Albums worn, one disbound, many places for photographs not occupied, but the
postcards and photographs are generally very good or better.
(300/500)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online version of  the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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114. Newell, Gordon, editor. The H.W. McCurdy Marine History of the Pacific Northwest: An illustrated
review of the growth and development of the maritime industry from 1895, the date of publication of the last such
comprehensive history, Lewis & Dryden’s Marine History of the Pacific Northwest, to the present time, with sketches
and portraits of a number of well known marine men. Together with: The H.W. McCurdy Marine History of
the Pacific Northwest 1966 to 1976. Illustrations throughout from photographs. 2 volumes, (Folio)
brown cloth, second volume in slipcase. Each a numbered copy from an unspecified limitation.
Seattle: Superior Publishing, 1966
Presentation leaf in each volume for ‘Founding Subscriber’ John M. McClelland, Jr., signed by
the editor. Fine
(300/500)
250 NEWSPAPERS TRACING HISTORY OF NORTHWEST
FROM 18TH TO 20TH CENTURIES
115. (Newspapers) Collection of approx. 250 original newspapers from 1755 to 1933, nearly all with articles or
information relating to the Pacific Northwest. Various sizes, most in plastic sleeves.
Various places: Various dates
Important collection of vintages newspapers giving news pertinent to the history of the Pacific
Northwest, assembled over the years by one of the leading newspapermen of the region, John
M. McClelland, Jr. He has compiled a detailed listing of the newspapers, with mention of the
articles and information relating to Oregon, Washington and surrounding area, adding greatly to
the value of the collection. The earliest newspaper, the London Gazette from March 15, 1755,
offers bounty for those joining the navy, and for those turning in deserters. The Salem Gazette,
1792, tells of the attack by natives of Capt. Kendrick’s vessel and discovery of seven islands in
the northwest; Columbian Centinel, 1800, “New ships of Mr. Lyman sailed for the NW coast”;
The Balance and Columbian Repository, Oct. 4, 1803, “Expedition expected to leave through
the wilderness of Louisiana for the Pacific Coast, lead by Wm. Clark and Mr. Lewis”; New
England Palladium, Aug. 6, 1805, Russians are “slowly heading south with a great possibility of
causing trouble with the Spaniards”; Eastern Argus, Nov. 6, 1806, “The arrival of Capt. Lewis
and Capt. Clark and their party in St. Louis Sept. 23. The article is a summary of specific places
in the NW where they stayed”; Connecticut Courant, May 12, 1812, “Indians attack a ship at
Nootka Sound, killing every one on board except the captain and one more. To save themselves
they set fire to the ship killing many Indians”; and many many more. A small number merely
state, sadly, “No NW article.” The complete, detailed listing is available on request via regular
mail. Please call George Fox at PBA Galleries for more information. Generally very good
condition, though some individual issues exhibit wear.
(2000/3000)
116. (Newspapers) Farmers’ Museum, or Literary Gazette. 81 issues. Weekly, broken run, January 13, 1800
(whole no. 354) to May 11, 1802 (whole no. 475). Each issue 4 pp. 48x31 cm. (19¾x12¼”), bound
together in period boards with leather spine.
Walpole, NH: Printed by David Carlisle for Thomas & Thomas, 1800-1802
The news of southwestern New Hampshire, in a weekly newspaper co-published by Isaiah
Thomas, Jr. There is national and international news as well (Bonaparte in Europe, Burr election
controversy in Washington, etc.), but the richness lies in the local stories and notices, such as
Thomas Whiting’s notice that “Whereas Lucy, my wife, has eloped from my bed and board, and
refuses to live with me in the manner of man and wife; this is to forbid any person or persons
harbouring, or trusting her on my account; as I will not pay any debt of her contracting after
this date”; advertisements for patent medicines including “Cure of Venereal Complaints, the
Patent Indian Vegetable Specific, prepared by Dr. Lerouk”; census results for State of Vermont
(153,381); reward (of 1 cent!) for return of a runaway indentured boy, 14 years of age; also,
the result of the trial of two negro slaves in Charleston, South Carolina, for the murder of a
white man - both were to be burned to death; and so much more. Covers worn, stained; paper
somewhat darkened but still supple, some minor dampstains, overall very good.
(500/800)
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117. Nicolay, C[harles] G. The Oregon Territory: A Geographical and Physical Account of that Country and
its Inhabitants with Outlines of its History and Discovery. 226 pp. Folding map; wood-engraved frontispiece
showing the mouth of the Columbia River. 15x9.5 cm. (6x3¾”), original cloth. First Edition.
London: Charles Knight & Co., 1846
Overview of the Oregon situation at a time of controversy. As Wagner-Camp notes, “In
addition to presenting the British arguments in the Oregon Controversy, Nicolay describes
in detail the early settlement of the Pacific Northwest and the rise and development of the
fur trade. He takes freely from the printed primary sources, such as Ross Cox, Fremont, and
others.” The untitled folding map of the Pacific Northwest faces page 102, measures 13.7x11.3
cm. Rare in the original cloth. Howes N151; Sabin 55251; Smith 7311; Wagner-Camp 112c:1.
Cloth somewhat soiled and worn, spine ends chipped/frayed, repair at head; front hinge tender,
overall very good.
(250/350)
118. [Ogden, J.W.]. The History of Champaign County, Ohio, Containing: A History of the County; its Cities,
Towns, etc.; General and Local Statistics; Portraits of Early Settlers and Prominent Men... 921 pp. 2-page color
map of Champaign County as frontispiece, plus many lithograph portrait plates within, and woodcuts
within text. 23.7x16 cm. (9¼x6½”), half maroon morocco and cloth, with gilt-stamped vignette/
lettering on cover and spine. First Edition.
Chicago: W.H. Beers & Co., 1881
Wonderfully illustrated history of Champaign County. The color map frontispiece has an Ohio
Sesquicentennial (1803-1953) 3 cent US Postal stamp affixed to the upper right corner. Some
historical notes written on paper are laid in at rear. Moderately rubbed edges and cloth, joints
cracked; some manuscript notes at page margins, mostly in pencil a few in pen, some light
scattered soiling or foxing within; else very good.
(300/500)
PROPOSED STATE OF SEQUOYAH WITH MAP
119. (Oklahoma) Foraker, Joseph Benson. Proposed state of Sequoyah: Mr. Foraker presented the following
memorial from citizens of Indian Territory, praying for admission into the Union upon an equal footing with the original
states, and also presenting the form of a constitution for the proposed state, to be known as the state of Sequoyah. 87
pp. Folding color lithographed map. 22.7x14.7 cm. (9x5¾”), removed from larger volume.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, Jan. 16, 1906
Government printing of the proposal for and constitution of the separate state of Sequoyah,
comprising Indian Territory, without additional parts of Oklahoma. In his discussion of the
separate 1905 Muskogee printing of the constitution (which contained a map virtually identical
to that in the present copy), Streeter writes “This was an attempt by the Five Civilized Tribes
and some white inhabitants of Indian Territory to forestall the creation of one state out of
Indian Territory and Oklahoma Territory. The Convention met at Muskogee, 21 August 1905,
and the constitution worked out by a committee of fifty was adopted 8 September. It was
submitted to popular vote in the 7 November 1905 election, and carried by an overwhelming
vote. All this was to no avail, for the act creating the present state of Oklahoma became
law 16 June 1906...” The present memorial was an attempt to forestall the act. Streeter goes
on to note “This is one of the cases, and I can think of no other, where a separate region
seeking statehood and adopting a constitution was finally denied statehood by Congress. The
map of great interest. It divides the Indian Territory into nearly fifty counties but very few
of the county names or event the boundaries can be found on today’s map of that part of
Oklahoma...” The map is titled “State of Sequoya... Compiled from United States Geological
Survey Map of Indian Territory... by D.W. Bolish, Civil Engineer, Muskogee...” 59th Congress,
1st session Senate Doc. 143; Howes S295; (Streeter Sale 605). Pages coming loose; the fragile
map neatly split along two folds so the majority is detached, a few other short splits; very good.
(600/900)
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120. (Oregon) The Oregonian Souvenir, 1850-1892. 200 pp. Illustrated throughout with photographs,
portraits, etc. (Oblong folio) original red leather, modern black cloth rebacking. First Edition.
Portland: The Lewis & Dryden Printing Company, 1892
A history of Portland and the Pacific Northwest prepared by the Oregonian Newspaper.
Illustrations throughout of significant people, places, businesses, etc. Bookplate of John M.
McClelland, Jr. Edges worn, leather scratched and scuffed; internally very good.
(200/300)
121. (Osborne, Lewis, publisher) Seven titles of Western narratives published by Lewis Osborne. Includes:
Narrative of the Live and Adventures of Major C. Bolin, alias David Butler, as related by himself
to A.A. Sargent. (Spine a bit sunned, to corners bumped.) 1966. * The Gold Rush Letters of J.D.B.
Stillman. (Mild fading to covers.) 1967. * Browne, J. Ross. A Dangerous Journey. (Spine faded.) 1972.
* The Oregon Journals of David Douglas, of his travels and adventures among the Traders & Indians
in the Columbia, Willamette and Snake River Regions during the years 1825, 1826 & 1827. 2 volumes.
1972. * The Overland Diary of Wilson Price Hunt. 1973. * Wilkes, Charles. Live in Oregon Before
the Emigration. 2 volumes. 1975. * Neall, James. A Down-Easter in the Far West. 1977. Together, 7
works in 9 volumes. Illustrated from various sources. Linen. Limited Editions.
Palo Alto, CA & Ashland, OR: Various dates
Most published by Osborne for the Oregon Book Society. Most with bookplates of John M.
McClelland, Jr. Very good to fine condition.
(200/300)
122.  Owen, John.  The Journals and Letters of Major John Owen, Pioneer of the Northwest, 1850-1871,
Embracing His Purchase of St. Mary’s Mission; the Building of Fort Owen; His Travels; His Relation with
the Indians; His Work for the Government; and His Activities as a Western Empire Builder for Twenty Years.
Transcribed and Edited from the Original Manuscripts in the Montana Historical Society and the
Collection of W.R. Coe, Esq. by Seymour Dunbar: and with Notes to Owen’s Texts by Paul C.
Phillips. 2 volumes. Illustrated with 30 plates from photographs and other sources, printed tissue
guards; 2 folding maps. (8vo), red cloth, spines lettered in gilt, top edges gilt, glassine jackets, slipcase.
One of 550 copies. First Edition.
New York: Edward Eberstadt, 1927
There was also a large paper edition of 50 copies. Graff 3148; Howes O163; Smith 7762;
Tweney 58. Light wear to slipcase, glassines lightly chipped; volumes fine.
(200/300)
123. Palmer, Joel. Journal of Travels Over the Rocky Mountains, to the Mouth of the Columbia River; made
during the Years 1845 and 1846. Red cloth, top edge gilt.
Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1906
Palmer’s Journal issued as Volume 30 of the publisher’s ‘Early Western Travels’ series, edited by
Reuben Gold Thwaites. Howes calls this the “most reliable of the early guides to Oregon; in
addition, the best narrative by a participant in the overland migration of 1845, which more than
doubled the population of Oregon.” First published in 1847. Howes P47. Spine faded, some
extremity rubbing and shelf wear; very good.
(100/150)
124.  Parker, Samuel.  Journal of an Exploring Tour Beyond the Rocky Mountains, Under the Direction of
the A.B.C.F.M. Performed in the Years 1835, ‘36 and ‘37. 371 pp. Folding map.; engraved plate. (12mo)
7¼x4½, original cloth, paper spine label, rebacked with original spine laid down. First Edition.
Ithaca: Published by the author, 1838
Early accounts of explorations in the Oregon Territory in the mid-1830’s. Samuel Parker’s
primary purpose of this expedition, as stated in his preface, was “to become acquainted with
the situation of the remote Indian tribes, and their disposition in regard to the geography of
the country...” Parker accompanied a fur-trading party, in 1835, from Council Bluffs to Walla
Walla. This is the very scarce first edition, with the “earliest map of the Oregon interior with
a pretense of accuracy” - Graff. Wheat states that the map “represented a real advance, and it
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was made from personal observations.” Field 1175; Graff 3192; Howes P89; Rader 2600; Sabin
58729; Smith 7893; Tweney 60; Wagner-Camp 70; Wheat Transmississippi 438. Light wear to
cloth; foxing throughout; very good.
(300/500)
125. Parkin, Ray. H. M. Bark Endeavour, Her Place in Australian History, With an Account of her Construction,
Crew and Equipment and a Narrative of her Voyage on the East Coast of New Holland in the Year 1770. Text
volume + map box containing 15 large folded plans of the Bark Endeavour. Text illustrated with
sketch maps, plans & drawings. 29.5x20.5 cm. (11½x8¼”), red cloth, both set in boards slipcase.
Limited to 1000 copies. First Edition.
Melbourne: The Miegunyah Press, 1997
Painstakingly researched and beautifully produced account of Endeavour and its celebrated
voyage up the east coast of New Holland (Australia) in 1770 under the command of James
Cook. Fine condition.
(300/500)
126. Pax Land Company. Pax Land Company ledger book and book of stock certificates. Ledger book with
3 leaves containing manuscript writing, beginning with the first which records the sale of shares, the
amount due, and the date paid. 34.7x21 cm. (13¾x8¼”), half leather and cloth, spine lettered in gilt,
“Assessment Book.” * Also, a book of stock certificates for the Pax Land Company. 67 certificates
were filled out with manuscript information, some of which only the stub (not the certificate) remains.
The full certificate pages measure 21.2x34.8 cm. (8¼x13¾”), in cloth-backed boards.
San Francisco: Pax Land Company, 1914-1915
Also includes four copies of a 4-page agreement for sale of land from the Pax Land Company.
The agreement is not filled out. Interestingly, there is one delinquent payment on record within
the ledger book, Ethel K. Warner who purchased 3540 shares at ten cents per share, owing
$354. According to the Delinquent Sale Notice (excised from another publication and pasted
to the page facing the first in ledger) that person’s shares were auctioned from the companies
Market Street office in San Francisco. Both volumes with moderate extremity wear; two of the
laid in agreements are lightly foxed with some worming at edges; some light smudges within;
very good.
(200/300)
127. (Photograph Album - Ranching, etc.) Album of approx. 170 photographs and 26 postcards, with scenes
of a ranch in Montana; life and scenery in New Mexico; ranching and rodeos in Wyoming; and perhaps other,
unidentified, locales. Most photographs approx. 8.5x14 cm. (3¼x5½”), loose in corner mounts, many
with captions either on the album leaves or in lower image, a few in the negative. Album is 23x35 cm.
(9x13¾”), cloth.
Various places: c.1920-1930
About a quarter of the photographs are of the Bones Bros. Ranch in Birney, Montana,
including ranching scenes, roundups, rodeos, rope tricks, family photos, ranch buildings, and
more; later are views in New Mexico, then Eaton’s Ranch in Wyoming, rodeo action, and more.
The postcards, both color and real photo, are of New Mexico. Later are more New Mexico
photographs, then some that seem to be Southern California. There is a name at the front,
“Ruth Watson, Covina, California,” and Ruth is featured in a number of the photographs.
Provenance: L. Bradford Prince, Governor of New Mexico Territory, and heirs. Very good or
better condition.
(500/800)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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128.  (Photograph)  Jackson, William Henry.  Mt. Shasta, California.  Photochrome print from the
negative by W.H. Jackson. Title and imprint in gilt at bottom of image. 16x48.5 cm. (6¼x19”),
mounted on period backing board, framed under glass.
Detroit, MI: Detroit Photographic Co., c.1899
The photochrome [i.e. fotochrom] process for colorizing and printing photographs was
invented in Germany in the 1880’s, and was licensed to the Detroit Photographic Company.
William H. Jackson was hired by the company in 1897, and brought his stable of negatives as
well as continuing to take new photographs. The present example seems to be slightly trimmed
at the sides, judging from comparison with the image in the Library of Congress. Faint scratch
in upper left sky portion; very good.
(400/600)
AMERICA IN EARLY 20TH CENTURY
THROUGH LENS OF SKILLED AMATEUR ROY DAVIDSON
129. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. Photographs by, and Property of, Roy J. Davidson [photograph album
title page]. Approximately 244 photographs, including some very small photographs (trimmed), each
mounted to paper leaves within leather photograph album. Photographs vary in size, most measure
8.4x5.6 cm. (3¼x2¼”), while some are smaller or larger around 11.5x15.8 cm. (4½x6¼”).
Alliance, OH: 1909
Great album containing original photographs from the Ohio resident Roy J. Davidson’s travels
in the U.S. A few pages with photographs showing Davidson working at an early American
movie rental store, Cedar Rapids Film Exchange, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Includes photographs
of movie reels and one of Davidson sitting at a desk, a sign behind him reads, “High Grade
Moving Pictures, Do Everything But Talk.” Also includes great views of monuments, natural
wonders, campgrounds, cityscapes, etc. from Michigan, Ohio, Minnesota, Iowa, and Colorado.
With a neatly hand-written title page (white ink on black paper) written out by Davidson with
detailed information regarding the type of camera used, the developing paper, and the exposure
time. Every page with hand-written captions detailing the places, sights, and people pictured.
The page titled “Camp Ohio” is interesting, showing a photograph of Davidson himself, plus
a few fish caught that day, and a photograph of the solar eclipse on June 17, 1909 at 7:15pm.
Places photographed include: Monroeville, OH; Cedar Rapids, IA; Put-In-Bay Island on
Lake Erie; LaPeer, MI; Iowa Falls, and more, plus many group and single portraits. One of
6 photograph albums produced by the amateur photographer Roy J. Davidson to be offered
in today’s auction. At least one photograph by Davidson was published in The Photographic
Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910. Most photographs near fine.
(700/1000)
130. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. Photograph album with two-hundred and sixty-four original photographs
taken in Oregon. 264 original silver prints, mounted to paper leaves, bound with string between stiff
wrappers.
1914-1916
Stunning collection of original photographs taken by Ohio native Roy J. Davidson. Each
photograph is neatly captioned on the paper leaf in hand-written white lettering. While
there Davidson and friends visited many scenic locations, photographed within, such as
Latourelle Falls, Table Mountain, Larch Mountain, Mazama campground, Washington Park,
Columbia River Highway, and many others. Plus photographs of bridges, plants, cityscapes,
portraits of friends, and the Rose Festival, 1915. Also an interesting group shot of the P.P.
& L. Co. Engineering Department’s 1914 Christmas Party. There’s also a self portrait of
the photographer at the Y.M.C.A. One of 6 photograph albums produced by the amateur
photographer Roy J. Davidson to be offered in today’s auction. At least one photograph
by Davidson was published in The Photographic Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910. Most
photographs are near fine.
(700/1000)
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131. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. Photograph album containing over two-hundred and fifty snapshots from a
trip to Oregon. 251 black and white photographs, each laid in to corners on leaves within a photograph
album. Wrappers and tied with a string. Each photograph is 6.1x8.5 cm. (2½x3¼”) or the reverse.
No date [c. 1910-1915]
Each photograph in this travel album is neatly captioned in ink on bottom margin by the
photographer, Roy J. Davidson, Ohio resident. In this very thick photograph album are
hundreds of photographs narrating all the Oregon destinations visited by the young man and
his friends. Among the places visited were the Portland Harbor, Chinidere mountain trail, Silver
Creek, Bonneville and Cannon Beach, and many other trails, creeks and hikes. Also includes
some great shots of various interesting persons or activities such as “South Sea Islanders Ship Hands,” a “Young China” (a Chinese child), and the Portland Rose Festival. One of 6
photograph albums produced by the amateur photographer Roy J. Davidson to be offered
in today’s auction. At least one photograph by Davidson was published in The Photographic
Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910. Most photographs are near fine.
(300/500)
132. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. One hundred and twenty-six original photographs of hiking and camping
at Mount Jefferson, Oregon. 126 original silverprint photographs, mounted on leaves within a limp leather
album, labeled Photographs in gilt on front cover. Title leaf is hand-lettered in white, “Mazama
Annual Album Mt. Jefferson Oregon, Aug. 4-19, 1917.” Photographs vary in size from the snapshot
at 8.3x6 cm. (3¼x2¼”) or the reverse up to 12.3x17.2 cm. (4¾x6¾”) or the reverse. * Plus another
33 original albumen photographs of Roy J. Davidson (posing with a golf club), as well as shots of the
Junior Rose Festival, plus some views of the coast taken by Davidson in 1933.
1917
Views of the campground, the mountainside, lakes, waterfalls and of encounters with bear
cubs are all captured within this photograph album. Most photographs are captioned in white
ink by Ohio native Roy J. Davidson, who partook in the Mazama Annual Outing. Also includes
some clipped printed photographs (from brochures or other publications) mounted alongside
photographs. The second part of the album contains albumen photographs of a few sights
and scenes of Oregon, including “Old Ironsides,” Salem Capitol Grounds, and the Junior Rose
festival of 1933. One of 6 photograph albums produced by the amateur photographer Roy J.
Davidson to be offered in today’s auction. At least one photograph by Davidson was published
in The Photographic Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910. Photographs fine.
(400/600)
133. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. Album containing one hundred and thirty-five original photographs of
travels through California, including those of Mt. Shasta, Mt. Hood, and the P.P.I.E. of 1915.  135 original
silver print photographs, mounted to paper leaves and bound within leather album. Also included
18 photograph postcards from the P.P.I.E. mounted to leaves within. Photographs vary in size, and
include a panoramic photograph of Mt. Shasta 6.2x17.2 cm. (2½x6¾”). Sizes mostly between 6.3x6.9
cm. (2½x2¾”) and 12.8x17.4 cm. (4¾x6¾”).
1915
Wonderfully detailed photograph album in three parts, with each photograph captioned in
white ink (on black leaves). Each part includes a title leaf, and read: “Mt. Shasta, Photographs
taken at the 1915 annual outing of the Mazamas at Camp Bronaugh Mt. Shasta, California July
10-25, 1915” (88 photographs); “Lens Notes on the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
San Francisco, California 1915, Taken July 21-24” (19 photographs, 18 photograph post cards);
“Photographs taken on Mazama Outing to Mount Hood, July 3-4-5, 1915” (28 photographs).
Many photographs taken while climbing various peaks during the two Mazama outings included
within this album. Also great views of the P.P.I.E. and San Francisco, including the Japanese
gardens, The Arch of the Rising Sun, and Cliff House. One of 6 photograph albums produced
by the amateur photographer Roy J. Davidson to be offered in today’s auction. At least one
photograph by Davidson was published in The Photographic Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910.
Photographs are fine.
(400/600)
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134. (Photographs) Davidson, Roy J. Album containing ninety-two original photographs of people and places
in Iowa. 92 original silverprints mounted to leaves, bound between two boards, tied with string. Sizes
vary, many are 11.5x16.3 cm. (4½x6½), with many others smaller.
1911-1912
Each photograph in the album created by Roy J. Davidson has a neat ink caption on the edge
of the photograph. Includes some incredible photographs of post-storm destruction in Cedar
Rapids in May of 1911. Includes a few interesting portraits, such as the 1911 basketball team
of First Christian Sunday School, and “The Sultan of Sulu.” Areas photographed include
Iowa City, downtown, Washington Park, Devil’s Glen, Cedar River, and Indian Creek. One of
6 photograph albums produced by the amateur photographer Roy J. Davidson to be offered
in today’s auction. At least one photograph by Davidson was published in The Photographic
Times, in Vol. XLII, No. 4, 1910. Most photographs near fine.
(200/300)
135. (Photographs) Photographs of an immigrant family from Ireland and their new home in the United States. 21
gelatin silver print photographs, each 3¾x12”. Some captioned by hand in lower margin.
1910s-20s
Photographic chronicle of an Irish immigrant family. Includes 8 photographs of the family in
the Irish country, 9 photographs of the transatlantic voyage on-board the S.S. Adriatic, and 4
photographs of various locations in the United States, apparently in North Dakota or Iowa.
Light wear; very good.
(500/800)
136. Pike, Zebulon Montgomery. Exploratory Travels Through the Western Territories of North America:
Comprising a Voyage from St. Louis, on the Mississippi, to the Source of that River, and a Journey Through the
Interior of Louisiana, and the North-Eastern Provinces of New Spain. Performed in the years 1805, 1806, 1807,
by Order of the Government of the United States. 394 pp. Steel-engraved frontispiece portrait of the author;
2 plates; 4 maps (2 double-page). (4to), original gilt-lettered blue cloth. Facsimile Edition.
Denver: W. H. Lawrence & Co., 1889
First published in 1811, this is the reprint of the first English edition. Pike’s expedition was the
first U.S. Government-sponsored exploration of the Southwest, and is second in the annals of
American exploration only to Lewis and Clark. Light wear and soiling to cloth, hinges cracked;
very good.
(250/350)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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PORTLOCK INVESTIGATES THE NORTHWEST COAST, 1789
137. Portlock, Nathaniel. A Voyage Round the World; But More Particularly to the North-West Coast of
America: Performed in 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1788, in the King George and Queen Charlotte, Captains Portlock
and Dixon. xii, 384, xl pp. With 20 plates including portrait frontispiece, 6 folding copper-engraved
charts, and 13 copper-engraved plates. (4to) 11x9, period full calf with later rebacking, endpapers
replaced. Custom chemise and slipcase. First Edition.
London: John Stockdale, 1789
Following reports of the lucrative fur trade on the northwest coast of America, the King
George’s Sound Company was formed in London in May, 1785, purchasing two ships, renamed
the King George and Queen Charlotte. Portlock
commanded the former and was in overall
command of the expedition, and George Dixon
commanded the latter. After visiting the Falkland
Islands and making a long stay at Hawaii, the
ships proceeded to America and surveyed the
coast, noted by Hill as “the most important result
of the voyage... Portlock was a veteran of Captain
Cook’s third voyage to the Pacific. His vivid
descriptions of encounters with the American
Indians and the Russians serve to broaden the
perspective provided by William Beresford’s and
Dixon’s narrative....” Lada-Mocarski calls the work
“an early and important original source material,
with many illustrations which enhance its value.”
Forbes 177; Hill, Pacific Voyages, p.239; New
Hill 1376; Howes P497; Lada-Mocarski 42; Sabin
64389; Wagner Northwest Coast 738-43. Some
light wear to binding; short stub tears to a few of
the folding maps; light foxing; very good.
Lot 137
(3000/5000)
138. Powers, Stephen. Afoot and Alone; A Walk from Sea to Sea by the Southern Route. Adventures and
Observations in Southern California, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, etc. xvi, [17]-327 + [1] ad pp. Illustrated
with 12 wood-engraved plates. (8vo) 8x5, publisher’s gilt-decorated brown cloth with vignette on
front cover, spine decorated and lettered in gilt. First Edition.
Hartford, CT: Columbian Book Co., 1872
“The Author, a distinguished ethnologist, journeyed from Raleigh to San Francisco, a distance
of 3,556 miles. Although occasionally overdone, his descriptions are entertaining and frequently
amusing” - Cowan p.498; Graff 3339; Howes P537; Sabin 64804; Zamorano Eighty 61. Spine
ends worn, spine leaning, edge wear; foxing; very good.
(200/300)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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LITHOGRAPH OF SCENE OF MOUNTAIN MEADOWS MASSACRE
139. Redmond, S.H. Mountain Meadows - Tinted Lithograph View. Tinted lithograph, 43.5x63 cm. plus
margins, 48x66 cm. overall. Title in lower margin. Lithograph by Britton, Rey & Co.
San Francisco: Pacific Art Co., 1877
Attractive lithograph view of a wagon train passing peacefully through Mountain Meadows,
Utah Territory, with a small group of Paiute Indians (or Mormon militia men in costume)
hidden amongst the rocks and trees, presumably depicting the scene moments before the
mass slaughter of the Fancher-Baker emigrant wagon train on September 11, 1857 that
would become known as the Mountain Meadows Massacre. Initially intending to encourage
an Indian-led massacre, local militia leaders conspired to lead militiamen disguised as Native
Americans along with a contingent of Paiute tribesmen in an attack. The emigrants fought
back and a siege ensued. When the Mormons discovered that they had been identified by the
emigrants, Col. William H. Dame, head of the Iron County Brigade of the Utah militia, ordered
their annihilation. Intending to leave no witnesses of Mormon complicity in the siege and
also intending to prevent reprisals that would complicate the Utah War, militiamen induced
the emigrants to surrender and give up their weapons. After escorting the emigrants out of
their hasty fortification, the militiamen and their tribesmen auxiliaries executed the emigrants.
Investigations, interrupted by the U.S. Civil War, resulted in nine indictments in 1874. Only
John D. Lee was tried in a court of law, and after two trials, he was convicted. On March 23,
1877, a firing squad executed Lee at the massacre site. Scarce. Staining, browning and some
disintegration of paper surface on rear, light soiling on front, a few spots of restoration; good.
(1000/1500)
140. Robertson, William. The History of America. 4 volumes. lii, 387; [iv], 540; [iv], 497, [1], [42]; viii,
243 pp. 4 folding maps; 1 folding plate. (8vo) period full calf, morocco labels. Third Edition.
London: W. Strahan, T. Cadell and J. Balfour, 1780, 1799
The fourth volume (published 1799) contains the posthumously published Books 9 & 10,
comprising the history of Virginia to 1688 and the history of New England to 1652. Bindings
worn, joints and hinges cracked on first three volumes; internally very good.
(400/600)
141. Sabin, Edwin L. Kit Carson Days (1809-1868). xv, 669 pp. Illustrated with numerous plates from
photographs and engravings, plus maps. (8vo), original gilt-lettered red cloth. Second Edition.
Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1919
“This book is without a doubt the best of the many works that have appeared on that famous
scout and trapper...” - Zamorano Eighty 67; Howes S1. Minor wear; near fine.
(150/250)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online version of  the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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RARE PANORAMA PHOTOGRAPH OF CLIFF HOUSE AND SUTRO HEIGHTS
142.  (San Francisco - Cliff House)  Sturis, C.F.O.  Panoramic silver photograph of the Cliff House and
Sutro Heights, San Francisco.  Gelatin silver print. 12x63 cm. (4¾x24¾”), on original board mount;
photographer’s imprint stamped in blind on mount at lower right.
San Francisco: c.1900
Very unusual panoramic view of San Francisco’s famed Cliff House Restaurant, in its grand
Victorian incarnation (1896-1907). The Cliff House and Seal Rocks area at the left, with Ocean
Beach, then eastward to include what is now the Great Highway, the Heights, and the large
windmill. Edge wear to mount, image very good or better.
(1000/1500)

Lot 142

143. (San Francisco) [Lee, Samuel D.]. San Francisco’s Chinatown: History, Function and Importance of Social
Organizations. 23 leaves, typescript. 27.4x21.1 cm. (10¾x8½”), orange wrappers.
1940
Per the foreword by Phoebe Matthews, Secretary, “At the request of the Central District
Coordinating Council, Mr. Samuel D. Lee has prepared this material on social organizations in
Chinatown. It is...an informal study of the importance of the group in the life of the individual.
The Council is indebted to Mr. Lee for this picture of a part of Chinatown’s life about which
very little is known.” This edition is earlier than any found by OCLC/Worldcat. Others found
by OCLC date from 1948 and 1953. Fine.
(200/300)
144.  Sandburg, Carl.  Abraham Lincoln: The War Years.  4 volumes. Illustrated with photographs,
cartoons, letters, documents, etc. (8vo), original brown cloth, gilt-lettered brown morocco spine
labels, top edges gilt, other edges untrimmed. No. 275 of 525 copies, of which 500 were designated
for sale. First Edition.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, [1939]
Signed by Sandburg on the limitation page in Volume I. Some scuffing to labels, light wear;
crease to limitation leaf in Volume 1; very good.
(800/1200)
145. Schoenberg, Wilfred P. Jesuit Mission Presses in the Pacific Northwest: A History and Bibliography of
Imprints, 1876-1899. Illustrated with facsimiles; tipped-in frontispiece portrait; 16 original leaves or
signatures of material printed by various mission presses in the 19th century loose in rear endpaper
folder. Red cloth with gilt cover vignette, spine lettered in gilt. One of 54 copies with multiple imprints
laid in, from a run of 804 copies designed & printed by Lawton Kennedy. First Edition.
Portland, OR: The Champoeg Press, 1957
The desirable deluxe edition of this seminal work, with the original leaves in rear folder;
the limitation of 54 copies is not printed in the book. Fine, with the bookplate of John M.
McClelland, Jr.
(200/300)
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146. Scott, Harvey W. History of the Oregon Country. 6 volumes. Compiled by Leslie M. Scott. Illus.
with plates from photographs & other sources. Original gilt-lettered red cloth. One of 500 sets of
the Pioneer’s Edition. First Edition.
Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1924
Signed by Leslie M. Scott on limitation page. Harvey W. Scott was for forty years editor of the
Morning Oregonian, and the present work was compiled following his death. Some staining to
cloth, bookplate or residue from bookplate glue on front endpapers, very good.
(200/300)
147.  (Seattle)  Hume, M., compiler.  Seattle Architecturally, 1902.  Unpaginated. Illustrations from
photographs and sketches throughout. Oblong, 24x31.5 cm., original wrappers, string bound. First
Edition.
Seattle: Bebb & Mendel, Sauders & Lawton and de Neuf & Heide, 1902
Scarce view of turn of the century Seattle architecture published jointly by three of its leading
architectural firms. Fore edge curled and with some dampstaining (not affecting images), a few
leaves with small chips or tears to edges; very good.
(200/300)
148. Sheridan, P.H. Personal Memoirs of P.H. Sheridan, General United States Army. 2 volumes. Illustrated
with wood engravings and maps, some folding. (8vo) 9x5¾, original gilt decorated green cloth. First
Edition.
New York: Charles L. Webster, 1888
After serving with distinction in the Civil War, most notably as commander of the Union
cavalry, Sheridan was transferred west, where he oversaw the settling of the Indians on
reservations. He eventually rose to command the United States Army. Light wear to cloth; very
good.
(200/300)
149.  Shields, George Oliver.  Cruisings in the Cascades. A Narrative of Travel, Exploration, Amateur
Photography, Hunting, and Fishing. 339 + [12] ad pp. Portrait frontispiece, decorative initials, text and
full-page illustrations. (8vo), brown cloth, ruled in blind and with pictorial gilt on spine and front
cover. First Edition.
Chicago & New York: Rand, McNally, 1889
(Title continues): With special chapters on hunting the grizzly bear, the buffalo, elk, antelope,
Rocky Mountain goat, and deer; also on trouting in the Rocky Mountains; on a Montana
round-up; life among the cowboys, etc. “The articles on elk, bear, and antelope hunting were
first published in Harper’s Magazine; those on buffalo hunting and trouting, in the Outing
magazine.” (Phillips p.343). Bruns S 142. Bookplate of John M. McClelland, Jr. Some light edge
wear, corners bumped; very good.
(300/500)
150. Simpson, George. Narrative of a Voyage to California Ports in 1841-42, Together with Voyages to Sitka,
the Sandwich Islands & Okhotsk; To Which are Added Sketches of Journeys across America, Asia, & Europe:
From the Narrative of a Voyage Round the World. xxxii, 232 pp. Illustrated with 2 portraits of the author
with tissue-guards; facsimiles of the title pages of the first edition and part of a holograph report
(double-page) by Simpson; folding facsimile map. (8vo) red and blue cloth, paper spine label. From
an edition of 250 copies, this copy not numbered.
San Francisco: Thomas C. Russell, 1930
Fine printing of the California-related portions of George Simpson’s “An Overland Journey
Around the World”, London, 1847. Howes S495. Fine.
(200/300)
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151. Snowden, Clinton A., et. al. History of Washington: The Rise and Progress of an American State.
 olumes 1 through 5 (of 6). Frontispieces and illustrations from drawings, photographs, steel
V
engravings, maps, and diagrams, most with printed tissue guards. (8vo), red half morocco and
marbled boards.
New York: The Century History Company, 1909-1911
 Volumes 1 & 5 rebacked with remnants of original spine leather laid down, some wear; overall
very good.
(200/300)
152.  (Spanish-American War - Philippine Insurrection)  Autograph Letter, signed Albert, to his mother,
relating his experiences during the Philippine Insurrection following American occupation of the islands. 4½ pp, in
ink, on 3 sheets of lined notepaper 31x20.6 cm. (12¼x8¼”).
Batangas, P.I.: June 22, 1899
Albert writes in vivid detail about the action he sees: “I just returned yesterday from Taal, a
town about 15 miles from here. Were were ordered to go there to re-inforce a battalion of
the 46th who had the niggers in the town, strongly fortified and very ugly. We started out and
marched like old nick until about 4 o’clock when our advance struck the first trenches at Taal
and met a hot fire. My Company (D) was deployed to the right and wer had not reached our
position before we received a hot fire. Captain Jordan and I were the only officers with the
company and I had command of the left platoon...” Later, “As I came to the crest of a hill I
was met with a terrible fusilade of bullets, but I urged the men on and we charged across the
gulch and I ordered a halt on top of the hill. There, not a hundred yards in front of us, was a
big strong trench full of niggers pouring bullets into us as fast as they could fire...” And so on,
an action-filled letter, indicating some of the brutality of this nearly forgotten conflict. Paper
somewhat brittle with some short tears at folds, a few tape repairs; very good.
(300/500)
153. Spencer, J.A. History of the United States, From the Earliest Period to the Administration of President
Johnson. 4 volumes. Numerous steel-engraved plates. (Large 8vo) brown half morocco and cloth.
New York: Johnson, Fry and Company, [1866]
A popular history of America from it’s founding through the Civil War. Ex-library with call
numbers on spines, all plates ink stamped on the face; good only.
(100/150)
154. Spencer, Lloyd & Lancaster Pollard. A History of the State of Washington. 4 volumes. Illustrated.
(4to) green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: American Historical Society, 1937
 Wear and soiling to cloth, some dampstaining to bottom edges; good.

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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(100/150)

LARGE OIL PAINTING OF STEAMER ON PUGET SOUND
155. (Steamer Athlon) Hall, C. Large painting of the Steamer Athlon, which plied the waters of the Northwest
and Puget Sound. Oil on canvas, 34x70” in gilt frame, (37½x73é” overall) with the steamer Athlon in
the foreground and a few small sailboats in the distance, all in a typical Northwest fog, flanked by land
on either side in the background. Signed and dated lower right, C. Hall, 12-21-7, presumed to be 1907.
No place: 1907
The steamer Athlon was built for the Shaver Transportation Co. in Portland in 1900 for the
Portland–Rainier run, operated by Jacob Kamm, (Vancouver Transportation Co.) and Kellog
Transportation Co., at a cost of $4,935. It had a length of 112.4 ft, beam 19.7 ft, depth of
7 ft. and a gross weight of 157 tons. The engines were 8 by 16 by 12 compound with a 66”
propeller. She was sold in 1901 to the H.B. Kennedy Transportation Co of Seattle and Joshua
Green, and was used mainly on the Seattle–Bremerton run. She was later purchased by the Moe
brothers, and finally in 1921 by the Poulsbo Transportation Co. That same year she struck rocks
in a heavy fog entering Port Ludlow Harbor and sank. Nine passengers and crewmen reached
shore safely in the lifeboats. (ref. Lewis and Dryden, Marine History of the Northwest). There
are Halls listed as artists working in the Seattle area during the early teens, but neither we nor the
McCelland family have been able to identify which Hall painted this picture. Sometime during
the 1970’s or 80’s, John McClelland, Jr. had the painting cleaned and restored by the Eastlake
Galleries in Seattle, restorers of paintings, prints & documents, and the reverse of the painting
has been relined with a wax resin surface. Attractively framed, a large and impressive work of
nautical art in nicely restored condition. Crating and shipping charges will apply.
(2000/3000)

Lot 155

156. [Steuben, Friedrich Wilhelm von]. Regulations for the Order and Discipline of the Troops of the United
States. [viii], 72 pp. 8 folding engraved plates at rear. (12mo) Period calf-backed boards. Later edition.
Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1809
Later edition of Stueben’s influential manual, first published in 1779 and going through more
than 50 editions before 1800. Sabin 91463. 1813 ownership signature of Capt. David Burness(?)
on front endpaper. Spine perished. some wear and soiling to boards; plates folded irregularly;
foxing throughout; good.
(300/500)
157. Strahorn, Robert E. To the Rockies and Beyond, or a Summer on the Union Pacific Railroad and Branches.
Saunterings in the Popular Health, Pleasure, and Hunting Resorts of Nebraska, Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, Idaho, Oregon, Washington and Montana.... 216 pp. Illustrated with wood engravings; folding map.
(8vo), original flexible cloth. Second Edition.
Omaha: New West Publishing Company, 1879
Important early western railroad guide. With rubberstamp of M.T. Dennis, New England
Agent, Boston Massachusetts on front free endpaper and compliments slip of Union Pacific
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Ticket Agent Thomas L. Kimball on front pastedown. Howes S1058. Some light wear to cloth,
metal brad inserted at top of spine (possibly for hanging from a chain), small tape repairs to
folding map; very good.
(800/1200)
158. Stuart, A. H. H., Mrs. Washington Territory: Its soil, climate, productions and general resources. iv, [5]-64
pp. 20.5x13 cm. (8¼x5”), original blue printed front wrapper, bound in 20th century quarter leather
& cloth. First Edition.
Olympia: Printed at the Office of the Washington Standard, 1875
Scarce little pamphlet which “gives an excellent idea of conditions in Washington Territory
in 1875, Mrs. Stuart makes a wry comment under the section “Rates of Wages,” - “literary
men and loiterers are not wanted and had better keep away.” ...Soliday states this pamphlet is
‘extremely rare.’” Tweney 73. Very good.
(300/500)
159. Swan, James G. The Indians of Cape Flattery, at the Entrance to the Strait of Fuca, Washington Territory.
1 08 pp. Woodcut illustrations in text. (4to) modern green cloth, original front wrapper (chipped and
mounted) bound in. First Edition.
[Washington]: [Smithsonian Institution], [1870]
Includes a vocabulary of the Makah language. Repairs to a few leaves; very good in fine modern
cloth binding.
(100/150)
160. Swan, James G. The Northwest Coast; or, Three Years’ Residence in Washington Territory. 435 + [4] ad
pp. With wood engravings including frontispiece & title-page emblem; folding map. 19.3x12 cm.
(7½x4¾”), original blue cloth stamped in blind, spine lettered in gilt. First Edition.
New York: Harper & Bros., 1857
Scarce first edition of this early account of exploration and settlement in the Northwest.
Tweney notes that “John Gilchrist Swan was one of the first - and most colorful - of the
pioneers and settlers of the Seattle and Olympic Peninsula area. He was also an author,
journalist, teacher, lawyer, probate judge, naturalist, historian, a collector for the Smithsonian
Institution, and one of the foremost authorities on the wild life and Indian tribes and customs
of Western Washington and the Olympic Peninsula. With all his faults, Swan may be considered
one of the great men of Washington Territory in its early years...” Graff 4046; Howes S1164;
Smith 10044; Tweney 74. Ink name of E. Dodd, Washington, 1858, to front pastedown, along
with pencil inscription “E. Dodd from Genl. Lane.” Rubbing to extremities, spine head frayed;
offset to title page and to pp. 144-5 from laid in items; very good.
(200/300)
161. Symons, Thomas W. Report of an Examination of the Upper Columbia River and the Territory in its Vicinity
in September and October, 1881, to Determine its Navigability, and Adaptability to Steamboat Transportation. [2],
135 pp. Illustrated with 33 map plates, 1 folding. 23x14.5 cm. (9x5¾”), original printed wrappers.
First Edition. Senate Ex. Doc. No. 186, 47th Congress, 1st Session.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1882
Includes 25-sheet “Map of the Upper Columbia River, from the International Boundary Line to
Snake River, on a Scale of One Inch to Two Miles” plus folding index sheet. With material on
history & discovery of the Columbia, fur trade, etc. Some darkening, staining and other wear to
wrappers, spine strip mostly perished; about very good.
(200/30)
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162. Szyk, Arthur. Six Collier’s magazines, all but one featuring the cover art of Arthur Szyk. Six issues of
the magazine including: Vol. 108, No. 18 (Nov. 1, 1941); Vol. 109, No. 3 (Jan. 17, 1942); Vol. 109, No.
7 (Feb. 14, 1942); Vol. 109, No. 13 (Mar. 28, 1942); Vol. 109, No. 25 (Jun. 20, 1942); and, with cover
art by Lawson Wood, Vol. 110, No. 4 (Jul. 25, 1942). Each 34.5x27.2 cm. (13½x10¾”) and in original
color wrappers.
Springfield, OH: Crowell-Collier Publishing, 1941-1942
 Light wear from handling; very good or better.

(200/300)

163. (Tom Thumb) General Tom Thumb, Commodore Knott, and Professor Millar... Programme. Broadside
advertising flier, printed on recto only with small wood engraving. 10.5x13 cm. (8x5”).
No place: c.1860
Program advertising a musical evening with Tom Thumb and his tiny cohorts. Old folds; very
good.
(200/300)
164. Townsend, John K[irk]. Narrative of a Journey Across the Rocky Mountains, to the Columbia River,
and a Visit to the Sandwich Islands, Chile, &c. With a Scientific Appendix. 352 pp. 23.5x14 cm. (9¼x5½”),
original blindstamped cloth, rebacked employing the original gilt-lettered spine strip. First Edition.
Philadelphia: Henry Perkins, 1839
Townsend traveled with naturalist Thomas Nutall and Jason Lee in Nathaniel Wyeth’s second
expedition to Oregon in 1834; leaving Independence at the end of April, 1834, the party
stopped en route at the unfinished Fort Hall, and reached Fort Vancouver in the middle of
September. Streeter calls his narrative “one of the best early ones.” Hill remarks that “Townsend
also gives in-depth observations of the manners and customs of the Indians and of the lives
of the fur traders in the Columbia region.” On the return trip, Tahiti and Juan Fernandez Island
were visited” Townsend was an ornithologist, and his notes on the natural history of the region,
along with Nuttall’s, were made available to John James Audubon for Birds of America. Forbes
1183; Graff 4173; Hill 1211; Howes T139; Sabin 96381; Streeter 2094; Smith 10282; Tweney 77;
Wagner-Camp 79:1. Ink name of D. Henry Flickriver to front pastedown; bookplate of Joseph
Y. Jeanes. Spine faded, top 2” of spine strip nearly detached, slight stains to cloth, minor corner
wear; very good or better, in need of minor repair to spine.
(300/500)
165.  (Type or ephemera cabinet)  Late nineteenth century wooden type cabinet.  Late nineteenth century
wooden type cabinet with the interior wooden type partitions in the drawers removed to serve as
a paper storage cabinet. The cabinet appears to be either maple or cherry with original iron Stick
Eastlake period drawer pulls; contains 20 drawers with interior capacity dimensions of 1” x 15” x 25”.
The full cabinet dimensions are 50½” high, 19½” deep and 29½” wide.
19th century
The cabinet formerly housed the John McClelland collection of maps and early newpapers.
Very good to fine condition with a nice natural patina. For pick-up only - this item will not be
shipped.
(400/600)
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FIRST EDITION OF VANCOUVER’S VOYAGE WITH THE ATLAS
166.  Vancouver, George.  A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World; In
Which the Coast of North-West America has been Carefully Examined and Accurately Surveyed. Undertaken by
His Majesty’s Command, Principally with a View to Ascertain the Existence of Any Navigable Communication
Between the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans; and Performed in the Years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793,
1794, and 1795, in the Discovery Sloop of War, and Armed Tender Chatham, under the Command of Captain
George Vancouver. 3 volumes + Atlas. [14], xxix, [3], 432; [10], 504; [10], 505, [3] pp. Illustrated with 17
copper-engraved plates & 1 copper-engraved chart; atlas with 10 folding copper-engraved charts &
6 copper-engraved plates with profile & coastal views. Text volumes are 4to, 32x24 cm. (12½x9½”),
period quarter calf & marbled boards, morocco lettering pieces, page edges untrimmed; atlas is folio,
55x43 (21¾x17”), early 20th century ¾ gilt-ruled morocco & marbled boards. First Edition.
London: G.G. & J. Robinson, & J. Edwards, 1798
First edition, including the atlas, of one of the great accounts of Pacific exploration, rivaling
the works of Cook and La Perouse. Streeter writes that “This narrative is one of the most
important accounts of the exploration of the Pacific Northwest and New Zealand, and valuable
source information about Tahiti and the Hawaiian Islands in the last decade of the eighteenth
century. Cowan considered the account to be superior to any of its kind and the chief authority
on the areas explored during this period. Vancouver (1758-1798) was an extraordinarily capable
explorer, having sailed with Cook on the second and third voyages (1772-4, 1776-80) and served
under Rodney and Alan Gardner. It was Gardner who recommended him for a voyage in search
for a northwest passage to the Great Lakes. The present narrative is the complete account of
that voyage, accompanied by an atlas of maps and views of the areas explored. Vancouver died
on May 10, 1798, his brother John completing
the task of preparing and editing the narrative.
Among the important features of the narrative
are the engraved views in Volume II of the
Mission of San Carlos and the Presidio of
Monterey, probably the first published views
of California. It is possible that the artist
sailing with La Perouse, who visited Monterey
in 1786, drew a sketch of the Mission, but
no views of California scenery appear in the
La Perouse atlas.” Howes is of the opinion
that “of all modern exploring voyages to
the Pacific those of Cook, La Perouse and
Vancouver were the most important,” Hill
holds out that “This voyage became one
of the most important ever made in the
interests of geographical knowledge,” and
Lada-Mocarski states emphatically that “this
is one of the most important voyages for the
history and the cartography of the northwest
coast in general and of Alaska in particular.”
The engraved views were drawn by William
Alexander from sketches made on the spot by
expedition members. Cowan p.654-5; Forbes
298; Hill, Pacific Voyages, pp.303-4; Hill (2nd
Lot 166
Ed.) 1753; Howes V23; Lada-Mocarski 55;
Sabin 98441; Streeter Sale 3497; Tweney 78; Wagner N.W.C. p.209 et seq.; Zamorano Eighty 77.
Provenance: John M. McClelland, Jr. Text volumes with rubbing and wear to spines, Vol. III
with vertical crack, Vol. I front joint repaired, Vols. II and III with front joints cracking, covers
nearly detached; plates in the text volumes with faint foxing/discoloration to margins, light
offset from or to the text; some folding charts in the atlas with short splits and darkening at
folds; else very good, the text volumes in original, untrimmed state.
(25000/35000)
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OCTAVO EDITION OF VANCOUVER
167.  Vancouver, George.  A Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World; In
Which the Coast of North-west America has been carefully examined and accurately surveyed. Undertaken by His
Majesty’s Command, Principally with a View to Ascertain the Existence of Any Navigable Communication between
the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans; and Performed in the Years 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, and
1795, in the Discovery Sloop of War, and Armed Tender Chatham, under the Command of Captain George
Vancouver. 6 volumes. 28, [33]-410; [2], 418; [2], 435; [2], 417; [2], 454; [2], 412 + [2] ad pp. With 2
folding copper-engraved charts; 17 folding copper-engraved plates, engraved by Landseer & others
after W. Alexander, most from sketches made “on the spot” by Sykes, Heddington & others. (8vo)
21.13 cm. (8¼x5”), period diced calf, modern rebacking in tan morocco, spines lettered in gilt. First
Octavo Edition.
London: John Stockdale, 1801
First octavo edition of one of the most significant voyages of exploration aimed at the
Northwest coast of North America, delineating its bays, rivers and other features with far more
accuracy than had hitherto been accomplished. Streeter, describing the first edition of 1798 goes
on at some length: “This narrative is one of the most important accounts of the exploration of
the Pacific Northwest and New Zealand, and valuable source information about Tahiti and the
Hawaiian Islands in the last decade of the eighteenth century. Cowan considered the account to
be superior to any of its kind and the chief authority on the areas explored during this period.
Cowan pp.654-5; Forbes 335; Hill, Pacific Voyages, pp.304; Howes V23; Sabin 98441; Streeter
Sale 3497. Provenance: John M. McClelland, Jr. Edges worn, endpapers replaced; some short
tears to folding charts; foxing; very good.
(4000/7000)
FRENCH VANCOUVER WITH ATLAS OFFERED SEPARATELY
168. Vancouver, George. Voyage de Dècouvertes, à l’Océan Pacifique du Nord, et Autour du Monde; dans
lequel le côte Nord-Ouest de l’Amérique a été soigneusement reconnue et exactement relevée: Ordonnépart le Roid
d’Angleterre... et exécuté en 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794 et 1795... 3 volumes (lacking atlas) xi, [1], 491;
[4], 516; [4], 562 pp. With 17 copper-engraved plates & 1 copper-engraved chart. (4to) 29.5x22 cm.
11½x8½, period calf-backed marbled boards, each in modern linen folding box. First French Edition.
Paris: De l’Imprimerie de la République, An VIII [1800]
An important account, translated from the English first edition of the year previous.
“Vancouver (1758-1798) was an extraordinarily capable explorer, having sailed with Cook on the
second and third voyages (1772-4, 1776-80) and served under Rodney and Alan Gardner. It was
Gardner who recommended him for a voyage in search for a northwest passage to the Great
Lakes” (Streeter). The present narrative is the complete account of that voyage. Among the
important features of the narrative are the engraved views in Volume II of the Mission of San
Carlos and the Presidio of Monterey, probably the first published views of California. Forbes
324. See Streeter VI 3497. Bindings rubbed and scuffed, joints repaired; all lacking the halftitles, Vol. II the front free endpaper as well; Vol. I with some mostly marginal dampstaining
to contents, pp. 268 & 269 soiled; Vol. II contents dampstained including plates; Vol. III with
occasional minor marginal dampstains; overall very good.
(800/1200)

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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169. Vancouver, George. Voyage de Découvertes, à l’Océan Pacifique du Nord... Atlas volume only. [4] pp. +
10 double-page charts & 6 leaves of profile land views. (folio) 65x49 cm. (25½x19¼”), original pink
mottled paper boards. First French Edition.
Paris: De l’Imprimerie de la République, An VIII [1800]
Atlas to the first French edition of
Vancouver’s voyage, with the same plates as
the English edition, however “printed...in a
more attractive manner and on better paper
than the English edition.” The title and list of
plates, present in the French edition, did not
appear in the English. Forbes 324. Covers well
worn, boards detached; contents dampstained,
darkest along centerfolds, in need of cleaning
and restoration, sold as is.
(3000/5000)
170.  Vandiver, Clarence A.  The Fur-Trade and
Early Western Exploration. 316 pp. Illustrated with
plates from drawings, photographs, etc. 24x15.5
cm. (9½x6¼”), green cloth, spine lettered in gilt,
top edges gilt. First Edition.
Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1929

Lot 169

Significant study tracing the effects of
the quest for the fur-bearing mammals of
North America upon the exploration of
the continent. Extremities a bit rubbed and
bumped, offset to endpapers, near fine, with
the bookplate of John M. McClellan, Jr.
(150/250)

171.  Viala, P. & L. Ravaz.  American Vines (Resistant Stock) Their Adaptation, Culture, Grafting and
Propagation.  Translated by Raymond Dubois and Edmund H. Twight. 299 pp. Illustrations in text.
(8vo) original tan cloth. First American Edition.
San Francisco: 1903
Important work by two French viticulturists, documenting various methods of defeating
phylloxera and other grapevine pests. An English abridged translation was first published in
Australia in 1899. Fine.
(200/300)
172. Wagner, Henry R. The Cartography of the Northwest Coast of America to the Year 1800. 2 volumes.
Illustrated with facsimile maps, many folding. 31x23 cm. (12¼x9¼”), dark blue cloth, spines lettered
in gilt, jackets, together in publisher’s slipcase with paper spine label. First Edition.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1937
Seminal work on the subject, offering a chronological listing of some 862 maps, identifying
and giving the origins of countless place names, and detailing the explorations that revealed the
shape of the continent. Slipcase with a touch of shelf wear; jackets with prices clipped, that of
Vol. I slightly soiled, short repaired tear to fore-edge of front panel, chip to lower front panel;
else fine in near fine jackets and slipcase, better than typically encountered.
(400/600)
173. Wagner, Henry R. Peter Pond: Fur Trader & Explorer. 103 pp. 3 loose folding maps in a paper
portfolio. 17.8x12 cm. (7x4¾”), cloth-backed boards, slipcase. One of 550 copies. First Edition.
[New Haven, CT]: Yale University Press, 1955
An excellent fur trade piece issued in a limited edition. Light wear to slipcase; fine.
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(200/300)

174. Wagner, Henry R. Sir Francis Drake’s Voyage Around the World. Its Aims and Achievements. x, [2],
543 pp. Frontispiece portrait; numerous maps, plates and text illustrations. 11x8, original red cloth,
spine gilt lettered. First Edition.
San Francisco: John Howell, 1926
“The main object of this work was to bring together in one book the principal narratives
concerning the expedition which took Drake around the world, and, using these, to rewrite the
account of the voyage....” - Hill pp.314-5; Cowan p.665; Howes W9. Spine sunned, light wear;
very good.
(200/300)
175. Wagner, Henry R. Spanish Explorations in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. v, 323, [1] pp. Illus. with 13
facsimile maps, some folding. (4to), black cloth, spine lettered in gilt. 1 of 425 copies. First Edition.
Santa Ana: Fine Arts Press, 1933
“...translations, with notes, ...of the original narratives, of all who examined the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and connecting waterways between the years 1769 and 1793” - Hill. Hill, Pacific Voyages,
p.315 (citing special illustrated issue of 25 copies); Howes W10. Some rubbing and wear to
covers; about very good.
(400/600)
FIRST BOOK PRINTED IN SEATTLE
176. (Washington) Report of the Chief Engineer of the Seattle and Walla Walla Railroad and Transportation
Company, to the Trustees and Stockholders, November 1874. 48 pp. Large folding map. (8vo) original printed
wrappers. Custom cloth box. First Edition.
Seattle, W.T.: Intelligencer Book and Job Printing Office, 1874
The first book to have been printed in Seattle.
Proposal for a narrow-gauge railroad crossing the
Cascades and connecting the cities of Seattle and
Walla Walla. The map is titled, “Map of Washington
Territory and Oregon with portions of adjoining
Territories with the Route of the Seattle & Walla
Walla Rail Road”, 54.5x41.7 cm. Some copies
apparently also contained a map of the city of
Seattle, not present in this copy and not appearing
to have ever been included. Howes calls for only
a single map. Rare, no copies having appeared at
auction since the Streeter sale in 1968. Some light
wear at wrapper edges, one small tape repair on each
of the front and rear wrappers; near fine.
(1500/2000)
177. (Washington) Told by the Pioneers. 3 volumes. (Small
4to) original pictorial cloth. First Edition.
[Olympia, WA]: [Washington Pioneer Project], 193738

Lot 176

An interesting compilation of historical and
biographical sketches. Compiled and published
under the auspices of a state oral history project
underwritten by the Federal W.P.A. A few pencil
markings on contents leaves; near fine.
(250/350)
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178. (Washington) Told by the Pioneers. 3 volumes. (Small 4to) original wrappers. First Edition.
[Olympia, WA]: [Washington Pioneer Project], 1937-38
An interesting compilation of historical and biographical sketches. Compiled and published
under the auspices of a state oral history project underwritten by the Federal W.P.A. Light wear
to wrappers; very good.
(200/300)
179. (Washington) Washington Magazine [later, Pacific Magazine]. Volume 1, Number 1 through Volume
4, Number 1 (September, 1889 - July, 1891) bound in a single volume. [Beginning with Volume 3,
Number 4 the publication changed its name to Pacific Magazine]. Illustrated throughout with views,
portraits, sketches, photographs, etc., including a large folding view of the Seattle Harbor. 26x19.5
cm., modern red half morocco and black cloth.
[Seattle]: Washington [Pacific] Magazine, September, 1889 - July, 1891
Scarce pacific coast periodical offering historical, biographical, literary and practical information.
Spine a touch faded; fine.
(300/500)
180.  (West Shore)  The West Shore: An Illustrated Western Magazine.  11 issues: Oct. 1886; May 1887;
August 1887; November 1887; February 1888; July 1888; November 1888; January 1889; April 1889;
Dec. 7, 1889; Dec. 14, 1889. Illustrated with color, duotone or monochrome lithographed plates.
30x22.5 cm. (11¾x9”), original wrappers.
Portland, OR: 1887-1889
Journal devoted to the development of the Great West; notable for the many lithographed
plates. The October, 1886, issued features, in vivid color lithography, six plates of Chinatown in
Portland, Oregon. Four of the issues call for supplemental lithographs laid in; only one of these
is present (Montana Central Railroad in Prickly Pear Canyon). Added to the lot is the Exposition
Number of the Centralia Daily Chronicle (1909) and a copy of Northwest Magazine, 1891.
Varying amounts of wear, several spines perished, that on 1886 issue tape-repaired, several
wrappers detached, May 1887 issue lacking rear wrapper; Dec. 7, 1889 issue stained throughout;
good to very good.
(400/600)
181.  (Whitman, Marcus)  Eight titles on Marcus Whitman.  Includes: Nixon. How Marcus Whitman
Saved Oregon... (front hinge cracked.) 2nd Ed. 1895. * Craighead. The Story of Marcus Whitman:
Early Protestant Missions in the Northwest. (Front hinge cracked.) 1895. * Nixon. Whitman’s Ride
Through Savage Lands with Sketches of Indian Life. 1905. * Mowry. Marcus Whitman and the
Early Days of Oregon. (front hinge cracked). [1908]. * Delaney. A Survivor’s Recollections of
the Whitman Massacre. Wrappers taped into library boards, contents detached as a unit. [1920]. *
Penrose. Whitman, and Unfinished Story. Jacket. [1935]. * Drury. Marcus Whitman, M.D. Pioneer
and Martyr. Jacket (chipped, worn, spine faded; volume corners bumped). 1/500 copies signed by the
author. 1937. * Hulbert & Hulbert, eds. Marcus Whitman, Crusader. Part Two, 1839 to 1843. [1938].
Together, 8 volumes. Cloth except as noted. All but the first are First Editions.
Various places: Various dates
 Most with bookplates; good to very good.

(200/300)

Each lot is illustrated in color in the online versionof the catalogue.
Go to www.pbagalleries.com
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RARE UNOFFICIAL ISSUE OF U.S. CONGRESS EDITION
OF WILKES’S NARRATIVE, LIMITED TO 150 SETS
182. Wilkes, Charles. Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition. During the Years 1838, 1839,
1840, 1841, 1842. 5 volumes + Atlas. lxvi, [2], 455; xvi, 505; xv, [1], 463; xvi, 574; xv, [1], 591 pp.
Errata slip in Vol V. Atlas with half-title, title & contents leaves + 5 engraved maps (2 of them handcolored), backed with linen. Text volumes illustrated with 64 steel-engraved plates; 47 steel-engraved
vignettes in the text; numerous woodcuts in the text; 9 double-page copper-engraved maps. (4to)
32x23 cm. (12½x9”), rebound in 20th century half buckram & marbled boards, spines lettered in gilt.
One of 150 copies. U.S. Congress Edition, Unofficial Issue [i.e. Second Edition].
Philadelphia: Lea & Blanchard, 1845
The rare second edition of Wilkes’ Narrative, an unofficial re-issue of the first edition of the
preceding year. On the versos of the title-pages are the imprints, “C. Sherman, Printer,/ 19 St.
James Street, Philadelphia.” The 1844 first edition was limited to 100 copies, 25 of which were
destroyed by fire, 63 of the remaining copies distributed to heads of state of foreign countries,
and most of the others sent to American state libraries. Most copies of this second edition,
virtually identical to the first edition save for the imprint, were likewise sent to institutions. Both
of these editions are technically quarto, though often referred to as folio. They are not to be
confused with the first trade edition of 1845, limited to 1000 copies, sometimes called a quarto
though in actuality imperial octavo. Only one of the maps in the trade edition atlas was handcolored, whereas in the atlas of the two “Congress” editions, the map of Oregon is colored as
well. As Howes notes, this was “The first United States scientific expedition by sea. Wilkes sailed
along and surveyed the whole Northwest coast and his exploring parties penetrated into the
interior at many points...” Hill notes that Wilkes “sailed into the Antarctic Ocean and along the
Antarctic Continent from 150° to 97° East, reporting land at a number of points in the region
now know as Wilkesland. He visited Tonga, the Fiji group, and the Hawaiian Islands in 1840,
and in 1841 explored the west coast of North America. The findings were timely, in view of the
dispute with Great Britain over the Oregon Territory, and he also visited San Francisco Bay and
the Sacramento River....” The numerous engravings and plates include striking depictions of
Pacific islands and their natives, Hawaiian volcanoes, Australia, the continent of Antarctica, an
early rendition of the outpost at Astoria, an encampment on the Sacramento with Californios
relaxing, mountains in the distance, Mt. Shasta, etc., and an important map of the Western
half of the present U.S. The atlas volume contains five significant maps: Chart of the World
Shewing the Tracks of the
U.S. Exploring Expedition
in 1838, 39, 40, 41 & 42,
59x85.5 cm. (this one
hand-colored); Map of Part
of the Island of Hawaii,
Sandwich Islands, Shewing
the Craters and Eruption
of May and June 1840...,
39.5x60 cm.; Map of the
Oregon Territory... with
inset of Columbia River
from its mouth to Walla
Walla, 58x86.5 cm. (this
one hand-colored); Chart
of the Viti Group or Feejee
Islands..., 59.5x86 cm.;
Chart of the Antarctic
Lot 182
Continent Shewing the Icy
Barrier Attached to it...
59x87 cm. Haskell 2-A & 17A; Howes W414; Cowan p.538; Hill 1866; Forbes 1573; Tweney 83.
Some light offset to the plates and the double-page maps in the text volumes, occasional mostly
marginal light foxing; atlas maps with offsetting, some minor foxing; on the versos of the titlepages are neat and unobtrusive accession numbers; overall near fine.
(20000/30000)
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183. Wilkes, Charles. Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition. During the Years 1838, 1839,
1840, 1841, 1842. 5 volumes. lx, 434; xv, [1], 476; xv, [1], 438; xvi, 539; xv, [1], 558 pp. With 64 steelengraved plates with tissue guards; 13 maps; text illustrations engraved in steel and wood. (Large 8vo)
26.8x18 cm. (10¾x7”), original cloth. Third Edition.
Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1845
Third edition of Wilkes’ important narrative, following on the “official” quarto edition of
100 copies (of which 63 were given to foreign nations and 25 destroyed by fire), and the
“unofficial” edition of the same size limited to 150 copies. The present edition in imperial
octavo is the earliest and best that is generally available, printed in slightly smaller type than the
two preceding. Atlas volume not present. Howes W414; Wagner-Camp-Becker 175a; Cowan
p.538; Hill 1867; Forbes 1575. Early bookplates of F.S. Boas of Reading, PA on pastedowns;
bookplates of John M. McClelland, Jr. on free endpapers. Spines chipped, joints splitting; some
light foxing; a few pages/plates loose; good and worthy of restoration.
(2000/3000)
184. Williams, Joseph. Narrative of a Tour From the State of Indiana to the Oregon Territory in the Years 18412 - Three Copies. Three copies. (8vo) blue cloth lettered in gilt. Each one of 250 copies.
New York: Edward Eberstadt, 1921
Reprint of the rare First Edition of 1843. Williams traveled from Indiana to the Oregon
Territory in 1841, accompanying the first settlers emigrating to the Pacific Coast. His return was
by the southern route via Bent’s Fort and Taos. A concise account, including Indians met with
and much detail concerning the fur trade. Howes W471; Tweney 84 (note). Light wear to cloth,
one copy with ink notes on rear endpaper; near fine.
(300/500)
185. Winthrop, Theodore. The Canoe and the Saddle, or Kalam and Klickatat: To which are now first added
His Western Letters and Journals. Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by John H. Williams. xxvi, 332
pp. Illustrated with numerous plates from photographs, drawings, paintings, etc., 16 in color; sketches
in the text; map. 24x16 cm. (9½x6½”), original vellum-backed cloth, spine lettered in gilt, armorial
emblem on front cover, top edge gilt.
Tacoma: John H. Williams, 1913
First published in 1863, but both Howes and Tweney note this as the “best edition,” and the
first publication of the Western letters and journals. Tweney furthermore states that “Winthrop
was probably better fitted to portray the West than any other Eastern man who attempted to
describe it. As a story of travel among the forests and mountains of the Northwest, it was the
first of a long line of books that turned the eyes of the country westward....” (Graff 4715);
Howes W584; Smith 11136; Tweney 86. Lower corners of covers lightly dampstained, mild
darkened streak to spine; front hinge cracking, very good or better.
(150/250)
186.  (Woodlake, Texas)  Pass for the Woodlake Casino, Summer Season 1902.  Printed ticket or pass on
paper, measuring 6.5x10.5 cm. (2½x4¼”). Some autograph writing designating that the ticket belongs
to A.A. Krause.
Woodlake, TX: 1902
In 1901 local businessman J.P. Crearer built a resort and recreational park in an area where
natural springs form a small lake. Over the next two decades Woodlake flourished as a popular
summer retreat with a variety of activities, including a casino. Here we have a pass for a gambler
in the casino’s early days. It was described as a palatial Victorian casino, and it no longer stands
today; it was torn down in 1929. Great piece of ephemera from a popular Texas summer
destination. Lightly rubbed all over; very good.
(250/350)
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187. Work, John. The Journal of John Work, a chief-trader of the Hudson’s Bay Co., during his expedition from
Vancouver to the Flatheads and Blackfeet of the Pacific Northwest. Edited, and with account of the Fur Trade
in the Northwest, and the Life of Work, by William S. Lewis and Paul C. Phillips. 209 pp. Frontispiece
portrait & 4 plates from photographs; map. 24x15.5 cm. (9¼x6”), original blue cloth, top edge gilt,
others untrimmed. First Edition.
Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1923
Important narrative of the early fur trade in the Northwest. Howes W675; Smith 11212 Faint
stain to spine, a bit of extremity rubbing; very good or better, with the bookplate of John M.
McClelland, Jr.
(200/300)
188.  Wright, E. W., editor.  Lewis & Dryden’s Marine History of the Pacific Northwest.  xxiii, 494 pp.
Profusely illustrated throughout mostly from photographs; frontispiece. 13¼x9¼, original brown
morocco, spine lettered in gilt, all edges gilt. First Edition.
Portland, OR: The Lewis & Dryden Printing Co., 1895
Comprehensive and essential maritime history of the Pacific Northwest. Howes W693; Tweney
87. Eberstadt 128:474. Joints split, spine chipped and faded; else very good.
(400/600)
RARE PRINTING OF YOSEMITE POEM
WITH TWO ORIGINAL ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHS, C.1889
189. (Yosemite) “Agathe”. Moonlight in the Sierra Nevada. [7] leaves including 2 leaves with original
mounted albumen photographs. 19x26 cm. (7½x10¼”), original wrappers with hand-painted
watercolor on front wrapper; ribbon tie. First (only?) Edition.
[Oakland, CA]: [G.B. Daniels & Co.], [c.1889]
Very rare publication of a poem on the Sierra Nevada, illustrated with two mounted albumen
photographs. The photographs are “Yo Semite Valley, California. General View from Artists’
Point” and “Washington Column, North Dome and Royal Arches, Yo Semite Valley, Cal.”
They each measure approx. 10x16.5 cm. (4x6½”). The first leaf is the title, with no imprint; the
poem, with plates interspersed, takes up 3 leaves, the 3rd with the printed signature “Agathe”;
the final leaf bears the place and printer on the verso, with the recto blank. OCLC/WorldCat
lists only one copy, at Brown University; that copy is listed as having 4 leaves and 2 plates, with
the place and imprint not given, so it may lack the 7th leaf with the imprint. The book is not
listed in Curry & Kruska, nor is it in Gary Kurutz’ California Books Illustrated with Original
Photographs, 1856-1890. Apparently the first time this title has appeared at auction. Wrappers
with a little soiling and discoloration, top corners chipped, a few small edge chips and tears; very
good or better condition.
(1000/1500)

Lot 189
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ACCOUNT LEDGER FOR BUSINESS IN YOSEMITE AREA
190. (Yosemite, etc.) Account ledger book with entries for businesses in Yosemite and surrounding areas. [15], 168,
[5] pp. Handwritten entries in ink throughout. 30x13.5 cm. (11¾x5”), leather-backed marbled boards.
No place: 1882-1894
Original manuscript account book for an agricultural products and general merchandise
company (apparently) that did business with firms and individuals in the Yosemite and Merced
area, as well as San Francisco and elsewhere. Among the accounts kept: The Yosemite Stage
& Turnpike Company (Washburn Brothers), which ran stages from Merced to Wawona via
Mariposa; the Merced Woolen Mills; Charles Bogan, pioneer of Mariposa County, from
Ireland; John Caine, Stockton pioneer, proprietor of Globe Iron Works; J. Dewing & Co., San
Francisco publishers; H. Newman of Mormon Bar; Joseph Whipple Congdon, Mariposa lawyer
who contributed to botanical exploration of Yosemite; and many others. A fascinating and
informative glimpse at the commerce of Yosemite and adjacent central valley. Covers rubbed,
worn, front joint starting to split, still very good.
(1000/1500)
TIN LITHOGRAPH ADVERTISING YOSEMITE LAGER BEER
191.  (Yosemite Lager...)  Dahlgren, Carl.  Yosemite Lager Beer tin advertising sign.  25½x37½” sign
lithographed in color on tin from a painting by Carl Dahlgren for the Enterprise Brewing Co. of San
Francisco.
San Francisco: 1905
The rare advertising piece shows a colorful scene of Yosemite Falls and El Capitan with a lower
central vignette of a view of San Francisco and pillars of California Poppies with the circular
red and white logo of Enterprise Brewing in the lower left. Dahlgren’s signature is in the
lithograph, and below that is the 1905 Patent Office Registration date. The faux wooden frame
is incorporated in the one piece tin sign and has Yosemite Lager and Enterprise Brewing Co.
lettered on the border. Carl Dahlgren (1841-1920) was A Danish immigrant who settled in San
Francisco in 1878 and became an active member of the San Francisco Art Association. He was
primarily a landscape artist and was known for a series of San Francisco street scenes following
the 1906 disaster. The sign has a recent backing of plywood that gives the piece solid support
for hanging. Overall darkening, especially to the gilt lettering on frame. One tiny 1/16” abrasion
and a ¼” diameter hole in the tin within the color image. Very good.
(1000/1500)

Section II: Maps, Atlases & Views
192. (Atlas) Cram, George F. Cram’s Superior Reference Atlas of California, Nevada, and the World. 164
pp. Consists of mostly maps, plus a few plates with flags and emblems. 37x29.5 cm. (14½x11¾”),
original green cloth, lettered and decorated in silver.
Chicago: George F. Cram, 1908
Lacks the folding map of California at rear, as is often the case. Light soiling to cloth, spine
ends and corners a bit frayed; a few pages with closed marginal tears (repaired); else very good.
(300/500)
193. (Atlas) Cram, George F. Cram’s Unrivaled Family Atlas of the World. 198 pp. With numerous color
maps, plus wood-engravings, tables, graphs, a gazetteer, etc. 34.5x29 cm. (13¾x11½”), original cloth.
Chicago: Geo. F. Cram, 1884
 Rubbing to covers, front hinge crack, lacks free endpaper, worming to rear endpapers; internally
very good.
(200/300)
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DUTTON ATLAS OF GRAND CANYON
194. (Atlas) Dutton, Clarence E. Atlas to Accompany the Monograph of the Tertiary History of the Grand
Cañon District. Title-page, contents list, & 22 double-page plates, including color lithographed maps,
lithographs of the canyon by W.H. Holmes, a striking chromolithograph by Thomas Moran, etc.
20x17¼, original gilt-lettered cloth.
Washington: 1882
A magnificent collection of maps and views that has elicited superlatives from every critic, and
is certainly worthy of Francis Farquhar’s description of it as “one of the greatest if not the
greatest of all grand canyon books.” Some wear to cloth; two views (Plates 17 & 18) with pencil
markings; a few short marginal tears, one plate with tape repair on verso; overall very good.
(3000/5000)

Lot 194

195.  (Atlas)  Hague, Arnold.  Atlas to Accompany Monograph XXXII on the Geology of the Yellowstone
National Park. With title-page, contents-leaf, leaf of text, and 24 color or duotone lithographed plates,
some double-page. 21¾x18¼, original half sheep and marbled boards, leather label lettered in gilt on
front. First Edition.
Washington: 1904
Detailed atlas of the wondrous Yellowstone Valley and Park, with topographical contour maps,
striking color geological maps, maps of the hot springs and geyser basins, etc. Lithographed
by Julius Bien & Co., New York. Phillips 5115. Ex-library from the Library of Congress with
duplicate stamp on front endpaper; a few leaves with short marginal closed tears at bottom; very
good.
(500/800)
RARE ATLAS OF LA SALLE COUNTY, ILLINOIS,
WITH NUMEROUS MAPS AND LITHO VIEWS
196. (Atlas - Illinois) Atlas of La Salle Co. and the State of Illinois to which is added an Atlas of the United
States Maps of the Hemispheres &c. &c. &c. 115, [4]-89 pp. With 79 hand-colored lithographed maps,
5 of them double-page; 59 lithographed plates, 3 of them double-page. 47x39 cm. (18½x15¼”),
original half leather and cloth, front cover lettered in gilt.
Chicago: Warner & Beers, 1876
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Detailed atlas of the county in north central Illinois, with 41 large scale township maps, which
even indicate the major land-holders, plus lithographs of the fine buildings, bountiful farms, and
other features. 25 of the maps are of Illinois and its various counties; 13 maps are of the United
States and its various regions, including a separate map of Texas. Spine and corners worn, stain
to front cover; small hole punched through front cover and most of contents, as if an ice pick,
but not terribly detracting, marginal insect damage to first several leaves; overall very good, quite
clean internally
(1000/1500)
TWO JOHNSON ATLASES
197.  (Atlas)  Johnson, A. J. & J. H. Colton.  Johnson’s New Illustrated (Steel Plate) Family Atlas, with
descriptions, geographical, statistical, and historical.  99 text pages + plates. With 58 hand-colored maps
(28 are double-page) by Johnson and Ward; 2 hand-colored plates, including chart of the rivers &
mountains (double-page) and a time diagram; 6 hand-colored charts on 3 pages. Contents leaf shows
plates numbered up to 99 (with many maps double page, taking two numbers, and there are many
inset maps, not numbered separately), and the atlas is complete. Also, a pictorially engraved additional
title page (titled “American Atlas”); plus numerous wood engravings within the text. (Folio) 18x14½,
original half morocco and brown cloth, stamped in gilt and blind on covers, spine gilt.
New York: Johnson & Ward, 1862
Johnson’s 1862 Civil War era atlas. Includes double-page maps of: the World; North America;
Military Map of the United States (with 9 hand-colored insets); New England; New York (with
7 insets); Texas (with 3 insets); California with New Mexico (with a small Arizona underneath),
Utah, Nevada and Colorado; plus several other states; South America; Europe and some of
its’ individual countries; Africa; Roman Empire; and a full-page city plan of Washington DC.
Binding complete but detached, some wear and soiling to binding; dampstain in lower margin,
foxing; good.
(2000/3000)

Lot 197
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198. (Atlas) Johnson, A[lvin] J.  Johnson’s New Illustrated Family Atlas of the World...With a Treatise on
Physical Geography, by A. Guyot...with Descriptions, Geographical, Statistical and Historical. Also Including a
Dictionary of Religious Denominations, Sects, Parties, and Associations, Compiled by Professor Roswell D. Hitchcock.
With 61 hand-colored maps (46 are double-page including East and West Hemispheres), plus insets;
3 hand-colored plates showing: world time differences, flags of the world (double-page), 5 charts
showing the heights of mountains and lengths of rivers of the world (double-page); 9 hand-colored
physical maps (on 7 pages, most are full-page); wood-engraved Coats of Arms (double-page); steelengraved frontispiece of the U.S. Capitol building; plus several wood engravings and diagrams within
the text. (Folio) 18x14½, original half morocco and green cloth, decoratively blind-stamped, stamped
and lettered in gilt, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt.
New York: A. J. Johnson, 1870
The complete and comprehensive Johnson’s atlas of the United States and the world, with 37
maps focusing on the Americas, including 29 of those pertaining to the United States. Doublepage maps include: The World; United States and several individual U.S. states; North America;
various portions of Canada; Boston; New York (state); New York City with Brooklyn; Vicinity
of Richmond and Peninsular Campaign in Virginia; Texas (with 2 insets); West Indies; South
America; Europe; England and Wales; France, Spain and Portugal; Prussia and Germany; Italy;
Austria, Turkey in Europe and Greece; Russia; Asia; Hindoostan (India) and Farther India
(Southeast Asia); China and Japan; Africa; Australia and East Indies; and the Roman Empire.
Phillips 858. Spine leather lacking, covers detached; some dampstaining (mostly marginal but
extending into maps at bottom edge, darker at front and rear of volume, fainter on most of the
U.S. maps); good.
(1000/1500)
199.  (Atlas)  Johnston, Alexander Keith.  The National Atlas of Historical, Commercial and Political
Geography, constructed from the most Recent and Authentic Sources. With 46 double-page maps, hand-colored
in outline, the last five partially hand-colored (the latter are the physical maps after Heinrich Berchaus
and an ethnographic map after Gustaf Kombst). (folio) 54.4x37 cm. (21½x14½, period half-calf, all
edges gilt.
Edinburgh: John Johnstone, and W. & A.K. Johnston, 1844
Includes five maps on Australasia (with separate maps of Van Diemen’s Land and New
Zealand), one of North America, and one of the United States and Texas. The North
America man and U.S./Texas map both have Texas as an independent country, in its enlarged
configuration. Phillips Atlases 799. Covers worn, front detached; internally very good, a few
marginal, chips and tears.
(1000/1500)
1847 MITCHELL ATLAS WITH C.S. WILLIAMS’ MAP OF TEXAS
200. (Atlas) Mitchell, S[amuel] Augustus. A New Universal Atlas Containing Maps of the various Empires,
Kingdoms, States and Republics of the World with a special map of each of the United States, Plans of Cities &c...
With 71 (of 72) hand-colored copper-engraved maps including frontispiece of principal mountains
and rivers of the world; engraved pictorial title page. (Folio) 43.5x34.5 cm. (17¼x14”), original half
red morocco and mottled boards, gilt-lettered leather cover label.
Philadelphia: S. Augustus Mitchell, 1847
Mitchell’s re-issue of the New Universal Atlas of H.S. Tanner, without Tanner’s name mentioned on the front cover or title page. Contains a number of significant maps: North America
with Texas shown as part of the United States (California and southwest still part of Mexico);
a separate map of Texas (the 1845 map of C.S. Williams); the various states of the U.S., many
with insets of cities, etc.; separate plans of New York, Philadelphia, Washington DC; Mexico
and Guatemala; plus South America and its regions, Europe and its various states, Asia, Africa,
and etc. Phillips notes: “Many maps bear the imprint of S. Augustus Mitchell, and the copyright notice of H. N. Burroughs... This atlas is a reissue of Tanner’s New Universal Atlas which
continued to be published for some years as Mitchell’s New Universal Atlas, without reference
to Tanner. [Plate] No. 72, Lengths of the principal rivers in the world [and] Heights of the
principal mountains...is bound as [the] frontispiece. The engraved title page has a vignette, ‘First
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landing of Columbus in the New World.’” Phillips Atlases 797. Lacking map 51, Sweden and
Norway. Disbound, covers worn, stained, endpapers mildew-stained; maps with some mostly
marginal darkening and dampstaining, most maps very good, sold as is.
(1500/2500)
201. (Atlas) Mitchell, [Samuel Augustus]. Mitchell’s New General Atlas, Containing Maps of the Various
Countries of the World, Plans of Cities, Etc... With 95 hand-colored maps and plans (including insets) on
58 mapsheets, 9 of which are double-page; hand-colored Time Table page. 39x31.5 cm. (15¼x12¼”)
(, original half morocco & cloth, front cover lettered in gilt.
Philadelphia: S. Augustus Mitchell, 1871
Double-page maps include those of the World, United States, Plan of Boston, New York
State, New York City, Dakota-Wyoming-Nebraska-Colorado, and California. The double-page
California map has a large and attractive inset plan of San Francisco. Most of the maps pertain
to the Americas, chiefly U.S. states and cities. Spine scuffed, ends and corners worn; internally
clean and near fine.
(500/800)
202.  (Atlas)  Morse, Charles W.  Morse’s General Atlas of the World. Containing Seventy Maps,...With
Descriptions and Statistics of All Nations to the Year 1856, by Charles Colby. With 70 hand-colored maps on
66 sheets; an added pictorial wood-engraved title page. 43x34 cm. (16¾x13¾”), original quarter dark
brown sheep and cloth, front cover lettered in gilt.
New York: D. Appleton, 1856
Forty-two of the maps relating to the Americas. Includes an interesting map of the Western
United States, with Indian Territory part of the U.S., expanded Washington, Oregon, Nebraska,
Minnesota, Utah (with Fillmore City as capital), New Mexico and Kansas. Indian tribes
located as well as U.S. Forts. Phillips 817. Covers worn, spine perished; title-page foxed, some
fairly unobtrusive foxing and offset to contents, 5” tear to Pennsylvania maps, some marginal
wormholes, most maps very good.
(500/800)
VOLUME XI OF PACIFIC RAILROAD REPORTS
203. (Atlas - Pacific Railroad Reports) Reports of Explorations and Surveys, to Ascertain the Most Practicable
and Economical Route for a Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Made Under the Direction of
the Secretary of War, in 1853-4....Volume XI. 120, iv pp. With 4 steel-engraved maps; 7 steel-engraved
plates; 5 folding steel-engraved panoramas; 12 folding lithographed maps. 29x22 cm. (11½x8¾”),
period half morocco & boards.
Washington: A.O.P. Nicholson, Printer, 1855
Sought-after atlas volume of the Pacific Railroad Reports. Apparently complete, and includes
the large general map that is often lacking. In this copy, the folding maps and folding panoramas
have been backed with linen, some time ago, effecting some repairs at creases, etc. Howes P3;
Wagner-Camp 266c. Covers worn, front detached, crude, ineffective tape repairs; contents very
good.
(1200/1800)
204. (Atlas - Seattle) The Post-Intelligencer Atlas of the Northwest and World including the only Up-To-Date Map
in Existence of Seattle. 24 pp. With color maps (some double-page), halftones from photographs, and
printed text; large fold-out map of Seattle. 62x48 cm. (24½x18¾”), wrappers.
Seattle, WA: The Post-Intelligencer, c.1915
The most notable feature is the large, detailed fold-out color map “The Seattle PostIntelligencer Special Feature Map of Greater Seattle,” measuring 121x93 cm. (47½x36½”), with
extensive key and “Important Facts Relative to Seattle.” Somewhat worn, the whole creased
horizontally, some of the leaves split at center with a bit of loss, map of Seattle with some edge
wear, good overall.
(300/500)
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SDUK ATLAS WITH 170 MAPS AND CITY PLANS
205. (Atlas) Society for the Diffusion of the Useful Knowledge. Maps of the Society for the Diffusion
of the Useful Knowledge.  2 volumes. With 170 (of 218) steel-engraved maps, most hand-colored in
outline, a few folding; some of the maps are double-page, counting as two. 41x34 cm. (16x13¼”),
period half straight-grain morocco & cloth.
London: Chapman & Hall, 1844
Well-engraved and quite accurate maps of the various regions of the world, with many city
views. Lacking 46 maps and city plans, but many them were apparently never bound in. Six of
the missing maps are from the first volume, including the double-page map of the world on
Mercator’s projection; of the maps listed in the table of contents of Vol. II but not present, 4
relate to North America; 32 are city views; 6 are of stars. The general map of North America,
with Texas an independent country, is present. Minor scuffing and wear to covers; some minor
offsetting or faint foxing to plates; very good or better.
(2000/3000)
TANNER’S 1843 NEW UNIVERSAL ATLAS
206. (Atlas) Tanner, H[enry] S[chenk]. A New Universal Atlas containing Maps of the various Empires,
Kingdoms, States and Republics of the World. With a special map of each of the United States, plans of cities, &c.
Comprehended in seventy sheets and forming a series of One Hundred and Seventeen Maps, Plans and Sections. With
72 hand-colored copper-engraved maps, including the frontispiece of rivers and mountains; engraved
pictorial title-page. (folio) 44.5x34.5 cm. (17½x14), original half brown morocco & cloth, front cover
lettered in gilt.
Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 1843
The 1843 Carey & Hart publication of the New
Universal Atlas of H.S. Tanner, Most of the maps
bear Tanner or Carey & Hart copyright credits, except
the Texas map, which is credited to T.G. Bradford
and dated 1838. Interestingly North America does
not show Texas as an independent country, but still
firmly part of Mexico. The U.S. territory of Oregon
extends to the sought-after 54 40; the various states
of the U.S., many with insets of cities, are shown, and
there are separate plans of Washington, Philadelphia,
and New York; plus South America and its regions,
Europe and its various states, Asia, Africa, etc. etc.
Phillips Atlases 4324. Spine rubbed and deteriorating,
front cover badly dampstained; internally quite nice,
with just minor soiling to some of the maps.
(4000/6000)
Lot 206

207. (Atlas) U.S. Coast Survey. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, Showing the Progress of the
Survey During the Year 1853. vi, 186, [2] pp. + 54 engraved map charts and diagrams, most folding.
28x21.5 cm. (11x8½”), original gilt-lettered and blind-stamped cloth.
Washington: Robert Armstrong, Public Printer, 1854
Includes reconnaissances of the west coast from San Francisco to San Diego, San Diego
entrance and approaches, northwest coast of Washington, Cape Flaherty, etc., plus the
eastern seaboard and gulf coast. Compliments label from Prof. A.D. Bache, U.S. Coast Survey
Superintendent, on the front pastedown, over which is the bookplate of Stanford University
(with withdrawn rubberstamp, perforated stamp to title, rubberstamps to map versos, rear
endpaper pocket, inked spine number. Wear to joints and extremities, a few charts with splits at
folds, very good.
(300/500)
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LARGE FOLDING MAP OF ASIA BY AARON ARROWSMITH 1801
208.  Arrowsmith, Aaron. Asia. Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 123x146 cm. (48½x57½”),
backed with linen and sectioned for folding; with original marbled boards solander case and chemise.
London: 1801
Large, detailed map of Asia, quite accurate for the day, in the original box. Just minor offsetting
so the map, some spotting and discoloration; case with light rubbing and wear, mapmaker’s
name and dated inked on label; near fine.
(800/1200)
209. (Alaska) Baer & Helmerson. Untitled map of southwestern Alaska. Copper-engraved map. 28.5x49
cm. (11¼x19¼”).
St. Petersburg: 1839
Russian map of the southwest portion of Alaska, including Kodiak Island, the base of the
Aleutian Peninsula, present day Anchorage (and Wasilla!), and north along the west coast
to nearly the Bering Strait. From the first volume of Beiträge zur Kenntniss des russischen
Reiches... Paper a little toned, very good or better.
(300/500)
210.   Andriveau-Goujon.  Etats-Unis (Etats l’Ouest).  Engraved map, hand-colored. 62.2x45.7 cm.
(24½x18”).
[Paris]: [c.1870]
Attractive and brightly colored map of the American West and Mexico, with inset of Central
America. The map came from either Atlas Usuel or Atlas Universel. Additional creasing along
centerfold, verso repair; very good.
(200/300)
RARE SPANISH MAP OF NORTH AMERICA
211.  Antillon, Isadoro de. La America Septentrional desde su extremo Norte hasta 10° de Latitud segun las
ultimas observaciones y descubrimientos para el Curso de Geografia... Copper-engraved map, hand-colored in
outline. 59x70 cm. (23x27½”).
Madrid: 1802
Rare Spanish map of North America, incorporating much of the new surveys of the Northwest
coast, as well as some speculative impressions of the interior. Wagner NW Coast 862; Wheat
Transmississippi 252. Paper toned, some soiling, ill-creasing, still very good.
(600/900)
212.  Bellin, Jacques Nicolas. Carte de la Partie Septentrionale de la Mer du Sud, Comprise entre la Californie,
les Isles Sandwich le Japon et le Detr. de Behring: tirée de la Carte Générale Angloise des découvertes du Capitaine Cook.
Copper-engraved map, hand-colored in outline & wash (probably later). 23.2x36.7 cm. (9¼x14½”).
Paris: c.1782
The North Pacific with Cook’s last voyage. Based on the Henry Roberts/Cook chart. Engraved
by Dupuis. Top half of right margin extended, old folds, near fine.
(200/300)
213.  Bonne, Rigobert. Carte de la Nouvelle Zeelande. Copper-engraved map. 35x24 cm. (14x9½”).
Paris: c.1787
New Zealand as surveyed by James Cook on his first voyage, with his route shown; includes
four insets showing the Coromandel Peninsula (here called Mercure Bay and the Tamise River),
Cook Strait, Bay of Islands and Tolaga Bay. Some soiling and wear, verso repair, very good.
(300/500)
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EARLY MAP OF AUSTRALIA BY EMANUEL BOWEN
214.   Bowen, Emanuel.  A Complete Map of the Southern Continent. Survey’d by Capt. Abel Tasman &
Depicted by Order of the East India Company in Holland in the Stadt House at Amsterdam. Copper-engraved
map. 37x48 cm. (14½x19”).
London: 1744
Important early map of Australia, parts of New Guinea, Van Diemen’s Land, New Zealand, etc.
Tooley writes: “A reissue of Thevenot’s map of 1663 but with title as above within cartouche
bottom right [actually left]. Bowen
inserts the Tropic of Capricorn
and two long legends. The first
is very exactly copied from the
original... nothing is marked
here but what has been Actually
discovered which is the reason
of the white space between New
Holland and New Zealand, and
again between New Zealand and
New Guinea... The second legend
is a long laudatory account of
the presumed riches of Terra
Australia. Issued in John Harris’s
Navigantium atque Itinerantium
Bibliotheca, or a Complete
Collection of Voyages and
Travels, London, 1744.” Tooley,
Australia, 241, Plate 12. Faint
Lot 214
offset, near fine.
(2000/3000)
215.  Bowen, Thomas. A New & Accurate Map of North America Including Nootka Sound: with the New
Discovered Islands on the North East Coast of Asia. Copper-engraved map. 26x43 cm. (10x17”).
London: c.1790
Notable for the discoveries in the northwest of American, including Nootka Sound. Some
marginal darkening, near fine.
(300/500)
216.  Bradford, T[homas] G[amaliel]. Delaware. Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 36x28.8 cm.
(14¼x11¼”).
Boston: 1838
 Fine condition.

(100/150)

BRADFORD’S TEXAS AS INDEPENDENT REPUBLIC
217.   Bradford, T[homas] G[amaliel].  Texas.  Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 36x28.8 cm.
(14¼x11¼”).
[Boston]: 1838-[c.1839]
Early map of Texas as an independent Republic, with the coloring reflecting the land grants.
This is one of several later states, with the coloring pushing the southern border to the Rio
Grande (i.e. Rio Bravo del Norte). Bradford was the first maker of atlases to include a separate
map for Texas, in 1835. Martin & Martin 31: “Bradford published a completely new atlas in
1838, in a larger format, and the map of Texas it contained was even more clearly patterned on
Austin’s.” Slight darkening to paper, a few marginal dampstains, very faint dampstain visible on
verso but barely discernible on recto; very good.
(600/900)
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218.   Bradley, Abraham, Jr.  Map of the Northern Parts of the United States of America [with] Map
of the Southern Parts...  Includes: Map of the Northern Parts of the United States of America by
Abraham Bradley, Jr. Corrected by the Author. 21.5x39.5 (8¼x15½”). * Map of the Southern Parts
of the United States of America by Abraham Bradley, Junr. Corrected by the Author. 19.5x38.5 cm.
(7¾x15¼”). Together, 2 copper-engraved maps.
[Philadelphia?]: [c.1804]
Later issues of the maps first published in 1797 in Jedediah Morse’s American Gazetteer. Some
edge wear, rubbing at folds, neat tape repairs on versos; very good.
(300/500)
219.   British Admiralty.  The South-Eastern Part of Tierra del Fuego with Staten Island, Cape Horn and
Diego Ramirez Islands Surveyed by Captain Robert Fitz Roy R.N. and the Officers of H.M.S. Beagle 1830-1834.
Copper-engraved chart. 62x94 cm. (24½x37”).
London: Office of the Admiralty, March 16th, 1841
Chart of the southern tip of South America, surveyed on the second voyage of the Beagle, the
one on which Charles Darwin made the observations that would culminate in his theory of
evolution. There are a few old pencil notations on the map. Some creasing, a few marginal chips,
verso tape repairs, very good.
(300/500)
220.  Brué, Adrien Hubert. Carte Generale des Etats-Unis Mexicains et des Provinces Unies de l’Amerique
Centrale. Copper-engraved map, hand-colored in outline. 51x36 cm. (20x14”).
Paris: 1825
Includes present-day California and the Southwest, Texas, Louisiana, etc. Toning to paper, a few
tears repaired on verso including one 2” into the Pacific Ocean, top right corner torn off well
away from map; very good.
(200/300)
221.  Brué, Adrien Hubert. Carte de l’Australie (Partie Sud-Ouest de l’Oceanie). Engraved map, handcolored in outline. 36x51 cm. (14x20”).
Paris: 1826
Australia, New Zealand, New Guinea, much of the Indonesian archipelago, etc., with inset of
the coastal region near Botany Bay. The unknown interior of Australia has engraved descriptive
text. Fine.
(150/250)
222.  Buchon, Jean Alexandre. Carte Geographique, Statistique et Historique des Possessions Russes. Copperengraved map, hand-colored; surrounded by columns of printed text. 45.5x63 cm. (18x24¾”)
including the text.
Paris: 1825
Alaska with inset of the Aleutian Islands, “Dressee par Pierron, d’apres la Carte de Mr. Brue.”
Fine
(300/500)
RARE LITHO VIEW OF TOMALES IN MARIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
223. (California - Marin County) Moore, E.S. “Laguna Rancho,” Residence of Geo. W. Burbank, Tomales
Tp. Marin Co. Cal. Lithograph, by Britton & Rey. 35.5x52.5 cm. (14x20¾”) plus margins.
San Francisco: Moor & De Pue, c.1880
Rare lithograph of Tomales in Marin County, with a small sailboat and ducks on the water, the
main house surrounded by orchards and fields, with cows, horses and other pastoral features.
This is apparently one of only three views which were done in preparation for an atlas of
Marin, but the atlas was never produced, and the views were only issued separately, and are quite
scarce. Small chip in top margin, faint vertical darkened streak though center, near fine.
(500/800)
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224. (California - Monterey) Alexander, W. Two engraved views of Monterey, California, from Vancouver’s
voyage. Includes: The Presidio of Monterrey. * The Mission of St. Carlos, near Monterrey. Together, 2
copper-engraved views, modern hand-coloring. Drawn by W. Alexander from sketches taken on the
spot by J. Sykes. Image size approx. 15.5x22.5 on sheets 29x43.5 cm.
London: 1798
Apparently the first published views of California, from Vancouver’s Voyage of Discovery to
the North Pacific Ocean, and Round the World. Fine or nearly so.
(300/500)
225.  Cassini, Giovanni Maria. La Parte Occidentale dell’Antico, e Nuovo Messico con la Florida e la Bassa
Luigiana Delineata sulle ultime osservazioni. Copper-engraved map, hand-colored in outline; large colored
pictorial cartouche. 48x34 cm. (19x13½”).
Rome: Presso de Calcogafia Camerale, 1798
Map of western Mexico, with Baja California, Santa Fe, etc., published in the ‘Nuovo Atlante
Geografico Universale’, with a decorative title cartouche. There was an eastern sheet as well,
which included Florida, and the two are sometimes joined together. Fine condition, crisp
impression, just a bit of faint marginal foxing.
(500/800)
WITH SEA ROUTES TO GOLD REGION, 1849
226.  Colton, J.H. Map of the United States, the British Provinces, Mexico &c. Showing the Routes of the U.S.
Mail Steam Packets to California and a Plan of the Gold Regions. Lithographed map. Formerly a pocket map,
now laid down on linen backing, effecting a few repairs. 38.7x55 cm. (15½x21½”) plus decorative
border.
New York: 1849
Colton’s pocket map showing the sea routes to the gold region, with insets of: Map of the Gold
Region; view of Pyramid Lake; sea route to San Francisco via Cape Horn. On this copy, several
overland routes have been indicated in blue hand-coloring - from Independence, MO, to Walla
Walla, to San Francisco, and to San Diego, also across Mexico and the Isthmus. Kurutz 149;
Wheat Gold Region 70; Wheat Transmississippi 591. Withdrawn rubberstamp of Bancroft
Library, plus an accession number and date. Some darkening, soiling and ear, overall good to
very good.
(500/800)
227.  Cook, James. Chart of the N.W. Coast of America and the N.E. Coast of Asia, Explored in the Years
1778 and 1779. Prepared by Lieut. Henry Roberts under the immediate Inspection of Capt. Cook.  Copperengraved chart, original hand-coloring in outline (39.2x67.2 cm. (15½x26½”).
London: Wm. Faden, 1794-1808
This is the second edition of the chart, ten years after the first, extensively revised (according
to an engraved note) by De La Rochette, from British, American and Russian sources: the
coastlines of both Asia and America are far more defined, with added features including the
Queen Charlotte and Aleutian Islands. The present example with the engraved note dated 1808.
Lieut. Roberts was given the task of compiling the surveys taken by Captain Cook on his third
voyage, which was to attempt to find the North West Passage from the North Pacific. Having
sailed up the American coast they passed through the Bering Straits only to be cornered by ice.
Having followed the ice wall from America to Asia they were forced to turn back. Cook sailed
to his death on Hawaii (February 1779) after which his crew returned to map the Kamchatka
coastline and make another attempt to break through the ice wall. Failing again, they then
turned for home, arriving in London in October 1780. Without Cook in overall control the
compilers of the official account became antagonistic and split into two factions. This chart of
the Bering Straits, already engraved by W. Palmer, was dropped in favour of another version
engraved by T.Harmer. However the plate was not destroyed, but passed into the hands of
Faden, who put his name on it and issued it from 1784. Besides the Cook connection, the
original edition was the first published map to show the discoveries of Samuel Hearne in Arctic
Canada, 1771-1772, when he reached the Beaufort Sea. Light offset, several small wormholes
near centerfold, very good.
(600/900)
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228.  Coronelli, Vicenzo Maria. Xantung, e Peking Provincie della China. Copper-engraved map, handcolored (later?). 45x60 cm. (17½x23½”).
Venice: c.1695
Province in northeast China, with the Great Wall. Some tape stains in margins; very good or
better.
(600/900)
229.   Dal Re, Marc Antonio.  Citta Di Milano.  Copper-engraved city plan, on two sheets joined
together. 59x61.5 cm. (23¼x24¼”) including engraved key in column at right.
Milan: 1727
Large, finely engraved plan of Milan, printed on thick paper. From Dal Re’s Ville di delizia: o
siano palaggi camparecci nello stato di Milano... Vertical darkened streaks where the two sheets
are joined and at a fold; very good.
(400/600)
230.  De Freycinet, Henri-Louis. Carte Générale de Détroit de Bass, dressée par L. Freycinet, Commandant la
Goëlette le Casaurina années 1802 et 1803. Copper-engraved chart. 49x75.5 cm. (19½x29¾”).
Paris: 1812
Large engraved chart from the second atlas accompanying the account of the French expedition
commanded by Nicolas Baudin investigating portions of the Australian coast. The chart shows
Bass Strait with the Victorian coastline west of Wilson’s Promontory and the north-west coast
of Tasmania as charted by members of the Baudin expedition. With two insets: Plan de la partie
sud de Iles Furneauz d’apres le Capn. Flinders en 1798...; and Plan du Port Dalrymple... Perry
& Prescott, Guide to Maps of Australia, 1812.05. Darkened along centerfold, some marginal
darkening and foxing, very good overall.
(600/900)
231.   De Freycinet, Henri-Louis.  Carte d’Une Partie tes Terres de Leuwin et d’Edels, (a la Nouvelle
Hollande)... Copper-engraved chart. 75.5x50 cm. (29¾x19¾”).
Paris: 1812
Large engraved chart of the southwest coast of Australia, from the second atlas accompanying
the account of the French expedition commanded by Nicolas Baudin investigating portions
of the Australian coast. Darkened along centerfold, some marginal darkening, scattered foxing,
very good overall.
(400/600)
232.  De Freycinet, Henri-Louis. Carte de la Terre d’Édels et d’une partie de cell d’Endracht (a la Nouvelle
Hollande). Copper-engraved chart. 49x75.5 cm. (19½x29¾”).
Paris: 1812
Large engraved chart of a portion of the west coast of Australia, from the second atlas
accompanying the account of the French expedition commanded by Nicolas Baudin
investigating portions of the Australian coast. Darkened along centerfold, some marginal
darkening and foxing, small spots to the map, very good overall.
(400/600)
233.  De Freycinet, Henri-Louis. Equisse du Port Western par Mr Faure, Ingénieur-Géographe... Copperengraved map/chart. 49.5x35 cm. (19½x13¾”).
Paris: 1812
Engraved chart from the second atlas accompanying the account of the French expedition
commanded by Nicolas Baudin investigating portions of the Australian coast. The chart shows
Western Port, is sometimes called “Western Port Bay”, a large tidal bay in southern Victoria,
Australia opening into Bass Strait. Some marginal darkening, very good or better.
(300/500)
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234.  Dufour, Adolphe Hippolyte. Mexique Antilles et Californie. Engraved map, hand-colored. 55x74
cm. (21½x29”).
Paris: Paulin & Le Chevalier, 1858
Includes the West Indies & most of the United States, with pre-Gadsden boundary. Fine or
nearly so.
(200/300)
235.  Dussieux, Louis Etienne. Carte des Etats-Unis. Engraved map, hand-colored. 28x38 cm. (11x15”).
Paris: 1846
The United States just after seizing the Southwest from Mexico and incorporating Texas into
the mix. An oversized Nouvelle California meets Texas at the Rocky Mountains, the northern
border of District de l’Oregon is the “Limite fixee par le traite de 1846,” a large Nebraska takes
up the lands between Oregon, “Minnisota” and Texas, etc. Fine.
(200/300)
236.  Faden, W[illiam]. A Map of America, or the New World, Wherein are Introduced all the Known Parts
of the Western Hemisphere, from the Map of D’Anville; with the necessary alterations, and the addition of the
Discoveries made since the Year 1761. Map engraved by William Palmer, with period hand-coloring in
outline and wash. 58.7x52.6 cm. (23x20¾”).
London: W. Faden, 1797
Beautiful map of the Americas, extending westward to include Polynesia and New Zeeland and
showing the new discoveries along the Northwest Coast of America. This copy in the state with
clouds and “ O Rare Columbus” printed above the cartouche. Phillips Atlases, 6010.44 Some
offsetting, a few short marginal tears, very good.
(600/900)
237.  Flemming, Carl. Texas. Lithographed map, hand-colored in outline. 39.5x32 cm. (16x13”)
Glogau: c.1845
A reduced version of Arrowsmith’s map of 1841, with inset of Galveston Bay. Fine with just
slight marginal foxing and darkening.
(500/800)
238.  Gentleman’s Magazine. A Map of Falklands Islands in the Latitude of 51°, 22’ South, Longitude 64°,
30’ West; from the Latest Observations. Copper-engraved map. 17x24 cm. (6½x9½”).
London: 1770
Map of the Falkland Islands some five years after its first settlement, at the time of the short
conflict between Spain and Britain over control of the island group. Jolly GENT-203. Light
offset, very good or better.
(150/250)
239.  Gentleman’s Magazine. Chart of the Antarctic Polar Circle, with the Countries Adjoining, According to
the New Hypothesis of M. Buache. From the Memoirs of the Royal Academy at Paris. Copper-engraved map/
chart. 19x22 cm. (7½x8½”).
London: 1763
South polar projection extending to the Tropic of Capricorn, but extended further on one
side to depict Australia and (connected to it) New Guinea. Tooley notes “Australia joined
to Tasmania, Holy Gold land and New Guinea. New Zealand forms part of the Antarctic
Continent.” Jolly, GENT-166; Tooley, Australia, 273. Lower left margin trimmed for folding, as
issued; near fine.
(200/300)
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POCKET MAP OF OREGON AND WASHINGTON
240.  Gill, J.K., & Co. New Sectional, Township & County Map of Oregon & Washington. Lithographed
pocket map, some hand-coloring in outline. 88x66 cm. (34½x26”), folding to 16.5x10.5 cm. (6½x4”),
original gilt-lettered cloth covers.
Portland, OR: 1884
 Fine condition.

(800/1200)

241.  Gilliam, Albert M. Map of Gilliam’s Travels in Mexico, Including Texas and Part of the United States.
 ithographed map. 48x47 cm. (19x18½”).
L
Philadelphia: 1846
Published in Travels over the Table Lands and Cordilleras of Mexico during the Years 1843 and
44. Gilliam was appointed U.S. Consul in San Francisco, but seems to have gotten no closer to
that city than his stay in Mexico. Wheat comments that Gilliam’s proposed “railroad routes run
straight, oblivious of mountains or river courses...” Slight wear at folds, very good or better.
(200/300)
GOOS CHART OF EAST INDIES AND AUSTRALIA
242.  Goos, Pieter. Paskaerte Zynde t’Oosterdeel van Oost Indien, met Alle de Eylanden daer Ontrendt Geleegen
van C. Comorin tot aen Japan. Copper-engraved map/chart, hand-colored in outline & wash, colored
pictorial cartouche. 44.5x53.5 cm. (17½x21”),
Amsterdam: 1666
Southeast Asia and East
Indies with much of
Australia, with east at the
top. Tooley notes that
“Australia is shown on the
right hand side lettered
Hollandia Nova. This
shows Australia as known
to Tasman but omits
both Tasmania and New
Zealand.” Tooley, Australia,
670. Soiling to map, silked
on verso effecting some
repairs along centerfold,
top left corner replaced not
affecting map image; good.
(1000/1500)

Lot 242

t243.  Greenleaf, Jeremiah. Oregon Territory. Engraved map, hand-colored. 27x32 cm. (10½x12½”),
framed under glass.
Brattleboro, VT: c.1845
The Pacific Northwest north of California, with the boundary between the U.S. and the British
possessions slightly above the 54th parallel. Astoria, not Fort Clatsop, is named at the mouth of
the Columbia River. Very good or better, not examined out of frame.
(250/350)
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RARE POCKET MAP OF HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
244. (Hawaii) Alexander , W.D. Map of the Hawaiian Islands, reduced from the Hawaiian Government Survey
Depmt. map, Prof. W.D. Alexander, by the Photo-Engraving Co. of New York for Thos. G. Thrum, Stationer,
Honolulu, H.I. Folding pocket map. 16.5x25 cm. (6½x9¾”), folding into original cloth covers 9x7 cm.
(3½x2¾”).
Honolulu: Thos. G. Thrum, [1876]
Rare little pocket map of the Hawaiian Islands, including a census, area and elevation figures for
the larger islands and a list of the kings of Hawaii. OCLC/WorldCat lists only the copy at the
University of California, Berkeley. With ink signature of A.O. Forbes on the inside of the front
cover; the Rev. Forbes served as General Secretary of the Board of the Hawaiian Evangelican
Association from 1880 to 1888. Rubbing to the covers; a few darkened patches to the map, very
good.
(2000/3000)

Lot 244

You can bid absentee directly from the item description in
the online version of the catalogue at www.pbagalleries.com.
Or bid during the auction using the Real-Time Bidder.
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MANUSCRIPT MAP OF LAND FOR SALE ON HAWAII 1888
245. (Hawaii) Ink manuscript “Map of Government Remainders Situated on Kapoho in the District of Puna,
Hawaii, Surveyed Feb. 1888 Loubenstein...”. In manuscript on architectural linen. 45x45 cm. (17¾x17¾”);
in linen mat, along with portion of envelope addressed to R[ichard] J. Lyman, Hilo, Hawaii. Overall
89.5x70 cm. (35¼x27½”), in koa wood frame under plexiglass.
Hawaii: 1888

Lot 245

Survey map for government land on the island of
Hawaii to be auctioned off to the highest bidder.
The land in question comprises some 17.92 acres;
affixed to the bottom of the map is a small printed
notice, undoubtedly clipped from a newspaper, “Sale
of Government Land. On Thursday, July 19, 1888,
at 12 o’clock noon, will be sold at Public Auction,
at the front entrance of Aliiolani Hale, two certain
pieces of Government Land in Kapohe, Puna,
Hawaii, called Kauiahiku... Lorrin A. Thurston,
Minister of Interior...” Beneath the title of the map
are notes on the survey. With loose envelope of The
First Trust Co. of Hilo, labeled Lyman Trust, with
the contents indicated as “Map of Govt. Remainder.
19.82 acres Kapoho.” The Lyman family, notable in
Hawaiian society, were descended from missionaries
David and Sarah Lyman; Richard Jewell Kahekili
Lyman (1872-1954), to whom the envelope was
addressed, was their grandson, the offspring of
Rufus Anderson Lyman and Hualani Chun (Rebecca
Brickwood). Some foxing to the map, very good or
better.
(3000/5000)

246.  Homann, Johann Baptiste. Totius Americae Septentrionalis et Meridionalis Novissima Repræsentatio...
 opper-engraved map, hand-colored (later), with two colored cartouches. 48.5x57cm. (19x22¼”).
C
Nuremburg: [1710]
Attractive map of North and South America with California an island “on the second Sanson
model, and with a Fretum Anian and Terra Esonis Incognita to northwest, and Pays de
Moozemleck to northeast...” - McLaughlin. The title cartouche in the lower left, natives on
either side of a title box, with a town and windmills in background, is copied from DeFer’s map
of 1699. Leighly 133; McLaughlin 175; Tooley 79. Split along centerfold repaired with tape on
verso, a few other, more minor repairs, crease at upper left that occurred during printing, about
very good.
(500/800)

The Buyer’s Premium will be 20% for bids up to $100,000
and 15% for that portion over $100,000.
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HONDIUS MAP OF VIRGINIA
247.   Hondius, Henricus.  Nova Virginiæ Tabula.  Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 38x49 cm.
(15x19½”).
Amsterdam: 1630-1639
The region surrounding the Chesapeake Bay, very hilly, with depiction at upper left of the
interior of a Indian dwelling labeled “Status Regins Powhaten,” and at left a native holding a
bow, called “Habitus fœminarum in Provincia Sasque fahanougs.” Burden notes that “This is
Henricus Hondius’ derivative of John Smith’s highly important map of Virginia, 1612. It is,
however, draw from his deceased brother Jodocus’ version of 1618. The two had led separate
careers for at least ten years and in 1629, upon the death of Jodocus, Willem Blaeu acquired a
number of plates from the estate. About thirty of these formed the nucleus of Blaeu’s Atlantis
Appendix of 1630. This challenge to the atlas of Henricus, which was by now quite dated,
stimulated fierce competition between the two houses. The sale of plates must have occurred
by 2 March 1630 as a contract of that date survives where Henricus Hondius and his partner
Joannes Janssonius, angry at the sale of plates to their competitor, engaged engravers to cut
a number of new plates after those of Jodocus within eighteen months so that they could
advance their own atlas. The Virginia was one of the first engraved as it appears in Janssonius’
Atlantis Appendix of 1630. Attractively engraved it is the only Smith derivative to bear an
Indian facing the Chesapeake Bay...” The present copy of the map was issued in the 1639
edition of Hondius’ Nouvel Atlas, with French text on verso (with the signature mark fffff).
Burden 228, State 1; Tooley, Mapping of America, p.165. Some offsetting and mottling, a few
cracks in paper to vignette and armorial shield from the heavy coloring, with neat verso repairs;
good to very good.
(1000/1500)
248.  Jansson, Jan, attrib. Tabula Siciliae, Maltae et partis, Calabriae Barbariae et Sardiniae cum Insulis vicinis.
 opper-engraved map, hand-colored. 42x55.5 cm. (16½x22¾”).
C
Amsterdam: [1654]
Sicily with Malta, the toe of Italy, northeastern Tunisia, and the southern tip of Sardinia; at
the top are four insets, of the harbors of Palermo, Messina, Trapano and Malta. Unsigned,
by apparently from Jansson’s Descriptio Maris Mediterranei per tabulas hydrographicas &
geographicas, with numeral 13 engraved in lower right corner. Marginal chipping, centerfold
repaired on verso, a few short tears at top edge just intruding into map, some soiling, good to
very good.
(400/600)
249.  Kitchin, Thomas. A Map of Quan-Tong or Lea-Tonge Province, and the Kingdom of Kau-Li or Corea.
 opper-engraved map. 27x22 cm. (10½x8½”).
C
London: c.1750
Korean peninsula and adjacent Chinese provinces. Near fine.

(150/250)

250.  Kitchin, Thomas. North America Drawn from the Latest and Best Authorities. Copper-engraved map,
modern hand-coloring. 34x36 cm. (13½x14”).
London: c.1770
Attractive map of North America just prior to the Revolution. Fine.

(200/300)

251.  Levasseur, [Victor]. Amérique Septentrionale. Steel-engraved map, hand-colored in outline, with
large hand-colored pictorial vignette border by Raimond Bonheaur. 28.5x43.3 cm (11¼x17”), not
including title and caption.
Paris: A. Combette, [c.1845]
North America, with Texas an independent country, California still a part of Mexico, and the
northwest border between the U.S. and Canada at 54o 40’. The illustration depicts polar wildlife
on mountains on the right, and Montezuma’s temple and trade with natives on the left. Some
marginal soling and a few short marginal tears; very good.
(150/250)
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252.  London Magazine. A New Map of the North East Coast of Asia, and North West Coast of America,
with the Late Russian Discoveries. Copper-engraved map. 16.7x22.8 cm. (6¾x9”), hinged to mat.
London: [1764]
Interesting map of the northeast of Asia and northwest of America, the former very well
defined, the latter in speculative and indeterminate configuration. Alaska is a vague shape, called
“Land which according to some Navigators, may be seen from Bering’s Isle.” The tracks of
Bering and Tschirikows are shown. Fine.
(100/150)
253.   Lotter, Tobias.  Mappa Geographica Regionem Mexicanam et Floridam Terrasque Adjacentes, ut et
Anteriores Americae Insulas Cursus Itidem et Reditus Navigantium Versus Flumen Missisipi et Alias Colonias...
Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 47.5x57 cm. (18¾x22½”).
Augsburg: c.1740
Lovely map of Mexico, Central America, and the eastern half of the present United States to
the Great Lakes. With inset plans of Panama; Havana; Carthagena; Vera Cruz. A large engraving
at lower left shows treasure chests being plundered (this is uncolored). The map is after de l’Isle,
and very similar to the map published by Seutter, which Lotter engraved. A few short tears
repaired, top margin extended; near fine.
(1200/1800)
254.   Mitchell, Samuel Augustus.  Oregon, Upper California & New Mexico.  Engraved map, handcolored. 41x32 cm. (16¼x12½”) including decorative border.
Philadelphia: S. Augustus Mitchell, 1849
Western America at the beginning of the California Gold Rush, with much still unexplored.
From the 1849 edition of A New Universal Atlas published by Mitchell, improved from
the 1845 map of H.N. Burroughs, with his copyright notice still present. As Wheat notes,
this issue of the map had “Gold Region” added in the California portion, and colored in
yellow. California includes all of the west to the Rockies south of the 42nd parallel. Wheat
Transmississippi 630. Paper somewhat browned and brittle, chips at corners not touching the
map or border; very good.
(300/500)
255.  Nicollet, J.N. Hydrographical Basin of the Upper Mississippi River from Astronomical and Barometrical
Observations Surveys and Information, by J.N. Nicollet in the years 1836, 37, 38 and 40 assisted 1838, 39 &
40 by Lieut. J.C. Fremont ... Corps of Engineers ... Engraved map, engraved by W.J. Stone. 93x77 cm.
(36½x30½”), folding.
Washington: 1843
Large, detailed and significant map that accompanied Nicollet’s Report Intended to Illustrate
a Map of the Hydrographical Basin of the Upper Mississippi River... He was assisted by J.C.
Fremont, and the map was compiled by Lt. W.H. Emory, under direction of Abert. Howes
N152; Wagner-Camp 98. Faint offset, one 5” tear neatly repaired on verso; near fine.
(400/600)
256. (Northern Pacific Railroad) Sectional Land Map Showing the Lands of the Northern Pacific Railroad
Co. in Western Washington and Northern Oregon, with Condensed Information Relating to the Pacific Northwest.
Large folding lithographed map with text and illustrations on verso. 80x86 cm. (31½x33¾”), folding
to 32x10 cm. (9x4”).
Buffalo, NY: Matthews-Northrup Co., 1892
Map and promotional brochure for lands being offered by the Northern Pacific Railroad, “By
far the Best New Country opened to settlement and enterprise” along the route. Some tearing at
folds, with old tape repairs that have discolored; good condition, worthy of some restoration.
(200/300)
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257.  (Oregon & Washington)  Five maps of Oregon and Washington, with some adjacent areas.  Includes:
Colton, J.H. Colton’s Washington and Oregon. 28.5x35.5 cm. (Lower margin chipped with short
tears.) 1859. * Mitchell, S.A. Map of Oregon, Washington and Part of Idaho. 23.5x31 cm. 1860. *
Colton, G.W. & C.B. Colton’s Map of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, British Columbia & Montana.
38x63 cm. 1855 [but c.1865]. * Johnson, A.J. Johnson’s Oregon and Washington. 40x28 cm. (Some
marginal chipping.) 1865. * Warner & Beers. County Map of Oregon, Washington/ Territory of
Alaska. 32x40 cm. c.1875. Together, 5 lithographed maps, hand-colored. The dimensions to not
include the decorative borders.
Various places: Various dates
Interesting series of maps showing the evolution of state, territorial and county boundaries.
Generally very good.
(300/500)
258.   Precinct Map of Los Angeles City January 1918. Compiled by County Surveyor.  Lithographed map.
118x93 cm. (46½x36½”).
Los Angeles: 1918
The city of Los Angeles, from Watts in the south to Burbank in the north. To corner torn off
just touching border, else very good.
(300/500)
259.  Rand, McNally & Co. Central Pacific R.R. and Lease Lines Southern Pacific R.R. and Connections
September 1882.  Color lithographed map. 68x79 cm. (26¾x31¼”), neatly tipped to linen backing,
framed under glass.
Chicago: 1882
Detailed map showing the railroad routes crossing the developing western half of the United
States a little more than ten years after the completion of the transcontinental railroad. A few
short marginal tears, near fine.
(500/800)
SANSON MAP OF SOUTHWEST WITH CALIFORNIA AN ISLAND
260.  Sanson, Nicolas. Audience de Guadalajara, Nouveau Mexique, Californie, &c. ... Copper-engraved
map. 20.2x23.7 cm. (8x9¼”).
[Utrecht]: [Johannes Ribbius], 1657-[1683]
Third state of this finely-engraved map of western Mexico and the American Southwest,
according to McLaughlin. Burden, however, states it was published in 1682 by Joannes Ribbius
and Simon de Vries, as indicated by the imprint “Par N. Sanson d’Abbe/ ville Geogr. Ordin.
du/ Roy.” California is a large island
with indented northern coastline, many
place names including C. de Mendocino,
Punta de los Reyes, Punta de Monte Rey,
Canal de S. Barbara, I.S. Cathalina, P. de
S. Diego, etc. On the mainland is a broad
R. del Norte, flowing southwesterly from
a large lake near Taosij, with many towns
named, including Sta. Fe; Indian tribes
named include Moqui, Apaches, Zuni,
etc. Burden 327; Leighly 28; McLaughlin
16; Tooley 15; Wheat Transmississippi
54. Slight darkening and wear along
centerfold, very good or better.
(800/1200)
Lot 260
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261.  Sanson, Nicolas. La Floride. Copper-engraved map. 17.5x25 cm. (7x9¾”).
Utrecht: Johannes Ribbius & Simon de Vries, 1682Later issue of Sanson’s 1657 map of the American Southeast, from Curieuse Aenmerckingen
der Bysonderste Oost en West Indische, published in Utrecht by Ribbius and de Vries. Burden
calls it an “influential map... The southern portion of the Florida peninsula regains much of
the accepted nomenclature that is absent from the North America. Tengesta provinc. refers to
a tribe of Indians living on the south-west coast. The name ‘Florida’ at this time was used to
indicate a far larger region...” Burden 326. Short marginal splits at centerfold; near fine.
(400/600)
262.  Schreiber, Johann Georg. America Verfertiget von Joh. Georg Schreibem in Leipzig. Copper-engraved
map, hand-colored. 17x19.8 cm. (6¾x7¾”) plus column of engraved text at right.
Liepzig: [1749]
North and South America with California an island “with nearly flat northern coast and many
coastal place names. TERRA ESONIS INCOGNITA and Fretum Anian to northwest; Paye
de Moozemleck to north... Column of text to map right explains map abbreviation...” Issued
in Atlas selectus von allen konigreichen und landem der welt... McLaughlin 233, state 1. Mild
foxing/toning; very good or better.
(400/600)
263.  Smith, Joseph. The South West Prospect of Ludlow Town and Castle. Copper-engraved bird’s-eye view,
hand-colored (later). 46x52 cm. (18x20½”).
London: 1719
Attractive view of the town and fortress, with 14 coats-of-arms at bottom. Slight darkening
along centerfold; near fine.
(1200/1800)

Lot 263

264.  Swanston, George H. Oregon and California. Engraved map, hand-colored in outline. 23.3x14
cm. (9¼x5½”), matted.
London: [1850]
The U.S. from the Rocky Mountains west to the Pacific Ocean, with a bit of Mexico and Baja.
The southwest boundary is in the pre-Gadsden state. The rivers of the California gold region
are shown, and New Helvetia designated, but as Wheat notes, the gold region itself is not
mentioned. Wheat Maps of the Gold Region 174. A few discolored spots in lower left, away
from map image; very good or better.
(100/150)
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265.   Tallis, John.  British America.  Steel-engraved map, hand-colored in outline; surrounded with
hand-colored engraved vignettes. 22x29.8 cm. (8¾x11¾”) plus decorative border, hinged to mat.
London: John Tallis & Company, c.1850
Detailed map of Canada and the Arctic regions engraved by J. Rapkin. Includes 6 striking
vignettes drawn by H. Warren and engraved by R. Wallis, with a view of Montreal, Eskimos,
polar bears, whale hunting, etc. Neat repair along centerfold with mild ill-crease, lower margin
extended; very good.
(150/250)
266.  Tallis, John. Mexico, California and Texas. Steel-engraved map, drawn and engraved by J. Rapkin,
hand-colored in outline, with decorative border and vignettes uncolored. The vignettes by H. Warren
and engraved by J. Rogers. 25.4x33 cm. (10x13”) including decorative border; matted.
London: J. & F. Tallis, [c.1850]
Gold-rush era map with the “newly discovered Gold districts” colored in yellow, vignette of
miners “gold washing” plus vignettes of Mexican peasantry and Ruins at Uxmal, Yucatan. Texas
is shown as an independent country, extending to the Rio Grande in the west, encompassing
Santa Fe. Wheat Transmississippi 737. Slight toning, very good or better.
(250/350)
267.   Tallis, John.  North America.  Steel-engraved map, hand-colored in outline; surrounded with
hand-colored engraved vignettes. 30x22.3 cm. (11¾”x8¾”) plus decorative border.
London: J. & F. Tallis, c.1847
Detailed map of North America engraved by J. Rapkin. Includes 9 striking vignettes drawn by
J. Marchant and engraved by J. Rogers and shows Indians, Eskimos, Beavers, Niagara Falls, etc.
Texas is part of the United States, but California and much of the west is still in Mexican hands;
in the northwest, the Columbia forms the boundary between U.S. territory and British North
America. From “Tallis’s Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World.” A nice example
with bright hand-coloring.
(200/300)
268.  Tanner, Henry Schenck. Illinois and Missouri. Copper-engraved map, hand-colored. 71x57 cm.
(28x22½”),
Philadelphia: 1823
Large, well-engraved map of the states of Illinois and Missouri, from Tanner’s New American
Atlas, his seminal atlas of North America, primarily the United States, with the maps derived
from recent surveys, and superbly engraved and printed on fine paper, with exquisite handcoloring. A few small marginal chips and a short tear, faint offset; near fine.
(500/800)
269.   Thomson, John.  Map of the Islands in the Pacific Ocean.  Copper-engraved map, hand-colored.
50x61 cm. (10½x24”).
Edinburgh: 1817
Islands of the Pacific from the Sandwich Islands to the east coast of Australia, with two insets
of Hawaii and two of Tahiti. Some faint foxing and offset, very good.
(200/300)
270.  U.S. Coast Survey. Entrance to San Francisco Bay California. From a Trigonometrical Survey under the
Direction of A.D. Bache... Engraved chart. 59x99.5 cm. (23¼x39¼”).
Washington: 1859
Detailed chart of the entrance to San Francisco Bay and its central portion, with coastal details,
portions of San Francisco and Oakland, etc.; with 3 engraved views at bottom and a sub-sketch
of the entrance. On thick paper with no folds. A little toning, very good or better.
(250/350)
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271.  U.S. Coast Survey. Reconnaissance of the Western Coast of the United States from Gray’s Harbor to the
Entrance of Admiralty Inlet. Engraved chart, modern hand-coloring. 37x44.5 cm. (14½x17½”), matted
and framed under plexiglass.
Washington: 1853
Chart of the northwest coast of Washington, with 4 engraved vignettes of coastal views. Some
darkening at folds; very good, not examined out of frame.
(250/350)
272.  U.S. - General Land Office. Indian Territory. Lithographed map with outline color, photo-litho
by Julius Bien. 61x82 cm. (24x32½”).
New York: 1879
Indian Territory, present Oklahoma, compiled by C. Roeser. A separate issue, printed on thin
paper. A touch of edge wear, near fine.
(300/500)
273.  Universal Magazine. An Exact Plan of the Capital City and Port of Malta, with its Suburbs and
Dependencies [on sheet with] An Accurate Map of the Islands of Malta and Goza, from an Actual Survey,
Performed under the Patronage of the Grand Officers of the Order. Two copper-engraved maps on 1 sheet.
26x17 cm. (10x6½”).
London: 1761
Malta with its capital and port, engraved by R.W. Seale. Paper a little toned; near fine.

(200/300)

BERMUDA BY VALK & SCHENK
274.  Valk, Gerard & Pieter Schenk. Mappa Æstivarum Insularum, alias Barmudas Dictarum ... Accurate
Descripta.  Copper-engraved map, hand-colored, with colored cartouche, windrose and 2 colored
shields at lower corners; key at bottom. 38.5x50.5 cm. (15x20”) including key.
Amsterdam: [1720]
Re-issue of the Hondius/Jansson map, which first appeared in the Mercator-Hondius atlas,
with imprint of Valk & Schenk. The island of Bermuda divided into plots with the owners
designated in the extensive key; an impression of the east coast of America is at top, quite out
of scale. Additional crease at centerfold, a few short tears caused by the coloring, with repairs
on verso, some slight loss; very good or better, and attractive example of this important map.
(2000/3000)

Lot 274
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275.  Vancouver, George. Views of Parts of the Coast of North West America - 2 different sheets. Copperengraved views/coastal profiles. Each sheet approx. 17x21¼”.
London: R. Edwards, 1798
The first sheet includes Punto de los Reyes; The entrance of Port St. Francisco; Point Pinos;
Santa Barbara; The entrance of Port St. Diego; Two remarkable Mountains to the Southward
of St. Diego; and Cape Colnett. The second sheet includes The Westernmost of Scots Islands;
Cape Scot; Woody Point; The entrance to Nootka Sound; The entrance of Columbia River
Cape Disappointment; and Punto Barro de Arena. From the atlas volume of Vancouver’s
Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean. The second with some offset from old ink
writing; both very good.
(300/500)
276.   Vandermaelen, Philippe Marie Guillaume.  Amer. Sep. Partie de la Nouvelle Bretagne. No. 32.
 ithographed map. 47x56 cm. (18½x22”).
L
[Brussels]: [1827]
Southern Alberta, Saskatchewan, northern Montana & surroundings on a very large scale. There
is a column of text at left. From Vandermaelen’s Atlas Universel; the extraordinarily large scale
allows great detail. Fine
(300/500)
277.   Vuillemin, Alexandre A.  Nouvelle Carte Illustree de l’Amerique du Nord Indiquant les Grandes
Divisions Physiques, la Distribution Geographique des Vegetaux et des Mineraux. Steel-engraved map, handcolored in outline & wash. 60x84 cm. (24x33”).
Paris: Chez Fatout, 1860
Side panels with 16 colored vignettes of scenes, flora and fauna. The map engraved by Gerin;
The illustrations are by A. Testard, engraved by Guesnu. Southwest border of U.S. is in preGadsden configuration. Verso repair at lower centerfold, some faint soiling, very good or better.
(300/500)
LARGE MAP OF CONNECTICUT PUBLISHED IN HARTFORD, 1813
278.  Warren, Moses & George Gillet. Connecticut, From Actual Survey, Made in 1811; By, and under
the Direction of, Moses Warren and George Gillet; And by them Compiled. Published under the Authority of the
General Assembly, by Hudson & Goodwin. Copper engraved map on 4 sheets, joined to make two sheets,
top and bottom. Engraved by Abner Reed. Each double-sheet approx. 47x110 cm.; together, approx.
94x110 cm. (37x43¼”).
Hartford: 1813
Rare map of Connecticut, sometimes seen as a wall map, here issued unmounted, with stubs
from being bound in at atlas. An extensive legend gives 37 features including churches, courthouses, distilleries, makers of woolens,
guns & pistols, clock, glass and much more.
A table lists the Governors since 1655. We
were able to locate only three examples of
this map: Harvard College Library, New
York Historical Society and the Library
of Congress. This version contains the
notation “Humphrysville, the first extensive, successful Woolen Manufactory in the
Country,” which is missing from the Harvard and NYHS’s examples. The dedication
reads, “To His Excellency Roger Griswold,
Esq., and to the Honourable Legislature
of the State of Connecticut, This Map is
Respectfully Inscribed By the Publishers.
Hartford, February 1812.” Copyright notice beneath title cartouche reads: “Entered
according to Act of Congress, the 29th
Lot 278
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day of May, 1813 - By Hudson & Goodwin, of the State of Connecticut.” Some offsetting and
fairly minor foxing, 8” splits along two of the folds with no loss; very good, quite rare.
(3000/5000)
279. (Washington) Nine maps of all or parts of Washington Territory and State. Includes: Melish. Outlet
of Columbia River. Copper-engraved. 16.5x10 cm. (Right margin trimmed close to neat line.) [1822].
* U.S. Government. Chart of the Columbia River for 90 Miles from its Mouth. Engraved. 42x23
cm. 1838. * U.S. Coast Survey. Cape Flaherty and Neé-ah Harbor. Engraved, later hand-coloring.
34x43.5 cm. (Darkening at folds.) 1853. * U.S. Government. Map of a Part of Washington Territory
to accompany the Report of the Surveyor General. 55x69 cm. (Some darkening and small nicks at
folds.) 1859. * General Land Office. Washington Territory. 56x71 cm. (Split at centerfold.) 1879.
* Anon. Washington. With extensive railroads. 39.5x55 cm. c.1900. * Cram. Map of Washington.
34x50.5 cm. 1903. * Rand, McNally. Washington. 2 examples. 48.5x65 cm. 1907 & 1910. Together, 9
maps. Last 6 are lithographed, the last 5 in color.
Various places: Various dates
 Generally good to very good condition.

(200/300)

280.  Wilkes, Charles. Map of the Oregon Territory by the U.S. Ex. Ex. Charles Wilkes, Exqr. Commander
1841. Engraved map. 57.8x89 cm. (22¾x35”).
[Philadelphia]: 1841-[1845]
Important map of the Northwest, from Cape Mendocino to Dixon’s Entrance, and east as far
as the Black Hills, issued in the atlas of the imperial octavo edition of Charles Wilkes’ Narrative
of the United States Exploring Expedition. Wheat states that “This map was in many respects
the most detailed of this extensive area yet published, and for the main Oregon region and the
Hudson’s Bay Company territories to the north it was an accurate, really quite extraordinary,
map. Wilkes did not enter the Great Basin or see any part of the Snake River personally, and
therefore drew on other sources, a Jedediah Smith map and some oral information from the
Hudson’s Bay Company trappers he met on the Columbia...” Though drawn in 1841, the Wilkes
map was not published until 1844, in the rare first edition of Wilkes’ Narrative (limited to 100
copies for presentation to heads of state and other dignitaries, 25 of which were destroyed
by fire), with the regular (i.e. “unofficial”) quarto edition coming out the following year. Thus
“intervening events, such as Fremont’s expedition and map of 1843, were allowed to influence
the Wilkes cartography.” Howes W414; Wheat Transmississippi 457. Several splits along creases,
the longest being about 8”, some minor loss, small nicks at folds, marginal chipping, several
verso tape repairs; just good, but worthy of restoration.
(500/800)
281.  Wilkinson, Robert. New South Wales, New Zealand, New Hebrides and the Islands Adjacent comprising
the Discoveries of Mendana, Qurios, Cartaret, Bougainville, Surveille, Cook, Shortland, &c. &c. with the British
Settlements at Port Jackson, Norfolk Isle, &c. Copper-engraved map/chart, hand coloring (likely later).
29x23 cm. (11½x9”).
London: 1810
With insets of L. Howes Island; Norfolk Island; Port Jackson vicinity. Some soiling and mild
wrinkling, small stain near New Caledonia; about very good.
(150/250)
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
The property listed in this catalogue will be sold by PBA Galleries, Inc. (hereinafter Galleries) as
agent for others upon the following terms and conditions as may be amended by notice or oral
announcement at the sale:
1. All bids are to be per lot as numbered in the catalogue.
2. As used herein the term “bid price” means the price at which a lot is knocked down to the
purchaser and the term “purchase price” means the aggregate of (a) the bid price (b) a premium
of twenty percent (20%) of the bid price payable by the purchaser, and (c) unless the purchaser is
exempt by law from the payment thereof, any California state or local sales tax except where sold to
a purchaser outside of California and shipped to the purchaser.The Galleries have been authorized
by the consignor to retain, as part of remuneration, the 20% premium payable by the purchaser.
3. Property auctioned by the Galleries is often of some age.Prospective bidders should
personally inspect such property to determine its condition and whether it has been repaired
or restored.Any information provided by the Galleries or its employees is for the convenience
of bidders only and should not be relied upon. ALL PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS” AND
NEITHER THE GALLERIES NOR THE CONSIGNOR MAKES ANY WARRANTIES OR
REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WITH RESPECT TO THE PROPERTY
OR ITS VALUE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR
WHETHER THE PURCHASER ACQUIRES ANY COPYRIGHTS.IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE GALLERIES OR THE CONSIGNOR BE RESPONSIBLE FOR CORRECTNESS OF
DESCRIPTION, GENUINENESS, ATTRIBUTION, PROVENANCE, AUTHENTICITY,
AUTHORSHIP, COMPLETENESS, CONDITION OF THE PROPERTY OR ESTIMATE OF
VALUE.NO STATEMENT (ORAL OR WRITTEN) IN THE CATALOGUE, AT THE SALE,
OR ELSEWHERE SHALL BE DEEMED SUCH A WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION,
OR ANY ASSUMPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY.HOWEVER, notwithstanding this condition
and subject to the further provisions of this paragraph as set forth below, property may be
returned by the purchaser, the sale rescinded and the purchase price refunded under the following
conditions: (1) printed books which prove upon collation to be defective in text or illustration
(provided such defects are not indicated within the catalogue or at the sale), and (2) autographs
which prove not to be genuine (if this can be demonstrated and if not indicated in the catalogue
or at the sale).Printed books are not returnable for defects not affecting text and illustration,
including, but not limited to, lack of half-titles, lists of plates, binder’s instructions, errata,
blanks, or advertisements.No returns will be accepted unless written notice, by registered mail or
receipted courier, is received by the Galleries within fourteen (14) days of the sale of the property
and the property is returned in the same condition as it was at the time of sale.NO LOT IS
RETURNABLE ON ACCOUNT OF PROPERTY INCLUDED BUT NOT SPECIFICALLY
NAMED AND DESCRIBED IN SUCH LOT.LOTS CONTAINING THREE OR MORE
TITLES, WHETHER NAMED OR UNNAMED, AND SELLING FOR ONE HUNDRED
FIFTY ($150) OR LESS, EXCLUSIVE OF BUYER’S PREMIUM, ARE SOLD NOT SUBJECT
TO RETURN FOR ANY REASON.
4.Photographs, prints and other fine art multiples are sold in compliance with California law, and
the Galleries’ catalogue descriptions of such multiples conform to the applicable provisions of that
law.
5. Any right of the purchaser under this agreement or under the law shall not be assignable and
shall be enforceable only by the original purchaser and not by any subsequent owner or any person
who shall subsequently acquire any interest. No purchaser shall be entitled to any remedy, relief or
damages beyond return of the property, recision of the sale and refund of the purchase price; and,
without limitation, no purchaser shall be entitled to damages of any kind.
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6. If we are prevented by fire, theft or any other reason whatsoever from delivering any property to
the purchaser, our liability shall be limited to the sum actually paid by the purchaser.
7. Books and other property purchased are to be removed at the close of each Sale unless shipping
instructions are received by the Galleries before such sale.If not removed, property will be held
at the sole risk of the purchaser and no responsibility is assumed if such goods are lost, stolen,
damaged, or destroyed.The Galleries will facilitate shipment of property to out-of-town purchasers
at an additional packing charge plus carriage and insurance, but will not be responsible for any loss
or damage resulting from the shipping thereof in excess of the amount of the insurance.
8. Payment terms:All items are to be paid for by (a) cash, (b) cashier’s check, (c)credit card,
or (d) personal check with approved credit, and all accounts are due when bills are rendered.
MERCHANDISE WILL BE SHIPPED AFTER PAYMENT HAS BEEN RECEIVED.
9. We reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder.The highest bidder acknowledged by the
auctioneer shall be the purchaser.In the event of any dispute between bidders, or in the event the
auctioneer doubts the validity of any bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole and final discretion
either to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article in dispute. If any
dispute arises after the sale, our sales records shall be conclusive in every respect.
10. Unless the Sale is advertised as a sale without reserve, each lot is offered subject to a reserve.
MOST LOTS OFFERED BY THE GALLERIES HAVE A MINIMUM RESERVE OF ONEHALF THE PRESALE LOW ESTIMATE .The Galleries do not accept reserves of more than the
low estimate nor allow consignors to bid on their own items.
11. To prevent inaccuracy in delivery or inconvenience in the settlement of a purchase, no lot can be
transferred.Each buyer must pay for the whole of his purchases before any lot can be removed.
12. As a service to clients unable to attend the Sale, we will accept absentee bids without charge in
advance of the sale by telephone, mail, fax, email or in person.All bids must state the highest bid
price the bidder is willing to pay.“Buy” bids are not accepted.Please check bid sheets carefully to
make sure you have the correct lot numbers and that the sheet is legible.The Galleries reserve the
right to refuse to undertake absentee bids, and shall in no event be responsible for failure to execute
such bids or for any error that may occur when executing them.Unsuccessful absentee bids will not
be acknowledged.
ALL SALES HELD BY PBA GALLERIES ARE CONDUCTED PURSUANT TO SECTION
2328 OF THE COMMERCIAL CODE AND SECTION 535 OF THE PENAL CODE OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CONSIGNING BOOKS TO PBA GALLERIES
The first step in consigning to PBA is to contact the Galleries, either by phone, fax, email or letter.
It can then be determined whether the item or items under consideration would do well at auction.
Following this, arrangements can be made for the delivery of the material to PBA. In the case of
large consignments or libraries, a member of the staff may be able to view the books on location,
and make arrangements for its transportation to PBA Galleries. Because of the costs involved, PBA
discourages consignments with a total value of less than $1500.
The frequency of auctions, and variety of subject matter, allows PBA Galleries to ensure quick
turn-around time for items consigned. Books can appear at auction as quickly as 30 days and
generally not more than 90 days following consignment. Commissions vary between 10% and 15%,
depending on the selling price of an item.These commissions encompass all related costs including
insurance, storage, cataloguing, illustrations, etc., except shipping. Payment is sent within 20 banking
days of an auction.
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BId Sheet
Sale #:_________________

133 Kearny Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone: (415) 989-2665 Fax: (415) 989-1664
www.pbagalleries.com

Sale Date:______________________

Name:_______________________________

Bidder#:______________ Cust Id#___________

Company:____________________________

Shipping address (if different from mailing address)

Address:______________________________

Address:__________________________________

City:________________State:______Zip:______

City:__________________State:______Zip:_____

Is either a new address? Yes No
Day Phone:___________________Home Phone:____________________Cell:____________________
Email:___________________________________________

Fax:_________________________

Are you a dealer purchasing for resale? Yes No (if yes) I hereby certify that all tangible personal
property purchased by me will be for resale and is not subject to California Sales Tax, and that I hold
Sellers Permit #________________
1.
2.
3.
4.

PBA Galleries is hereby authorized to bid on the following lots up to the price stated.
All bids shall be treated as offers made subject to the Conditions of Sale.
These bids will not be executed unless this form is signed.
A 20% Buyer’s Premium will be charged on all lots sold.

PLEASE EXECUTE THESE BIDS ON MY BEHALF. _______________________________________
SIGNATURE
CHECK HERE TO INCREASE BIDS BY ONE INCREMENT IN CASE OF TIE_______________
Please charge my credit card for my purchase: Visa
Mastercard
Discover
Credit Card #:____________________________________ Exp. Date:______________________
Signature___________________________________ Please use this card for all future purchases
LOT NUMBER
In numerical order

BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order

BID AMOUNT

LOT NUMBER
In numerical order

BID AMOUNT

Bid Increments
$00 to $200. . . . . . . . $10 $2000 to $5000. . . . . . . $250
$200 to $500. . . . . . . . $25 $5000 to $10,000. . . . . $500
$500 to $1000. . . . . . $50 $10,000 to $20,000. . . $1000
$1000 to $2000. . . . $100 $20,000 to $50,000. . . $2500
Note: Bids not matching the above increments will be rounded down to the nearest increment.
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